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Abstract 

This PhD research has explored concerns regarding the relationship between the 

manner in which animals are depicted and the way humans think about and treat non

human animals. The research has been underpinned by a concern that, while there has 

been substantial interest in animals and human-animal relationships as subject matter 

for artists and curators in recent years, animals are too often present in these artworks 

and exhibitions as symbols or metaphors for aspects of the human condition or as 

generic signifiers for the natural world. I propose that this results in the animals 

becoming marginalised, allowing the artists to avoid addressing the broader ethical 

issues surrounding the ways humans interact with animals. This avoidance of the politics 

of animal representation in the visual arts is at odds with a rethinking of animals and 

human-animal relationships in other disciplines where there is an increasing emphasis 

on the importance of foregrounding the ethical and political issues surrounding human

animal relationships. The research seeks to aid in redressing this matter through the 

production of artworks that are overtly informed by what can be loosely termed an 

'animal rights' ideology, and which thus operate within the scope of socio-political 

commentary. 

While the research is broadly located in the long history of the representation of animals 

in art, with the main historical context from the 19th century onward, its primary focus is 

on the period since the mid 1970s. The exegesis addresses the work of contemporary 

artists such as Sue Coe and Angela Singer whose work tackles issues surrounding the 

ethics of human-animal relations, as well as surveying the work of artists whose work 

has involved the suffering and/or death of animals. Key theoretical references for the 

research have been provided by the writings of British art historian and cultural theorist, 

Steve Baker. However, the overall context for this PhD research extends beyond the art 

world and is located in the field of scholarship that has become known as 'Human

Animal Studies'. This rapidly growing, multi-disciplinary field of study, which has its 

basis in the humanities and social sciences, has been the source of many of the readings 

that inform the arguments presented in the exegesis. 

1be research has resulted in the production of artworks that actively encourage the 

viewer to consider animals particularly 'farm' animals - as sentient beings rather than 

as insensate, objectified commodities. This is achieved through judicious use of 

anthropomorphism or, more aptly, 'egomorphism' in the depiction of the animals. The 
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latter term, coined by social anthropologist Kay :YIilton, places the self, rather than 

humanness in general, as the primary departure point for any understanding of non

human animals. The activation of egomorphism in the work reflects the fact that this 

research is driven by a very personal empathy for non-human animals, and a consequent 

concern about human attitudes toward and treatment of other animals, especially those 

used for food. A.dditionally, the egomorphic approach to the depiction of the animals 

prompts the viewer to engage with the idea of animals as active, self-interested agents 

rather than simply passive receptors of human ideas and actions. 

The result of the PhD research is a number of discrete series of works including 

paintings and digital prints, all of which incorporate the artist herself in some way, 

reflecting the personal nature of the passionately held concern for animals that has 

driven the research. 
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Chapter One - The Central Argument 

Chapter One - The Central Argument 

Introduction 

For almost as long as I can remember art and animals1 have been twin passions that 

have ruled my life, but in the mid 1980s these passions collided when I began my career 

as an artist and, almost simultaneously, became actively involved in animal rights. Since 

that time these two pursuits have competed for my time and energy, and my artwork 

and career as an artist have been affected, both positively and negativel/, by my activist 

attitudes and activities. 

My work as an animal rights activist involves trying to educate people about the 

suffering of animals at the hands of humans in the hope that they will either change 

their own habits/activities that contribute to this suffering and/or assist in lobbying for 

change. An essential aspect of this campaign work is the need to activate in people a 

sense of empathy and respect for animals. 

The position I hold regarding what I see as 

problematic about the relationship between 

most humans and animals is active, 

informed, considered, and passionately felt. 

It is a major part of my identity as an 

advocate for animals and has been of 

underlying importance to the subject matter 

of my artwork for almost 2S years. Despite 

this, for many years I avoided making 

artwork that overtly addressed this 

position. Eventually, around 2000, the 

work began to address the issues that I had 

been campaigning on as an activist for 

many years, with works such as the A10del 

Animals and Dumb Animals series using 

crude plastic models to explore the 

1. YveUe Watt, A Model Animal series 
(cow, sheep, pig, chicken). 2002, oil on 
linen , each work 45 x 70cm 

2. Yvette Watt, Dumb Animal series (cow, pig, 
sheep, chicken), 2003, oil on canvas, each 
work 180 x 270cm 

I Although I recognise that the term 'animal' includes humans, for the sake of brevity I will rely on the 
conventional (although problematic) use of the word to refer specifically to non-human animals. 
2 The negative affect~ have primarily to do with the substantial amounts of time I have put into animal 
activism. I have been an active campaigner since the mid 80s, han~ been a founJing member of two 
organizati()ns (one in \"estern Australia and one in Tasmania) anJ have been a committee member of a 
number of groups since 1986. 
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Chapter One The Central Argument 

distanced, commodified relationship we have with 'farm' animals. However, despite the 

fact that these works reflected my concerns about the treatment of animals at human 

hands, the issues were approached in an indirect manner, used a relatively 'cool' 

aesthetic and played down the emotional aspects of the issues at hand. However, since 

starting this PhD research the key driving forces in my life animals, art and activism 

have merged, resulting in artworks that address the core concerns behind my animal 

advocacy work more direcdy than ever before. 

Aims of the Research 

The result of this integration of animals, art and activism is that, rather than creating 

artworks that are relatively passive in what they require of the viewer on an emotional 

level, the aim of this PhD research has been to produce artworks that actively encourage 

the viewer to consider animals particularly 'farm' animals as sentient beings rather 

than as insensate, objectified commodities. This intention has been to achieve this 

through the judicious use of anthropomorphism or, more apdy, 'egomorphism' in the 

depiction of the animals. The term 'egomorphism' was coined by social anthropologist 

Kay Milton as an alternative term for a common but inappropriate use of the word 

anthropomorphism. ~mton argues that anthropomorphism can be misleading as it 

suggests that humanness is the departure point for any understanding of non-human 

animals, whereas 'egomorphism' place the self, or ego as the primary point of reference. 

She also argues that anthropomorphism implies the attribution of human characteristics 

to other animals whereas as egormorphism allows for the perceiving of similar 

characteristics in animals. The activation of egomorphism in the work thus reflects the 

fact that this research is driven by a very personal empathy for non-human animals, and 

a consequent concern about human attitudes toward and treatment of other animals, 

especially those used for food. 

An important aim of the research was that the artworks should deal with issues 

surrounding human-animal relationships in a manner that was intelligible to a general 

audience, as well as being accepted as valid by a more specific contemporary arts 

audience. The engagement of anthropomorphism/egomorphism in the work has been 

instrumental in the achievement of this aim. 

3 Kay i'¥1ilton outlines this argument in her essay 'Anthropomorphism or Egomorphism?: The Perception 
of non-human Persons by Human Ones', in Allimals in Person: cul/llralperspectil!es 011 animal-human intimary, 
ed. John Knight (Oxford & New York: Berg, 2005) 255-271 .. 
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Chapter One - The Central Argument 

Of key importance to this research is the use of art as a tool for making socio-political 

comment and/or encouraging social change, and by extension, the role that images can 

play in affecting the way animals are thought about and hence treated. British art 

historian and cultural theorist, Steve Baker addresses this issue in some detail, in his 

1993 book Picturing the Beast. As he points out: 

... the stakes in representing animals can be very high. \'(lho controls that representation 

and to what ends it '.vill be used will be of profound importance in coming years as 

arguments over global climate change, disappearing and disfigured frogs, razed 

rainforests, hunting rights, fishing stocks and the precedence of human needs continues 

to build.4 

Consequently, a central aim of the research was to present - to represent animals in 

such a way that the viewer is caused to question their own relationship to animals, 

particularly the animals they probably eat, in the hope of encouraging them to 

reconsider commonly-held speciesist5 attitudes toward animals. By extension the 

research also responds to a question posed by Baker in his essay "'You Kill Things to 

Look at Them": Animal Death in Contemporary Art': 'Can contemporary art 

productively address the killing of animals?,6 

In summary, the research aimed to: 

• 	 Explore the role that contemporary art can play in affecting the way animals are 

thought about and treated. 

• 	 Explore the role of contemporary art as a tool for making socio-political 


comment about human-animal relationships. 


• 	 Explore the role of the self and my identification with non-human animals as a 

strategy for engaging the viewer with ethical issues surrounding human-animal 

relationships. 

• 	 Investigate the use of anthropomorphism/egomorphism as a method of 

prompting the viewer to consider non-human animals, especially 'farm' animals, 

as sentient beings rather than as insensate, objectified commodities. 

+Steve Baker, Picturing the Beast, (Champaign llniversity of Illinois Press, 1993), ix. 
'} The term 'speciesism' was coined by British psychologist Richard Ryder as an analogy to racism, sexism 
etc, and denotes the privileging of humans above all other animals, allowing us to treat them in ways we 
wouldn't treat a human. 
6 Steve Baker, '''You Kill Things to Look at Them": Animal Death in Contemporary Art', in Killing 
Animals, The Animal Studies Group, (Urbana: llniversity of Illinois, 2006), 70 
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Chapter One - The Central Argument 

• 	 Create artworks that engage both a general audience as well as a more specific 

contemporary arts audience with the issues at hand. 

• 	 Employ a range of media and image construction and composition strategies to 

explore these ideas. 

• 	 Aid in redressing the paucity of artists who engage with the ethico-political 

issues surrounding human-animal interactions. 

The research was guided by the following questions: 

• 	 How can representations of animals in art change the ways humans think about 

animals? More specifically: 

o 	 How can artworks assist in breaking down the constructed boundaries 

between humans and other animals; boundaries that have seen 

significant re-evaluation in contemporary scientific and sociological 

thought? 

o 	 How can artworks encourage a more empathetic and compassionate 

attitude towards animals? Is anthropomorphism a valid tool to use to 

encourage such attitudes? 

• 	 How might my ideological position as an advocate for animals manifest itself in 

my artwork without resorting to overt polemics? 

Parameters of the Investigation 

The research was broadly located in the long history of the representation of animals in 

art. However the main historical context spans from the 19th century onward with a 

primary focus on the period since the mid 1970s. This reflects the importance to the 

research of the impact of industrialisation on animals, particularly on 'farm' animals and 

the concurrent rise of concern for animal welfare within the general community.7 In 

rrhis concern led to the development of the first animal protection law, which became know as Martin's 
Act, after the MP, Richard Martin, who promoted the bill. The bill was passed in London in 1822 and 
reflected concern over the treatment of domestic animals, making it an offence to 'beat, abuse, or ill-treat 
any horse, mare, gelding, mule, ass, ox cow, heifer, steer, sheep or other cattle' Two years later the Society 
for the Protection of Cruelty to Animals was formed, which became the RSPCA in 1840. See Hilda Kean, 
Animal Rights: Politicaland Social Change in Britain since 1800, (London: Reaktion Books, 1998), 34-5 Despite 
the development and improvement of animal welfare laws since that time the continued legal status of 
animals as 'property' is seen as highly problematic by animal advocates in the 21" century and is the focus 
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addition, the research was based solely on the use and representation of animals in 

Western societies, which reflects my personal background and experiences. 

In being issue-based and driven by a desire for social change, this research is located in 

the long history of the visual arts being used as a tool for sodo-political commentary. 

However, the history of so do-political art in general is too big a topic to be covered in 

this exegesis. As such the focus is on those few artists whose work addresses their 

concerns surrounding human-animal relationships. 

Making Animals Matter - the Significance of the Research. 

In the opening line of his book Reading Zoos: Repre.rentations rifAnimals and CaptizJiry, 

American Professor of English and human-animal studies scholar, Randy Malamud, 

makes the following bold statement: 'I do not like zoos; this book begins from this 

premise.'8 In the spirit of Malamud's directness, I want to acknowledge that this PhD 

research was based on the broad premise that I believe, in a general sense, that there is 

something wrong with the relationship between humans and other animals and I do not 

shy away from taking a position or in any way avoiding the implications of this position 

on this research. Of particular concern is the issue of animal death at human hands, a 

matter that is addressed in the introduction the collection of essays by the Animal 

Studies Group titled Killing Animals: 

The killing of animals is a structural feature of all human-animal relations. It reflects 

human power over animals at its most extreme and yet also at its most commonplace. 

From a historical point of view, there is nothing new about this killing; what has 

changed is the scope of the technology involved and the intensity of its global impact 

on animal species. Furthermore, humans can now bring into existence and then control 

and manipulate the lives of millions of animals, solely in order to kill them. The scale of 

this practice has no historical precedent. 9 

The scale of this killing is espedally evident in the killing of animals for the commercial 

food industry. The numbers of animals killed annually worldwide for meat, milk and 

of continuing campaigns to change this status For example, European animal welfare groups have been 
campaigning for many years to change the status of animals under the Treaty of Rome. First signed in 

the Treaty of Rome was behind the creation of the European Economic Community, now known 
as the European Union. Under the Treaty, animals are defined as agricultural goods. (See European 
Biomedical Research Association, 'IGC agrees protocol on animal welfare', 
http://www.ebra.org/ebrabulletin-igc-agrees-protocol-on-animal-welfare_79.htm) 
H Randy ~falamud, &ading 200.r: &presentatiollS ofAnimals and Captivity, (Hampshire: Macmillan, 1998), 1. 
'J Steve Baker et ai, KillingAflimafs, (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2006),4. 

1 
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Chapter One - The Central Argument 

eggs10 is almost beyond comprehension. In 2007, in Australia alone, almost 9 million 

cattle, 5 1/2 million pigs, 33 million sheep and over 460 million chickens were 

slaughtered 11 a total of more than half a billion animals. Worldwide, an estimated 

billion animals are slaughtered for meat every year. 12 Yet, despite the scale of this 

slaughter and the inherent suffering of animals raised and killed for the food industry, 

numerous polls demonstrate that the vast majority of people are opposed to factory 

farming and animal abuse in general.!3 The sheer enormity of these figures and the 

increasing industrialisation of the animal agriculture industry is of great concern to me 

personally, and as such it is also central to this research which seeks to question the 

ethics surrounding human-animal relations. 

The history of human consideration for the ethical dimension of our relationship with 

other animals spans thousands of years, and the issues surrounding the killing and eating 

of animals has been central to this debate. Early Greek thinkers such as Aristotle and 

Pythagoras debated such matters in the 4th and 6th centuries Be, with Aristotle a 

supporter of meat eating, while Pythagoras, who believed in the transmigration of 

human and animal souls advised against it. In fact, until the term 'vegetarian' was first 

coined and became widely used in Britain in the mid 19th century, those who abstained 

from eating flesh were known as 'Pythagoreans'. Later, in the 1" and 2nd centuries AD 

Plutarch made his position on vegetarianism quite clear in an essay titled lbe Eating of 

Flesh, which begins: 

You ask of me then for what reason it was that Pythagoras abstained form the eating of 

flesh. I for my part do much wonder in what humour, with what soul or reason, the 

fIrst man with his mouth touched slaughter, and reached to his lips the flesh of a dead 

animal, and having set before people courses of ghastly corpses and ghosts, could give 

those parts the names of meat and victuals, that but a little before lowed, cried, moved, 

10 I acknowledge that the cows are not killed for their milk, nor chickens for their eggs. However the dairy 
industry sends large numbers of unwanted calves to slaughter for the veal industry (cows must be 
pregnant to produce milk). Additionally, dairy cows are sent to slaughter at a relatively young age once 
their productivity drops off, or because of health problems caused by the stresses that stem from modern 
dairy farming practices. The commercial egg industry reguires the death of 50% of all chicks hatched 
because they are male, while the hens themselves are generally slaughtered at no more than 18 months of 
age, once their productivity declines. 
11 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Lil1estock ProdllctsAlIstraiia, December Quarter, 7215.0, (2007) 9. 
12 Mark Hawthorne, Stnkiltg at the Roots: A Practical Gllide to AnimalActilJism, (\Vinchester: 0 Books, 2008), 
14. 

1, Ibid: 15. Hawthorne details numerous polls on the issue of animal suffering at the hands of humans, 

including a US poll which found that 96% of people surveyed were opposed animal cruelty; a New 

Zealand survey which found that 100% of people surveyed were opposed to factory farming: a Canadian 

poll that found that 73% of people surveyed regarded the humane treatment of fann animals as 

important. 
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and saw; how his sight could endure the blood of slaughtered, flayed, and mangled 

bodies; how his smell could bear their scent; and how the very nastiness happened not 

to offend the taste, while it chewed the sores of others, and participated of the saps and 

juices of deadly wounds. 14 

Despite the long history of this continuing debate over the nature of human-animal 

relationships and the ethical and philosophical dimensions to the issue, it is only in 

recent decades that the 'animal question' has been more widely accepted as an important 

and serious matter in terms of scholarly research. This historical refusal to see animals as 

the worthy subject matter in disciplines within the humanities, law and sciences15 

extends to the visual arts, where for many centuries animals have relegated to a lowly 

position within the hierarchy of important subject matter for artists over many 

centuries. In discussing this hierarchy of subject matter in relation to the work of 

George Stubbs, Veneria Morrison notes that: 

According to this convention, the painting of animals came a very poor last after the 

painting of historical subjects, portraits, genre scenes and landscapes. An artist who 

confined himself to the painting of horses was considered to possess only slightly 

greater status than a craftsman. This prejudice continued throughout the nineteenth 

century ... 16 

In fact, as Steve Baker discussed in his book The Postmodern Animal, this attitude 

persisted well into the 20th century. Baker notes that 'The animal is the very first thing to 

be ruled out of modernism's bounds ...So might begin a rather tedious listing of the 

animal's absence from much of the twentieth century's most adventurous and 

imaginative visual art:1
: 

U From the essay 'The Eating of Flesh' which is part of Plutarch's Aloralia in The Allimals Reader, cd. Linda 
Kalof and "\my Fitzgerald, (Oxford & New York: Berg, 2007), 154. It is also available from University of 
.\delaide Library, http://etext.library.adelaide.edu.au/p/plutarch/essays/ complete.html Plutarch also 
argued that meat eating by humans was both unnatural and unnecessary for human health and that this is 
demonstrated by the fact that human physiology deems us not to be carnivores as we are not equipped 
w;th the bills, talons, claws or canine teeth of carnivores, must use tools to catch our prey and must for 
the most part cook our meat before eating it. This argument remains central to argument for 
vegetarianism and a consideration of animal rights in the 20th and 21" centuries. 
15 In recent years, however, there have been a gro,v;ng number of scientific studies showing higher than 
generally accepted intelligence and emotional capabilities of a w;de variety of animals. For e.g. New 
Scientist, 12 June 2004 contained a front cover feature on animal minds, which included several articles 
which demonstrated such intelligence and emotional complexity in such animals as fish, birds and sheep. 
16 \'enitia Morrison, The Art 0/Geot:ge Sttlbbs, (London: Sandstone, 1989) 7. 
17 Steve Baker, The Postmodem A,limal, (London: Reaktion Books, 2000), 20. Baker explains that the 
animals that were present in modernist art were explained away by modernist art criticism so that, for 
example, in the case of Picasso's Guernica, they were seen to function solely as political symbolism. 
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According to Baker this general disinterest in the animal as subject matter in Modernism 

resulted in a continued reluctance to reinstate the animal as important subject matter 

throughout much of the 20rh century. He quotes artist Mark Dion who states that 'in the 

slick world of Conceptual and media based art [of the early 1980s] no one seemed 

interested in the problems of nature'. 18 

More recently there has been a significant reassessment of the status of animals and 

human-animal studies as subject matter for scholarly investigation across disciplines. 

American Historian, Harriet Rirvo, in speaking about historical studies notes that; 'To 

put it briefly, animals have been edging toward the mainstream. No longer is the 

mention of an animals related research topic likely to provoke surprise and amusement 

as was the case twenty years ago.' 19 

In line with the growing academic interest in Human-Animal Studies over recent years 

has been tb,e publishing of a large number of books on the subject. While they are too 

numerous to list here in total, an indication of the seriousness with which this area of 

study is now being taken is demonstrated by the publishing of a number of collections 

of essays on human-animal relations.20 This exponential growth of in interest in the 

issue of human attitudes toward and treatment of other animal species is noted by 

Australian philosopher and author of the seminal book Animal Liberation (1975), Peter 

Singer, who, in his preface to the book Animal Philosophy points out that: 

One way of gauging the extent to which this issue has become more prominent is to 

look to Charles Magel's comprehensive bibliography of writings on the moral status of 

animals. 11agel found only 94 works on that subject in the first 1,970 years of the 

Christian era, but 240 works in the next 18 years, up to the date when he completed his 

work. The tally now [2004] would probably be in the thousands.21 

lR Ibid. 
I') Harriet Ritvo, 'Animal Planet' in The Allimals Reader, The Essmtial Classic and COlltemporary IVriti,tgs, Unda 
Kalof & A. Fitzgerald, eds. (Oxford & New York: Berg, 2007),130. 
Zii Some recent collections include Repre.rentin<~ A/limals edited by :"-Jigel Rothfels (2002); Tbe A/lima/ Ethics 
Reader, edited by Susan J.,\rmstrong and Richard G. Botzler, (2003); A/limal Phi/osop~y, edited by Peter 
,\tterton and Matthew Calarco, (2004); Zoontologie.r: The Question ofthe Animal, edited by Cary Wolfe (2003); 
Aninlals ill Person: Crlltllral Perspectives 011 HlIma11-Allimal Intimacies edited by John Knight (2005); Killillg 
AlIimals, British Animal Studies Group (2006); The Allimals Reader: The Essential Classic mid LIJlltemporary 
U7riti,~.r, editors Linda Kalof and ~\my Fitzgerald (2007); and Kllowing Animals edited by Laurence 
Simmons and Philip Armstrong (2007), In addition to these collections Reaktion Books is publishing a 
series of monographs on the cultural history of a number of animal species under the series title ofA,limal 
21 Peter Singer, Animal Philosophy, Continuum, London, 2004 p xii Singer is referring to Magel's Keygllide 
to ltiformation SOtlrtfS ill Allimal Rights, Mcfarland, Jefferson N C, 1989 
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TIus growth in interest in human-animal studies is further reflected in the establishment 

of a number of acadenlic study networks. In recent years in Australasia alone the New 

Zealand Centre for Human-Animal Studies at the University of Canterbury, the Animals 

and Society (Australia) Study Group based at the University ofWA and the University 

ofTasmania Animals and Society Study Group have all been established.22 This 

academic interest has also resulted in a number of international conferences and 

symposia on the subject in recent years, including the third of the biennial Animals and 

Society (Australia) Study group conferences, which is to be held in 2009.2
} The recent 

enthusiasm for questioning long-held assumptions about animals and human-animal 

relations is reflected in a statement made by Joanna Zylinska in a recent review of 

Donna Haraway's book The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People and 

Significant otherness. She states that " ... the question of the animal is fundamental to 

any enquiry into culture, politics and ethics today."z4 This research is based on such a 

sentiment. 

The Fashionable but Marginalised Animal in Recent Contemporary Art 

This growing interest in animals and human-animal relationslUps is undoubtedly evident 

in the visual arts. However, underpinning tlUs PhD research is a concern that, despite 

this recent interest in animals and human-animal relationslUps as subject matter for 

artists and curators, there is a general avoidance of the politics of animal representation 

in the visual arts. This is at odds with a rethinking of human-animal relationships in 

other disciplines where there is an increasing emphasis on the importance of 

foregrounding the ethical and political issues surrounding human-animals relationslUps. 

As Kay Anderson points out: 

The human-animal divide is increasingly being problematised in the human sciences, 

along with other conceptual distinctions of mind-body /male-female that over time have 

interacted v,,1.th it. Such dualistic thought is under challenge by postcolonial and feminist 

scholars[...JThe study of animals has thus been brought into a culture/society 

framework from which it has long been excluded [ ...]25 

22 For a more comprehensive listing of academic networks, conferences and other resources related to 
I luman-_\nimal Studies see H-Net, http:/ hvww.h-net.org/ -animal! resources.html 
2.1 See Minding Animals, www.mindinganimals.com The second of these conferences was hosted by the 

University of Tasmania Animals and Society Study Group in Hobart in 2007. See _\ppendix Seven for 

more details. 

2.1 Joanna Zylinska, 'Dogs R Us?, Parallax, 38, January-March (2006), 129. 

25 Kay _\nderson, 'A walk on the ,vild side: a critical geography of domestication', Progress in H"!I'all 

GeograM~, vol.21 no.4, (1997),466. 
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Chapter One - The Central Argument 

The significant growth of interest in animals and human-animal relationships in 

contemporary art is demonstrated by the number of recent exhibitions that have taken 

animals and/or human-animal relationships as the key curatorial theme.26 As an artist 

who has been working with this subject matter for many years, the attention that is 

being paid to the themes that run through my own work is extremely welcome. 

However, while there is much to embrace as positive about these exhibitions, there is 

some cause for concern about the manner in which animals were often present ~ and 

presented ~ by many of the artists and curators. The nature of how animals are 

represented in the visual arts, which is a central concern of this PhD research, will be 

teased out through observations about a selection of recent animal themed exhibitions 

of contemporary art.27 These include the dozen or so exhibitions grouped under the title 

of Un.rettled Boundaries, as part of the 2006 Melbourne International Festival of the Arts 

(including the major exhibition titled The Idea ifthe Animal)28; Becoming Animal at the 

Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art in 2005; Voiceie.fs: Ijeel therefore I am at 

Sherman Galleries in 200729
; and to Eye at Dubbo Regional Gallery in 2007.30 

Despite a general postillodern avoidance of the animal as pure symbol31 
, animals were 

nonetheless more often present in these exhibitions as generic signifiers for the natural 

world, rather than being presented as individual, sentient and self-interested beings. In 

26 It is also worth noting that there have been dedicated 'animal' issues of art joumals Artlillk (\'0122 
No.1 2001) and Pbotoftle (No.70, 2007), as well as the launch in September 2006 of a new online joumal, 
,\ntennae, that is dedicated to 'Nature in Yisual Culture' and has a strong human-animal studies bent. See 
http://www.antennae.org.uk/ 

By necessity, these exhibitions are limited to those I have seen, and/or have been able to source 
substantial catalogues for. It is also worth noting that here have been several exhibitions around 
animal/human-animal relationships issues, which, even though they may include some contemporary 
works, have focussed primarily on historical works. As such I have not included these exhibitions in this 
discussion. These include Fierce or Friendly at the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery in 2007/2008, Kiss of 
tbe Beast at the Queensland .\rt Gallery in 2005 and Fierce Friends: Artists and Animals 1750 1900 at the 
Van Gogh Museum, "\msterdam and Camegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh in 2006. 
2a For more infonnation on this exhibition sec 
http://www.nnit.edu.au/browse;ID=cpOiqdn7 cpdc 1 #animal 
2~ ;\fore infonnation on the exhibition, including images of the works can be found at: Shennan Galleries 
http://www.shennangalleries.com.au/artists/inartists/ mixed.asp?exhibition = 156&artist=31 
311 Some other significant recent exhibitions of contemporary art on this theme that I am aware of include 
Tbe Animal Gaze, various venues, London, 2008 (concurrent with the symposium of the same name), Bere 
et Hommes at the Grande Halle de la Yillette in Paris in 2007/2008, Going Ape: COllfrontiltg Allimals ill 
Contemporary Art at the Cordova Museum and Sculpture Park, Massachusetts in 2007, Animal Nat/in! at 
Regina Gouger Miller Gallery, Camegie Mellon University, Pittsburg, P,\, 2005, Animals and Us: Tbe 
Allimalin COl/temporary Art, at Galerie St. New York, NY, 2004. Animals at Haunch of Venison 
Gallery, London, 2004 and The Human Zoo and ~\ Painted Menagerie: the animal in art 1600-1930, 
llatton Gallery, Newcastle University, 2003 . 
.11 This postmodem rejection of the animal as symbol has been addressed by Steve Baker in several 
papers, including in 'Circling the "\nimal with ,\rt and with Writing' (key note paper presented at the 
COllsideriltg Animals Conference, Hobart, J\ustralia, July 3 76 2007). In tlus case he stated' ... one of the 
characteristics of much postmodem animal art is its refusal of symbolism, and its insistence on carving 
out a space in which the physical body of the animal, living or dead can be present as itself.' The issue is 
also discussed at some length in Chapter 4 of Steve Baker's The Postmodem Allimai. 
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Chapter One - The Central Argument 

her essay in the Un,iettled Boundarie,i program, Jane Scott suggests that the renewed 

interest by artists in the representation of animals has come about in part from a fear 

that the human desire to differentiate ourselves from nature has led us down a 

dangerous path that is resulting in 'environmental degradation [such as] pollution, 

habitat and species loss [and] climate change ... ' and that the artists in the program 'use 

animal imagery to explore the nature of our nature,.32 In the same program Linda 

Williams proposes a number of reasons for this current curatorial interest in animals and 

human-animal relations, but notes that taken together the result is a deeply held concern 

at the consequences of a long held view of human dominance over the natural world 

and of animals being considered as the 'servants of man', the result of which is an 

impending human-driven loss of diversity.33 In drawing a parallel between an 

acknowledgement of climate change and a rethinking of human-ideas about animals in 

his catalogue essay for the exhibition Voicele.i.i: I fie! therefore I am, curator Charles Green 

also implies an environmental imperative in this recurrence of the animal theme in 

recent exhibitions?4 Implicit within this concern over a human-caused ecological 

catastrophe is the issue. of what our anthropocentric attitude means for human.r as much 

as what it means for animals. This matter is addressed by Josephine Donovan and Carol 

J Adams who note that: 

We could respond that many efforts on behalf of animals will qualitatively improve 

humans' living conditions as well, which is likely to be the case. But such an argument 

reduces analysis of interspecies oppression to a human-centered perspective. Yes, in 

terms of reducing environmental degradation, challenging the mal-distribution of food 

because of the squandering of food resources in the production of 'meat', and 

preventing human diseases associated \\7ith eating animals, such as heart disease and 

certain fOnTIS of cancer, it is true that it is human's interest to be attentive to an 

challenge animal exploitation. But these responses concede an insidious 

anthropocentrism while trying to dislodge it.35 

While the catalogue essays for Becoming Animal, 'The Idea ofthe Animal and Eye to L~ye tend 

not to concentrate quite so much on the ecological aspects of human-animal 

32 .lane Scott, ' .\nimals - Unsettled Boundaries', Uflsettled BOlllldaries program, (\lelbourne: Melbourne 

International .\rts Festival, 2006), 4. 

33 Williams, Linda, 'The turn to the animal in contemporary art why now?', Unsettled BOll1ldaries program 

(;\lelboume: Melbourne International Arts Festival, 2006), 6 . 

.3.\ Charles Green, 'We are all animal now', Voiceless: Iftel tberefore I am, exhibition catalogue, (Sydney: 2(07), 

3. 

35 Carol J. Adams & Josephine. Donovan, cds., Animals and Jr/omm, (Durham & London: Duke University 

Press, 1995),4. 
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Chapter One - The Central Argument 

relationships, a significant number of the artists whose work has been chosen for these 

exhibitions are more interested in using animals as a means to think through issues 

surrounding ideas of nature, or as metaphors, signifiers or representations of the human 

or Other, than they are in making work which honours the animals themselves. This is 

in keeping with the work of the artists in 

Unsettled Boundaries and Voiceless. 

The use of animals to explore a variety of 

loose ideas of 'nature' or as metaphors 

and signifiers for other subjects is so 

strongly represented in these exhibitions 

that there is nor the space to go into 

detail here of every artist who utilises
3. Rochel Berwick, Lonesome George. 2004 

animals in their work for this purpose. However, the work of Rachel Berwick in Becomi11g

Animal is an interesting case in·poin t. For Becoming Animal Berwick presented an

installation piece based on an individual animal, Lonesome George, who is the last

remaining member of his subspecies of Galapagos Island Tortoise.36 However, despite

Lonesome George apparently being the focus of tl1e work, Berwick is actually more

concerned with a general concept of extinction and loss. She stares in the catalogue that

she 'ha(s] always been interested in the subject of loss. In my work I focus on how we

deal with loss, the desire to recover that which is lost. .. [.]37 The catalogue essay on

Berwick's work observes that 'in emphasising animal extinction, Berwick brings forward

the loss that accompanies this movement and relates it to other cultural events: the lost

languages of the South American Maypure tribe for example.'38 Despite the fact that

Berwick presents us with an individual, named animal, the animal as a distinct entity is in

the end made subservient to a range of other thematic concerns. I raise Berwick's work

as a particular example to highlight chat, even on this relatively rare occasion where an

artist has depicted an animal as a unique and identifiable individual, the animal himself is

ultimately overwhelmed by the artist's use of him as a metaphor.

36 According to the Becomi1igA11imals catalogue Berwick's instaUarion consists of two 14 x 16' sails that are
gradually inflated. The viewer walks around these to view two videos of a tortoise. 'In the first video, the 
tortoise, barely moving, stares at the camera. His throat expands and contracts as he breathes. IN the 
second video, the tortoise walks up to the camera and then retracts into his shell. At the moment he 
retracts, fans start suddenly blowing wind into the sails, exhaling'. Beco111i1,g Allilllal, catalogue, (Cambridge: 
�fIT Press, 2005), 32. 
37 i:-.:ato lhompson, 'lnterview with Rachel Berwick', Becoming :\nimal, catalogue, (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 2005), 36· 
3A 'Rachel Berwick' Brco111i1t�A11imal, cacalog11e, (Cambridge: :\•fIT Pres�. 2005), 32 
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Of further concern is that a number of the arr.is ts trivialise the animals in their work, 

making use of animals more for sake of amusement than for any serious investigation of 

the complexities of the animals themselves or of human-animal relationships. Notable 

examples include Sam Easterson39 and Michael Oatman in Becoming Animal, Chayn.i 

Henry in Voiceless. Comments such as 'I think it's especially funny to give sentience to

objects and animals that are often overlooked. [ ... ]Animals often let me see how funny 

they are.' (Easterson)4°; 'Birds are funny and scary to begin with.' (Oatman)41and 'My 

work is very straightforward. I have a particular sense of humour' (Henry)42 all highlight 

a dismissive trivialisation that lends weight to the problematic perception that animals 

ll 
. 

b. 
u are not rea y senous su Ject matter. 

4. Above: Som Easferson. video stills from A Sheep
in Wolf's Clothing, 2001. Right: Animal, Vegefoble,
Video, 200 I.

6. Let!: Michael Oatman, Familiar Songbirds
II, 2003
7. Righi: Chayni Henry, Pando 2, 2005

39 Easterson's work involves allaching specifically designed video cameras to a variety of animals, 
including an armadillo, a tarantula, a wolf, an alligator, a chick, a buffalo, a cow, and also a bumblcweed. 
lne resulting videos, which captures video footage from the animals' vantage point was rhen exhibited. In 
rhe exhibition 
-1u Nato Thompson, 'lnremew with Sam Easterson', Becomi11gA11i111al, catalogue, (Cambndge: ? vl!T Press,
2005), 58.
-1 1 Nato Thompson, 'Tntemew with lvlichael Oatman', Becomi11gAnimal, catalogue, (Cambridge: lvllT Press, 
2005), 90. 
-12 Voice/es;: Ifie/ thmjore I om, exhibition catalogue, (Sydne)1: Sherman Galleries, 2007) 8. 
-11 I c is worth noting thar humour is an important aspect of some nf my own work, hown·er, the humour J 
use operates in a way that does not trivialise the animals. 
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It is even arguable whether some of the works in these exhibitions did in fact deal 

specifically with animals or human-animal relationships other than in a manner so 

general and expansive as to be almost irrelevant. For example, the performance by Ann

Sofi Siden for Becoming Animal where she covers herself in mud and assumes the persona 

of Queen of Mud appears to have little co do with animals or human-animal 

relationships, other than an 

obtuse reference to the Other 

as animal. The real subject 

matter of this work would seem 

co be the issues of 'surveillance, 

gender, psychoanalysis and site

specificity'44 which are stated to 

rnn consistently through her 

work. Additionally, the work by 

Sam Jinks in Voiceless, which
8. Ann-Sofi Siden, video stills, Chanel No.5, 1989.

depicts a life-size, and lifelike interpretation of the pieta with the figures of Mary and

Jesus being replaced by those of a middle aged and a very old man appears to have

essentially little to do with the exhibition's objective co 'reflect on the connections

between oursehres and other species in light of the widespread human use of animals

and the cruelty surrounding our dealings with them.'45 While curator, Charles Green

acknowledges that this work 'contains no animal imagery' his suggestion that the

animal's presence is implied by the commonality of the human and animal bodies in

death as meat is unconvincing.46 

Ultimately, in being made to stand in for something or someone else, the animals are 

marginalised. This is not a judgment on the success or failure of the artworks on the 

artists' own terms. Nor do J mean to wholly disregard the value of these exhibitions, 

which contribute to the current rethinking of human-animal relationships that is taking 

place across a range of disciplines and within society in general. It is more, J would 

suggest, a result of what can be at times a simplistic or overly general curatorial agenda 

that can require nothing more than an animal's presence in an artwork for it to be 

deemed to fit within the curatorial premise, and a dearth of artists who are truly 

•• 'Ann Sofi Siden', Becomi11g A11i111al catalogue, (Cambridge: ;\HT Press, 2005), 106.
·6Sherman Galleries, '

Y

oicclc:is: The Fund for Animals.'
http:/ ;..,,,ww.�he.rmangallcries.com.au/ exhibitions/ voiceless.asp
4<, Charles Green, '\'(le arc all animal now', Voi.celw: !feel tbmjore I"'"' exhibition catalogue, (Sydne)', 2007),
3.
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concerned with the issues surrounding animals as sentient, self-interested, identifiable 

individuals. 

9. Left: Barbara Dover. Anon, 2003
10. Above: Angela Singer. Sore (Floy),

2002 

One of the consequences of disregarding the animal as an individual agent is a lack of 

concern for the ethics of our relationships with animals. It is thus notable that, Angela 

Singer (Idea of the Animal), Barbara Dover (Idea of the Animal and Eye to Eye) my 

own work (Eye to Eye), and to some degree Patricia Piccinnini47 (BccomingAnima◊ aside, 

remarkably few of the artists who were included in these exhibitions appear to take any 

clear ethical position regarding the way humans think about and treat non-human 

animals. The position taken by Kathy High (BccomingAnimaO is uoublingly inconsistent. 

11. Kathy High. Embracing Animal, 2004. 

For her work titled EmbracingAnimal, High used homeopathic medicines to treat two 

transgenic rats she bought online. She gave these rats names, Echo and Flowers, and 

describes them as 'my sisters, my twins.'48 However, High also states that she

'understand(sJ the need to conduct medical experiments on animals, stating; 'I am not 

an "animal rights" advocate'49
. Elsewhere she speaks of an 'ancient contract' we have 

with animals to give them decent living conditions when they 'serve us'. But she also 

-l7 Tn rhe Becomi11gA11imal exhibition caralogue Piccinn.i.ni cornmenred that she uses her work ro 'explore
erhical issues char are imporrnm to our time'. However, I have not been able to find any evidence of
Piccinnini's personal position regarding the srarus of an.i.n1als. :',;ato Thompson, 'lnrerview wirh Patricia
Piccinnini', Beco111i11g A11imnl catalogue, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2005), 104
-lR Nam 1nompsoo, 'Interview with Karhy High', Becomi11gAni111a/, catalogue, (Cambridge: MIT Press,
2005), 67
-1•1 Ibid. She was making reference here also to Donna Haraway's description of OncoMouse™ as her
'sibling'.
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suggests the need for a 'deep intuitive understanding of human and non-human.'5o It is 

difficult to reconcile High's relationship with Echo and Flowers as 'sisters' or 'twins' 

with her belief in the legitimacy of their fate, and that of millions of their kind, as 

experimental animals whose role it is to 'serve' humans. However, further reading 

indicates that the real agenda in High's work is her own body. High suffers from a 

chronic disease and transgenic rats are genetically altered to emulate human diseases. As 

such Echo and Flowers are in fact substitutes for High. 

This use of animals to represent someone or something else is addressed by British born 

American artist, Sue Coe51 who, according to Steve Baker in his essay 'Animal Death in 

Contemporary Art': 

... object[s] strongly to the idea of using animals as symbols, because by using an animal 

or its (image) as a symbol of or for something else, that animal is effectively robbed of 

its identity, and its interests will thus almost inevitably be overlooked52 

Coe's comment goes to the heart of the matter whereby animals are so often 

marginalized in recent contemporary art, even when they appear at fust to be the 

primary subject. As Desmond Morris points out, 'Symbols die hard'. He notes that 'We 

still call someone a stupid pig even though we know how remarkably intelligent pigs are 

when tested scientifically. And we still accept the bald eagle as a suitable symbol of the 

United States even though .. .it is in reality, not a proud hunter but a messy scavenger.'5J 

The generalised lack of consideration demonstrated by artists and curators for animals 

as sentient and self-interested individuals and the consequent failure to address the 

ethics of our relationship to animals is a core concern of this PhD research, which seeks 

to aid in redressing this matter through the production of artworks that encourage the 

viewer to consider animals in a more empathetic manner and in doing so engage with 

the ethics surrounding human-animal relations. 

so Ibid. 

51 See page 43 for a discussion of Coe's artwork. 

S2 Steve Baker, 'Animal Death in Contemporary Art', in Baker et aI, [(jllillgAllimals, (Champaign: 

University of lllinois Press, 2006), 78. 

S3 Desmond M orris, in fierce Friends: Artists alld Allimais 1750 - 1900, Louise Lippincott & "-\ndreas Blum, 

cds. (London & New York: Merrell Publishers, 2005), 10. 
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52 Steve Raker, 'Animal Death in Contemporary Art', in Raker et ai, KillingAnimals, (Champaign: 

University of Illinois Press, 2006), 78. 

53 Desmond Morris, in Fierce Friends: Artists and Animals 1750 - 1900, J,ouise Lippincott & Andreas Blum, 

cds. (London & New York: Merrell Publishers, 2005), 10. 
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Anthropomorphism, Sentimentality, Emotion and Empathy 

As Fudge has suggested, inherent within the notion of a speaking animal is the issue of 

anthropomorphism, and as noted earlier, the concepts of anthropomorphism and 

egomorphism, are active elements within all the artworks produced for this research and 

thus underpin this PhD thesis. 

There is undoubtedly a long history of anthropomorphic assumptions about animals. 

Berger points out that 'Until the 19th century... anthropomorphism was integral to the 

relationship between man (sic) and animal and was an expression of their proximity',54 a 

view supported by American scholar Elizabeth IZnoli who notes that 

'Anthropomorphism was used by virtually all the comparative psychology of the 19th 

Century and well before and was one of the key argumentative strategies of 

Darwinism.'ss Charles Darwin also held that 'a greater empathy with animal suffering 

was not only humane, but rational',56 a clear extension of the anthropomorphism that 

lies at the base of his theories. However, since the 19th century anthropomorphisation of 

animals has been commonly held to be a highly problematic notion. The negativity that 

surrounds anthropomorphic depictions of animals is based on a discomfort with the 

assumption of an inherent likeness between humans and other animals, on a rejection of 

the idea of emotions in non-human animals, on a concern that in ascribing human 

characteristics to animals we risk denying the animal its uniqueness, and for the 

sentimentality that is often perceived to accompany such anthropomorphic assumptions 

about animals. However, it has also been argued that anthropomorphisation of animals 

is an irresistible human trait and that this becomes clear when we talk about animals in 

that 'short of extraordinary efforts at verbal self-control, almost all our descriptions of 

animals are likely to be anthropomorphisms.'s7 

Since the 19th century anthropomorphism has also generally been treated with suspicion 

in the visual arts. Baker even suggests that the virtual absence of animals in modernist 

art was because '[t]he image of the animal was ... hampered by memories of the 

unashamedly anthropomorphic sentiment of an earlier age, which could hardly have 

54 John Berger, 'Why Look at "\nimals', in About Looking, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980), p 9 

55 Elizabeth Knoll, 'Dogs, Darwinism and English Sensibilities', in Anthropomorphism, Amcdotes and Animals, 

ed. Robert W. :Mitchell, Nicholas S. Thompson & H. Lyn Miles, C"\lbany: State University of New York 

Press, 1997), 13. 

56 llilda Kean, Animal Rights: Political and Social Change in Britain since 1800, (IJondon: Reaktion Books, 

1998),71. 

57 Daniel J. Povinelli, discussing a claim by Pamela "\squith in 'Panmorphism', in Anthropomorphism, 

Anecdotes and Animals, ed. Robert W. ;\Iitchell, Nicholas S. Thompson & H. Lyn 1Iiles, C"\lbany: State 

University of New York Press, 1997),92. 
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As Fudge has suggested, inherent within the notion of a speaking animal is the issue of 

anthropomorphism, and as noted earlier, the concepts of anthropomorphism and 

egomorphism, are active elements within all the artworks produced for this research and 

thus underpin this PhD thesis. 

There is undoubtedly a long history of anthropomorphic assumptions about animals. 

Berger points out that 'Until the 19th century...anthropomorphism was integral to the 

relationship between man (sic) and animal and was an expression of their proximity',54 a 

view supported by American scholar Elizabeth Knoll who notes that 

'Anthropomorphism was used by virtually all the comparative psychology of the 19th 

Century and well before and was one of the key argumentative strategies of 

Darwinism.,55 Charles Darwin also held that 'a greater empathy with animal suffering 

was not only humane, but rational',56 a clear extension of the anthropomorphism that 

lies at the base of his theories. However, since the 19th century anthropomorphisation of 

animals has been commonly held to be a highly problematic notion. The negativity that 

surrounds anthropomorphic depictions of animals is based on a discomfort with the 

assumption of an inherent likeness between humans and other animals, on a rejection of 

the idea of emotions in non-human animals, on a concern that in ascribing human 

characteristics to animals we risk denying the animal its uniqueness, and for the 

sentimentality that is often perceived to accompany such anthropomorphic assumptions 

about animals. However, it has also been argued that anthropomorphisation of animals 

is an irresistible human trait and that this becomes clear when we talk about animals in 

that 'short of extraordinary efforts at verbal self-control, almost all our descriptions of 

animals are likely to be anthropomorphisms.'57 

Since the 19th century anthropomorphism has also generally been treated with suspicion 

in the visual arts. Baker even suggests that the virtual absence of animals in modernist 

art was because '[t]he image of the animal was ... hampered by memories of the 

unashamedly anthropomorphic sentiment of an earlier age, which could hardly have 

H John Berger, '\'\by Look at Animals', in About Lookiltg, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980), P 9 

'}) Elizabeth Knoll, 'Dogs, Darwinism and English Sensibilities', in A1tthropomorphism, A1Iecdotes alld Animals, 

ed. Robert W. Mitchell, Nicholas S. Thompson & H. Lyn :\files, C"\lbany: State University of New York 

Press, 1997), 13. 

'if, Hilda Kean, Animal Rights: Political and Social Change itl Britain since 1800, (London: Reaktion Books, 

1998), 71. 

57 Daniel J. Pov-inelli, discussing a claim by Pamela Asquith in 'Panmorphism', in Anthropomorplll:fm, 

Anecdotes and Animals, ed. Robert W. Mitchell, Nicholas S. Thompson & H. Lyn ~files, (Albany: State 

University of New York Press, 1997),92. 
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been more at odds with the values of the self-consciously serious modernist avant

gardes', noting later that '[t]he modern animal is thus the nineteenth-century animal 

(symbolic, sentimental), which has been made to di.rappear: (Original emphasis).58 Even 

Franz Marc, one of the few modernists to embrace animals as key subject matter for his 

paintings, eventually began to move toward a more abstract style which he described as 

'nothing other than the highly conscious, action-hungry determination to overcome 

sentimentality.,59 Tbis attitude persists, with Baker asserting that postmodern artists are 

extremely uncomfortable with matters anthropomorphic and/or sentimental, because 

they are concerned about 'working in a context where they really can't afford to have 

their art labelled as sentimental because to label it as such immediately removes any 

degree of seriousness or critical engagement \.vith it.'60 The suggestion that modernism 

and postmodernism cannot abide sentimentality is given further credence in a recent 

article in Art and Au.rtmlia by Louis Nowra where he describes his concerns over a 

'tendency toward the sentimental and bathetic in art' in the last two decades, accusing 

artists such as Tracey Moffat, Tracey Emin, Marion Drew and Bill Viola of producing 

works that are 'examples of emotional kitsch and sentimentality.'61 

Inherent in Nowra's criticism of the work of these artists is a cynical rejection of 

artworks that touch an emotional nerve, and anthropomorphism does just that - in a 

recognition of inherent similarities an emotional response to the animal is evoked in the 

viewer. Clearly there can be dangers in an uncritical use of anthropomorphisation, 

which can lead to a problematic understanding and/or treatment of animals based on 

incorrect anthropomorphic assumptions.62 Nonetheless, anthropomorphism is an 

essential tool in encouraging the kind of empathetic relationship between humans and 

other animals that is necessary if we are to consider the ethics surrounding human

animal relations. Tbis issue is addressed by animal behaviourist, Marc Bekoff: 

Many researchers now recognize that we must be anthropomorphic when we discuss 

animal emotions but that if we do it carefully, what I call biocentrically, we can still give 

SR 	Steve Baker, The Postmodern Anima/, (London: Reaktion Books, 2000), 20-22. 
Ibid: 21. Baker discusses the issue of sentimentality at some length later in this book - see pages 175 

178. 

(,0 Gregory. Williams, '\'('here the Wild things .he: A.n Interview With Steve Baker', Cabinet Maga;;jne, 

http://www.cabinetmagazine.org/issues/ 4 /SteveBaker.php 

(,I Louis Nowra, 'Blind to it: Sentimentality and kitsch in contemporary art.', Art alld Allstralia, Y oL43, 

no.4, \Vinter (2006), 512. 

62 For example, as Chris Wilbert points out in his essay in Killing Animals, after a dingo killed a child on 

Fraser Island, the Fraser Island dingoes were anthropomorphised, allO\.ving for them to be 'perceived as 

vengeful animals' and their behaviour treated as 'criminal' Chris Wilbert, '\X'ho is Doing the Killing?', in 

Killing Animals, Baker et al, (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2006), 38. 
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due consideration to the animals' point of view. Being anthropomorphic is doing what 

comes naturally. No matter what we call it, most agree that animals and humans share 

many traits including emotions. Thus, we're not inserting something human into 

animals, buL we're identifying commonalities and then using human language to 

communicate what we observe. Anthropomorphism is a much more complex 

phenomenon than we would have expected. It 

may very well be that the seemingly natural 

human urge to impart emotions onto animals -

far from obscuring the "true" nature of animals -

may actually refleCL a very accuraLe way of 

knowing. And, the knowledge that is gajned, 

supported by much solid scientific research, is 

essential for making ethical decisions on behalf of 

animals.63 

12. Above: Patricia Piccinini, Big 

Mother. 2005 (above) 

13. Left: Patricio Piccinini. The

Young Family. 2002-3

The notion that anthropomorphism is based on an identification of common traits 

between humans and animals is exploited by Patricia Piccinnini in works such as The 

Young Fami!J and Big Mother which combine human and animal traits to create hybrid 

crearures that blur the human-animal boundary. Piccinnini has stated chat We tend to 

anthropomorphise animals and see in them characteristics that we readily identify as 

'human'. However, I chink it is more interesting to recognise chat many of these so

called 'human traits' that we see in animals are just animal characteristics that we share 

in common.'64 

The relationship between anthropomorphism, sentimencaLity, emotion and empathy are 

central co the works produced for this research that aim co prompt the viewer co 

consider the ethics surrounding the relationship between human and animals. In 

<,3 Marc Bekoff, \X/hy "Good Welfare" Isn't "Good Enough": i\1inding Animals and ]ncreasing Our 
Compas�ion�t<.: Footprint, .,,Jnmml &view of Biomedirnl Scimces, '\'ol 10 2008, pT10 
h np:/ / arb�.bibliotrca. 11m.:�p.br/vi...:wi�sue.php 
<,.; �:Ho· ll,om,on, 'In tcrvicw with Patricia Piccinnini', Be.011111,g Animal catalogue, (Cambridge: M1T Press, 
2005), 105 
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particular, because the research aims to engage with a broad audience 'the animal 

complacent majority' as Baker terms the general public65 I have quite intentionally 

exploited anthropomorphism in order to provoke an empathetic response to the ideas 

behind the work. I contend that, because it is an innate response, the employment of 

anthropomorphism in the work engages with both a contemporary-art savvy audience 

as well as a more general viewer. The ultimate aim is to strike the kind of emotional 

chord that will cause the viewer to think in compassionate terms about animals, 

especially those who are slaughtered for food. 

Talking Animals 

An active issue in a number of the artworks is the idea of the talking animal, which 

encapsulates the ideal of communication, understanding and empathy between humans 

and other animals. By appearing to allow animals the power of speech, these works 

address the idea of the 'dumb animal' - i.e. the perceived lack of language in non-human 

animals and thus their inability to speak for themselves to protest their plight. 

The perception of a lack of (humanlike) language in animals has commonly been used 

to differentiate humans from other animals as well as being used as an indicator for a 

lack of other abilities. Descartes, for example, saw 'speech [as] the only certain sign of a 

thought hidden in a body', going on to state, that because he could see no evidence of 

speech in non-human animals 'it can be taken as a real specific difference between men 

and dumb animals.'66 Descartes' assumption that speech and cognition were fmnly 

interlinked allowed him to absolve humans of any guilt they might feel about killing 

animals or causing animals them to suffer. While Descartes didn't entirely deny animals 

the concept of life, he did deny them the idea of sentience, seeing them more akin to 

machines. Despite recent scientific studies showing clear evidence of language in 

animals such as gorillas, chimpanzees, certain species of parrots and whales, the 

supposed lack of language in animals continues to be used to construct a boundary 

between humans and all other animals. In an essay published in 2002 American critical 

theorist Akira Mizuta Lippit linked a lack of speech in animals with an inability to be 

self-reflective and to therefore have an awareness of death: 

65 Steve Baker, Pieturiltg tile Beast, (Champaign: University ofIllinois Press, 2001), 16. 

6(, Rene Descartes, 'From Letter to More,S February 1649', in The Animals Reader: Tile Esse1ltial Classic alld 

Contemporary lVritiltgS, ed. Linda Kalof & Amy Fitzgerald, (Oxford & New York: Berg, 2007), 61. 
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thought hidden in a body', going on to state, that because he could see no evidence of 

speech in non-human animals 'it can be taken as a real specific difference between men 

and dumb animals.'66 Descartes' assumption that speech and cognition were finnly 

interlinked allowed him to absolve humans of any guilt they might feel about killing 

animals or causing animals them to suffer. While Descartes didn't entirely deny animals 

the concept of life, he did deny them the idea of sentience, seeing them more akin to 

machines. Despite recent scientific studies showing clear evidence of language in 

animals such as gorillas, chimpanzees, certain species of parrots and whales, the 

supposed lack of language in animals continues to be used to construct a boundary 

between humans and all other animals. In an essay published in 2002 American critical 

theorist Akira ~1izuta Lippit linked a lack of speech in animals with an inability to be 

self-reflective and to therefore have an awareness of death: 

(,5 Steve Baker, Picttlring the Beast, (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2001), 16. 

(,(, Rene Descartes, 'From Letter to More,S February 1649', in The Animals Reader: The Essmtial Classic a1ld 

Contemporary lJ:7riti'~s, cd. Linda Kalof & "\my Fitzgerald, (Oxford & New York: Berg, 2007), 61. 
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Since animals are denied access to the faculties of language, they remain incapable of 

reflection, which is bound by finitude and carries with it an awareness of death. 

Undying, animals simply expire, transpire, shift their animus to other animal bodies.67 

The matter of speech in animals was also addressed by Ludwig Wittgenstein when he 

famously stated 'If a lion could talk, we could not understand him' in his Philosopbical 

Int'estigations from 1958. While Wittgenstein's aphorism suggests that the species barrier 

could not be overcome by a common language,68 it also assumes that the 

communication barrier is one sided - that it is the lion who must learn human language 

rather than the reverse. However, as John Berger has noted, 'one finds the conviction 

that it was man who lacked the capacity to speak with animals - hence the stories and 

legends of exceptional beings, like Orpheus, who could talk with animals in their own 

language.'69 The long history of talking animals in literature, ftlm and TV reflects an 

ongoing fascination with the idea of humans being able to as in the song from Dr 

Doolittle - 'talk with the animals'. Within this research certain works rely on the use of a 

'talking animal' narrative to engage the viewer with this need for commonality, 

companionship and understanding based on communication between humans and 

animals. 

While the idea of talking animals can be deemed to be overly anthropomorphic, 

sentimental and childlike, it nonetheless raises the possibility of engaging both child and 

adult audiences with the ethical dimensions of human-animal relationships. As British 

historian Erica Fudge points out: 

We might argue that the desire to comprehend and communicate with animals is 

infantile, but if we do not have these narratives of communication (and not all those 

narratives are written down of course) then we w1ll10se contact \vith a large part of our 

world. If I cannot say a dog is sad, what can I say that it is? In a sense, without 

anthropomorphism we are unable to comprehend and represent the presence of an 

animal. This is one of the areas of anthropomorphism that needs to be explored. We 

may regard the humanization of animals that takes place in many narratives as 

sentimental, but w1.thout it the only relationship we can have with animals is a very 

distant, and perhaps mechanistic one. As well as this, anthropomorphism might actually 

67 ,\kira Mizuta Lippit, ' ...From Wild Technology to Electric Animal,' RtpresentingAnimals, ed. Nigel 

Rothfcls, (Bloomington: University ofIndiana Press, 2002),125. 

6H This aphorism ofWittgenstein's is discussed at some length by Cary Wolfe in Chapter 2 of his book 

Animal Rites: AmenCall Cultllre, The Discourse tifSpecieJ and Pos/humanist Theory, (Chicago: Chicago University 

Press, 2003), 22-44. 

69 John Berger, '\v'hy Look at Animals', in Abo,,! Looking, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980), 4. 
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serve an ethical function: if we don't believe that in some way we can communicate 

·with and understand animals, what is to make us stop and think as we experiment upon 

them, eat them, put them in cages?70 

This matter is neatly addressed in a popular animal rights sticker that states 'If I could 

speak, would you still eat me?', which encapsulates a desire for animals to be able to 

speak, so as to subvert the language-based human-animal boundary with a consequence 

that humans would surely have to reconsider their attitudes to other animals. The 

artworks exploit this potential of the talking animal to be a disrupting influence on adult 

assumptions about human-animal relations. 

711 Erica Fudge Fudge, Allima/, (London: Reaktion Books, 2002), 76. 
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Chapter Two - The Context of the Research 

Introduction 

This research is broadly located in the long history of the representation of animals in 

art and in the relationship between the manner in which animals are depicted and how 

humans think about and treat non-human animals. However, the context for this PhD 

research extends beyond the art world and is located in the wider field of scholarship 

that has become known as 'Human-Animal Studies,71. This rapidly growing, multi

disciplinary field of study, which has its basis in the humanities and social sciences, has 

been an essential source of many of the readings that underpin the arguments presented 

in this exegesis. Additionally, and of equal importance to this research, is the matter of 

what can be termed an 'animal rights,72 ideology. The research is informed by the 

philosophy behind the animal rights movement, and I acknowledge the importance of 

those seminal thinkers from the 70s and 80s such as Peter Singer, Richard Ryder, Tom 

Regan and Mary Midgely, who were instrumental in my decision to become a vegetarian 

and take up the cause of animal rights over two decades ago. However the research is 

less concerned with the details of philosophical debate around why we should grant 

'rights' to animals (and the debate around the terminology73) than in how to express 

concerns about human attitudes to, and treatment of, other animals, through the 

production of artworks. 

In this section of the exegesis I will discuss those writers and artists who have been 

influential on the research or are of particular relevance to the research. Additionally, 

through a discussion of a number of artists whose use of animals is problematic I will 

address a number of concerns I hold about the treatment and representation of animals 

by contemporary artists and the consequences of using or depicting animals this way. 

71 This term is now widely used to describe this area of study, as demonstrated by a Google™ search of 
the term. A good, succinct background to and explanation of the term can be found on the New Zealand 
Centre for Human-.\nimal Studies website http://\W;'W.nzchas.canterbury.ac.nz/ about.shtml As Linda 
Williams points out, the field of Human-Animal studies ' ... is now sufficiently well-recognised to be 
referred to by an acronym: tL\S: See: Linda Williams, 'The turn to the animal in contemporary an why 
now?' in Unsettled BOll1u/aries Program, (?vlclboume: Melbourne International Arts Festival, 2006) 6. 
72 See Appendix 6 for a brief overview of the animal welfare/ animal rights ideologies. 
7.> There is ongoing philosophical debate within human-animal studies over the use of the word 'rights'. 
However, even Peter Singer, who has addressed this issue at length and argued against the term 'animal 
rights' has stated that "1 am even prepared to speak of 'animal rights' just as I am prepared to speak of 
'human rights' - as a shorthand reference to the way in which the needs and desires of animals give rise to 
moral obligations on our part." (See: Peter Singer, 'Animal Liberation or Animal Rights in The Allimais 
Reader, Linda Kalof & Amy Fitzgerald eds. (Oxford: Berg, 2007), 15. Originally published in 1987 in The 
"lonist: An International Quarterly Journal of General Philosophical Inquiry. I use the term in the same 
way. 
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Influential Texts and Authors 

While a number of the above mentioned books/journals have been of importance to 

this research,74 the work of the following writers and thinkers have been particularly 

relevant and/or influential. 

Steve Baker and Animal Representation 

Of fundamental importance to this research are the writings of British art historian and 

cultural theorist, Steve Baker. Since the early 1990s Baker has written about 

representations of animals in art and popular culture with great insight. His books 

PicturinJ!, the Beast and The Postmodern Animal have been key texts for this research, while 

his essay "You Kill Things to Look at Them '~. Anima! Death in Contemporary Art7S 

foregrounds a number of the key concerns that lie at the core of the PhD research. 

These concerns are encapsulated in Baker's question from this essay previously noted in 

Chapter One: 'Can contemporary art productively address the killing of animals?,76 

First published in 1993, Picturin,g the Remt, 'unites two sometimes awkwardly aligned 

audiences: animal activists and scholars']? and includes a chapter titled 'Strategic Images 

for Animal Rights'. This seminal book was the fIrst to really interrogate the complexities 

surrounding the visual depiction of animals in popular culture and how these 

representations reflect and affect the way we think about, and hence treat animals. 

Picturing the Beast focuses on the representation of animals in political propaganda, news 

items, advertising, cartoons, as mascots for sports teams and in animals rights campaign 

materials, and adopts a poststructuralist method to critique such imagery. Baker looks 

beyond the obvious in animal imagery to explore a variety of possible subtexts that 

expose how we really think or what we really think - about the animal represented, 

claiming that 'there [is] no unmediated access to the 'real' animal'.78 While the 

connection between depiction, understanding and treatment of animals might now seem 

7. See ;\ppendix Four for a discussion of some other influential writers and texts. 
7S In Baker et al, Killing Animals, (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2006) 69-98. Killillg Animals is a 
collection of papers by members of The Animals Studies Group, a group of eight British academics from 
a variety of disciplines within the humanities for whom human-animal studies is a key research interest. 
76 Ibid: 70 
77 Steve Baker, Picttlring the Beast, (Champaign University of Illinois Press, 2001), xi. 
78 Ibid: xvi 
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an obvious connection, Baker points out that in the mid 1980s such a suggestion was 

considered 'bizarre,.79 

In the fInal chapter, titled 'Escaping the ratking: strategic images for animal rights' Baker 

addresses both the public perception of aninlal rights activist and the animal rights 

movement as conveyed through mass media, as well as analysing the successes and 

failures of a variety of images that have been used in animal advocacy campaigns. In a 

statement outlining the main aim of this fmal chapter Baker's words echo the 

conceptual shift that has taken place in the last few years in my work and which is 

particularly evident in the work produced for this PhD. He states that: 

Rather than looking at aspects of animal representation and saying 'this is how it 

appears to be; this is what seems to be going on', I want now to ask whether and how 

things might be changed - to the advantage of animals - through the constructive use 

of representations.so 

Baker is not referring directly to artworks here, as his argument is based more on the 

general representation of animals and animal rights activists in popular culture. However 

his analysis is useful in considering the role that artworks might play in helping to 

activate such change. In particular, in the section on Representation and Changl l Baker 

addresses the issue of how to communicate the horror of the issues of animal cruelty 

and exploitation without using images that are so gruesome that they risk alienating the 

viewer rather than encouraging an empathetic response. The matter of how to engage 

rather than repel the viewer with the issues of animal cruelty and is of vital importance 

to this PhD research. As such Baker's observations have been instructive. 

While Picturing the Beast considers images of animals in popular culture, but not to any 

great degree in fIne art82
, Baker's next book The Postmodern Animal published in 2000 

focuses on the representation of animals in contemporary art, philosophy and literature. 

However, where Ptdtlring the Beast foregrounds the ethical issues that are the basis of the 

animal rights movement, going so far as to state in the preface that part of the book's 

purpose is to ask 'what can the animal rights movement learn from this evidence in its 

attempt to develop and promote a less contemptuous and condescending attitude to 

7~ Ibid: xvii 
HO Ibid: 187-188 
Xl Ibid: 217 - 232 
H2 Only in the introduction to the second edition does Baker refer directly to fine art imagery. 
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animals throughout culture?,s3 The Postmodem Animal is much more restrained in its 

discussion of the ethical implications of the representation of animals. This is in part 

because in seeking to answer the book's key question - ,\Vhat is the Postmodern 

Animal?' Baker's discussion is necessarily informed by the fact that the postmodern 

animal in art and literature is for the most part still used for the construction of human 

identity and creativity or as way of rethinking more general notions of nature/the 

natural environment. As such, animals themselves are not necessarily given much ethical 

consideration by the majority of artists and writers covered in Baker's book. The 

essential difference in tone of these two books can be seen in this closing paragraph 

from Chapter 1 of The Pos/modem Animal where Baker is responding to the idea that 

there are two distinct stages of postmodernism, the flrst being a more light-hearted, 

ironic fragmentation of accepted truths, the latter taking a more serious reconstructive 

approach. Baker states: 

If the book's emphasis .. .is ahnost exclusively on the 'second' of these dispositions, this 

is not because it seems more optimistic, or appears to hold out the prospect of a 'better' 

future for animals, but because it is more genuinely curious and engaged ... Regardless of 

whether its priorities arejudged more humane or less humane [emphasis added], it is undoubtedly 

more serious about the animal, and is just possibly less fearful of it.'84 

Interestingly, despite Baker's personal ethical stance, which he didn't shy away from in 

Picturitzg the BeaJt,85 this more distanced, apparently objective stance appears to be the 

one favoured by Baker in his discussion of the use and representation of animals in art 

in The Postmodem Anima! and later essays, such as ''}70tl Kill Things to Look at Them '; 

Animal Death in Contemporary Arl6 and Circling the Anima! with Art and Writing.87 It would 

be wrong to suggest that Baker totally avoids addressing the issue of ethics in 

relationship to the use and representation of animals by artists, but the issue is 

approached in a non-judgemental manner. For example, in his detailed and disturbing 

description in Circling the Anima! . .. , of the 1976 performance work Rat Piece by Kim 

R; Steve Baker, Picturing the Beast, (Champaign University of Illinois Press, 2001), xxxvi 
R4 Steve Baker, The Pos/modem A1Jimal, (London: Reakrion Books, 2000), 5. 
85 From personal conversations \vith Steve Baker I am aware that he is a vegetarian for ethical reasons. 
Baker also refers to his involvement with the British Union for the Abolition ofYivisection in the 19805 
in 'We have always been transgenic', .\1 & Society, Yo\. 20.1, January (2006) ..\vailable at 
http://www.ecuad.ca/-gigliotti/gtanimaI/BAKJ~RGIG.htm 
~(, In Baker et ai, Kiliil1g Animals, (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2006) 

~7 Steve Baker, 'Circling the .\nimal with Art and Writing', (keynote paper presented at the conference 

'Animals and Society II: Considering .\nimals', Hobart, .\ustralia,July 3 - 6, 2007).1 have the author's 

permission to refer to this paper. 
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Jones, which involved Jones burning alive a number of rats, pouring lighter fluid on 

them to ensure their deaths, Baker states: 

The purpose of my account of this undoubtedly controversial artwork is not to propose 

a straightforward condemnation of the artist 'this courteous, reserved man,' as the 

writer Linda Weintraub calls him - nor even to condemn the work itself, tempting 

though that may be.'88 

To be fair, Baker is using the example ofJone's Rat Piece to elucidate the way animals are 

dealt with in contemporary art, noting that 'Rat Piece haunts this talk as a warning against 

complacency or moral self-satisfaction ... ,89 Baker's approach is to report upon and 

analyse contemporary art which uses or represents animals, and while he does address 

the artists' ethical positions (where they are clear) he avoids making any personal ethical 

judgement. While this objectivity is an accepted - and expected scholarly approach, it 

runs the risk of perpetuating the marginalisation of the individual animals that are the 

central matter of the argument by relegating them to little more than material, artistic 

commodities. Baker's reluctance to criticise artists' use of animals, even when animals 

are clearly made to suffer, or take a personal stance on the ethical issues surrounding 

artists' use of animals has been teased out in a recently published email discussion 

between Baker and Carol Gilgilotti, a Canadian artist and academic. Baker and Gigliotti 

differ markedly in their positions, with Baker effectively arguing for artistic freedom 

unencumbered by any potential limitations that taking an ethical stance might require, 

while Gigliotti, whose particular interest lies with biotechnology, feels strongly that 

artists should accept an ethical responsibility for their work. I tend to side with Gigliotti 

who 'ha[s] decided that time is too short, for me, and for the planet, not to speak 

...1:- 1 b h' ,90Ullect y a out t ese Issues. 

Of particular concern to me is the fact that Baker's willingness to make ethical 

judgements on behalf of animals appears to weaken as time passes. For example, toward 

the end of The Postmodern Animal, which was published in 2000, Baker acknowledges the 

integrity of those artists who choose to address ethical issues in their work, when he 

writes how: 

KH Ibid 1 5 
R~ Ibid: 6. 
90 Steve Baker & Carol Gigliotti, 'We have always been transgenic.', AI & Society. See p 5 of the discussion 
at http://www.eciad.ca/-gigliott/gtanimaI/K\KERGIG.htm 
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In seeking to create a particular distance from what, for example, may be judged to be 

an ttnatJoidable sentimentalisation of the pet, or in choosing to work on particular (and 

thus get closer to particular) kinds of animals, such as predators, which may be judged 

to be representable \vith a necessary senollsness, the artist is acting \vith a certain integrity. 

It is essentially the same integrity as that which leads others to choose instead to draw 

the viewer closer to the animals in the artists own domestic life, or fact the viewer with 

the truths about the farm or laboratory animals which are the focus of a particular 

artist's ethical or political concern. 91 

However, by 2005 he has stated that he is 'perilously close to arguing that artists should 

be allowed certain freedoms that scientists should not be allowed.,92 Baker's position 

would appear to be based in a postmodern discomfort with the notion of sentimentality. 

As Baker himself has written; "Not to sentimentalise, not to moralise, these are the 

imperatives for the postmodern artist and philosopher.'93 In avoiding taking an ethical 

stance in his writings, Baker risks being seen to be subject to these same imperatives. 

Nonetheless, despite my concern at Baker's avoidance of a stated personal ethical 

position and my concern over his belief 'that the integrity of contemporary artists' 

engagement with questions of animal life is not fashioned out of and is not best 

understood through the language of a regulatory or proscriptive ethics'9\ The Postmodern 

Animal and Baker's essays such as "You Kill Things to Look at Them':' Animal Death in 

Contemporary Art and Circling the Animal with Art and Writing have been of direct relevance 

and benefit to this research, informing and influencing both the artwork and the 

exegesis. In addressing such topics as animal death in art and by artists, issues 

surrounding the postmodern avoidance of sentimentality in representations of animals 

and in the role artists can play in affecting the way that animals are seen and understood, 

Baker's writings have been of fundamental importance to this research. 

John Berger and Jonathan Burt - Why Look at Animals? 

No literature review on the representation of animals is complete without 

acknowledging the importance ofJohn Berger's highly influential essay titled 'Why Look 

91 Steve Baker, The Postmodem Aflimal, (London: Reaktion Books, 2000), 189. 

92 Steve Baker & Carol Gigliotti, 'We have always been transgenic.', Al i'" Society. See page 3 of the 

discussion at http://www.eciad.ca/-gigliott/gtanimaI/R\KERGIG.htm 

'n Steve Baker, The Postmodem A1Jimal, (London: Reaktion Books, 2000), 178. 

'H This is the proposal of a forthcoming book by Baker titled: Art Bifore EtNes: A/limal Life ill Artists' 

Hands. See http://www.uclan.ac.uk/facs/class/humanities/staff/baker.htm accessed 10 November 2008. 
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at Animals',95 First published in three parts in 1977 in New Society and subsequently 

included as the opening essay in his 1980 collection Abotlt Looking, this piece has 

become a seminal text for anyone interested in the matter of how humans 'look at' I.e. 

observe, and think about - other animals. It is, for example, discussed over four pages in 

the ftrst chapter of Baker's Picttlring the Beast and has clearly been of major importance in 

the development of Baker's argument in this book. In 'Why Look at Animals' Berger 

reflects upon the signiftcant changes in human animal relationships since the 19th 

century and attempts to 'deftne, because the experience is almost lost, [ ... ] the universal 

use of animal signs for charting the experience of the world:96 Berger's opening 

sentence sets the tone for the essay, highlighting what he sees as a rupturing of the 

relationship between humans and other animals since the advent of the industrial 

revolution: 

The 19th century, in Western Europe and North America, saw the beginning of a 

process, today being completed by 20,h century corporate capitalism, by which every 

tradition which has previously mediated between man and nature was broken.9
: 

Berger goes on to give an insightful analysis of how this process has fundamentally 

altered the relationship between humans and animals, resulting in animals becoming 

marginalised in contemporary society and hence humans becoming alienated from the 

natural world. However, despite a generally positive reception since it was published 

almost three decades ago, 'Why Look at Animals?' has attracted the critical attention of 

British independent scholar Jonathan Burt. Burt's essay 'John Berger's "Why Look at 

Animals?": A Close Reading' 98 takes Berger to task on some of the claims he makes, 

stating that 'both his historical analysis and his conception of human-animal 

relationships in modernity are highly problematic and need substantial revision:99 

Writers who have in recent years demonstrated a speciftc and ongoing interest in the 

representation of animals in art and popular culture are relatively limited. So, as the 

author of two books, Animals in Film and Rat, and the series editor of Reaktion Books' 

Animal series, to which his monograph Rat belongs, Burt is noteworthy in this respect. 

'!5.John Berger, '\X'by Look at ,jmimals?', in Abollt IJ}okit{~, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980). I have 
written at some length on this essay in my :\lasters exegesis from 2003 so will keep my comments here 
brief. 
% Ibid: 6. 
~7 Ibid: 1 
98 Jonathan Burt, 'John Berger's H\'Vby Look at Animals?"; A Close Reading' UForldl!iewJ No.9 (2005),203
218. Steve Baker also provides a useful analysis of Berger's essay in pages 11 15 of Pictllfittg the Beast. 
')9 Ibid: 203 
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Burt himself has observed 'that not enough scholarly attention has been paid to the 

historical study of animals in visual culture, and especially to their particular role in fIlm, 

photography and paincing.'IOO While his writings on animals are by no means confIned to 

the subject of the representation of animals in art and popular culture, as one of the few 

writers concerned with this matter Burt's contribution is signifIcant and as such he is 

also well suited to the task of critiquing Berger's essay. However, Burt's criticisms can at 

times seem overly pedantic and he fails to acknowledge the signifIcance of the fact that 

'Why Look at Animals ?' was written over three decades ago. Much has changed in this 

time regarding the ways in which scholars of cultural studies have addressed the issues 

surrounding human-animal relationships, and so Berger's failings, as described by Burt, 

can at least in part be excused by the essay being a product of its time. Nonetheless, as 

Burt points out, Berger's essay remains influential and has for the most part been 

received uncritically and so it is timely that he should reassess the claims made in 'Why 

Look at Animals?' 

One of Burt's initial criticisms regards Berger's assertion that the disappearance of 

animals from our day-to-day lives, and hence our sense of alienation and loss as regards 

a bond with the natural world has happened since the 19th century, and is thus tied up 

"vith the advent of capitalism. For Burt this is a romantic oversimplifIcation of the 

history of human animal relationships. However, of particular interest and relevance to 

this PhD research is the observation Burt makes about how the essay, which begins by 

seeming to be concerned on the behalf of animals, shifts it's focus part way through 

resulting in a more anthropocentric concern for what the breakdown of the relationship 

means. As Burt puts it: 

The thrust of the essay, which appears to be so much on the side of animals, then 

becomes less concerned with the welfare of animals and their mistreatment under 

capitalism, and much more focused on shifts in the psychology of man's self

confIrmation as a being in the world. [ ...] A whole set of problems follow from this, 

which increasingly confIrms the suspicion that this text has a working ideal of human

animal relations that ultimately benefits man to the detriment of animals. lll ! 

Burt's observations are quite correct, but regardless of the validity of Burt's detailed 

criticisms of Berger's essay, this observation alone demonstrates a fundamental 

historical change in the way that cultural theorists such as Berger and Burt think about 

1110 Jonathan Burt, Animals in Film, (London: Reaktion Books, 2002), 88 
101 Ibid: 208. 
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or have thought about - animals. In 1977, when Berger first wrote the essays that would 

become 'Why Look at Animals?', the effects of the arguments for 'animal rights' made 

in Peter Singer'S 1976 book, Animal Liberation, were only just beginning to be felt and 

animals were generally not considered to be worthy scholarly subject matter for writers 

(or for artists). But thirty years on matters are much different, and as previously noted, 

the burgeoning of the new area of scholarly study known as human-animal studies is 

testament to the seriousness with which this topic is now taken. Inherent in this shift in 

attitude is an acceptance of the foregrounding of the animals themselves and a 

recognition of the importance of addressing the ethics surrounding human-animal 

relations. This attention to 'the animal question' is now in evidence across a broad range 

of disciplines and is being embraced by a variety of influential thinkers. 

Jacques Derrida - The Almost Vegetarian 

The main advances in a consideration of the animal question in philosophy in recent 

decades have undoubtedly been Anglo-American, with philosophers such as Peter 

Singer, Tom Regan, Mary Midgley and Stephen Clark paving the way for a radical 

rethinking of the nature of human-animal relations based on an acknowledgement of 

the importance of ethics in any debate on the subject. By comparison, Continental 

thinkers have lagged behind. This matter is noted by Peter Singer in his preface to the 

collection of writings on animals by Continental philosophers, Animal Philosopl!y, and is 

also addressed by the editors in their introduction. They write: 

It is perhaps "vith a certain amount of incredulity and astonishment that we learn that 

Continental philosophy has only rarely given serious attention to the animal question. 

For the most part it has spoken about human beings - and little else. The general 

neglect of the animal question is puzzling [ ...J because Continental philosophy has 

displayed a tremendous reluctance to embrace traditional humanism and 

anthropological discourse. 102 

And yet, despite this, the names Derrida, Deleuze and Guattari crop up again and again 

in discussions on human-animal relations in a broader cultural studies context thanks to 

their relatively limited but clearly influential writings on the subject. In fact, Derrida and 

102 i\fatthew Calarco & Peter ,\tterton, eds., A!limal Philosopby, (London & New Yark: Continuum, 2004), 
xv. 
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Deleuze and Guattari are of central importance to Steve Baker's interrogation of the 

postmodern animal in his book of that name.103 

Jacques Derrida's contribution to the animal question has two main sources; the ftrst is 

an interview with Jean-Luc Nancy conducted in the late 1980s, which was originally 

published under the title of 'Apres Ie sujet qui vient' (After the subject who comes) and 

later included in the book Points... Interoiews 1974-1994 with the title of "'Eating Well" 

or the Calculation of the Subject,lo4. Derrida's other signiftcant contribution to the area 

of human-animal studies is contained in a lengthy conference paper he gave in 1997 

titled 'L'animal que donc je suis (a suivre)', (The Animal That Therefore I Am [1vfore to 

Follow]), a part of which was published in English in 2002.105 

In 'Eating Well' Derrida's conversation v.dth Nancy is structured around the notion of 

'the death of the subject' as debated in the 1970s and 1980s106 and the dialogue which 

follows is for the most part a response to Nancy'S question 'Who comes after the 

subject?'. In interrogating this question, Derrida notes that 'the discourse on the 

subject ...continues to link subjectivity with man,;107 a matter Derrida ftnds highly 

problematic and which leads him to a lengthy discussion of the aspects of humanism 

that have resulted in this artiftcial differentiation between humans and all other animals, 

what this has meant for human-animal relations, and in particular what it has meant for 

animals. It is this part of the interview which gives it the title of "Eating Well", as 

Derrida attempts to come to terms with the problems surrounding the responsibility 

humans have toward animals that makes killing them for food 'a non-criminal putting 

to death,108. In trying to make sense of this essentially humanist and anthropocentric 

killing, Derrida speaks of 'eating well' as a way of coming to terms with the ethical 

10, Steve Baker, The POJtmodernAmmal, (London: Reaktion Books, 2000.) See in particular pages 74-78 and 

102-134. 

1iI4 Jacques Derrida, Poiflts... IfltmJiews 1974 - 1994, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1995),255-287. 

The most relevant part of this interview runs from pages 268-285. 

1115 Jacques Derrida, 'The Animal That I "\m (More to Follow)" Critical IlIquiry, Yol 28 No.2. (2002), 369
418. This article is the first part of a 10 hour address Derrida gave at the third Cerisy-la-Salle conference 
devoted to his work in July 1997. A further section of this address has been translated into English and 
published under the title of 'And Say the Animal Responded?' in Zoollt%gies edited by Cary Wolfe, 
(iY1.inneapolis: University ofi\1.innesota Press, 2003), pp 121-146. This section of Derrida's address focuses 
on Lacan's 1960 text 'The Subversion of the Subject and the Dialectic of Desire in the Freudian 
Unconscious' and in particular on Lacan's reference to the animal in this text, which Derrida's sees as 
exposing Lacan's Cartesian anthropocentrism that denies animals language. I have not found this part of 
the address to be so relevant to this PhD research. 
J(Ji> David Wood gives a broader context to Derrida's interview v.--ith Nancy in his essay "Comment ne pas 
manger - Deconstruction and Humanism.', in Ammal Others, H. Peter Steeves, ed., (Albany: State 
University of "Kew York Press, 1999). In particular see pages 24-25. 
11)7 Jacques Derrida, "'Eating Well" - or the Calculation of the Subject', in Poitlts... Itltmiews 1974 1994, 
(Stanford: Stanford Cniversity Press, 1995), 268. 
IUR Ibid: 278. 
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problems surrounding the killing of animals. This is essentially the welfarist point of 

V1ew that it is OK to kill and eat animals, so long as we 'eat well' i.e. treat the animals 

well and assume proper responsibility for their care.109 

Interestingly for a postmodern philosopher, Derrida does not shy away from embracing 

sentimentality or as Derrida calls it, 'pathos' as a key factor in engaging people with 

the need to reconsider their relationship to animals. He states: 

.. .let me simply say a word about this 'pathos'. If these images are 'pathetic', if they 

evoke sympathy, it is also because they 'pathetically' open the immense question of 

pathos and the pathological, precisely, that of suffering, pity, compassion; and the 

place that has to be accorded to the interpretation of this compassion, to the sharing of 

this suffering among the living, to the law, ethics and politics that must be brought to 

bare upon this experience of compassion. l1O 

It was an encounter with his cat that led Derrida to further consider the animal question 

in 'The Animal That Therefore I am (More to Follow),. He recounts how he became 

aware one day of his cat looking at him as he was naked and that the nakedness he felt 

in being under the animal's gaze led him to reflect upon 'who I am'lll and in doing so, 

to try to come to terms with the issue of what it is to be human and animal, and to 

consider an animal's point of view. What follows is a lengthy and complex thinking 

through of the status of animals and the nature of human-animal relations. In doing so 

he addresses the importance of understanding animals as individuals rather than as a 

group comprising everything that is a non-human (animal), noting that: 

This agreement concerning philosophical sense and cornmon sense that allows one to 

speak blithely of the Animal in the general singular is perhaps one of the greatest, and 

most symptomatic idiocies of those who call themselves human. ll2 

Dcrrida's solution is to coin a new word l'aflimot, going on to state 'Ecce aflimot. Ncithcr a 

species nor a gender nor an individual'.113 

1!"1 See ,\ppendix Five regarding the differences between animal welfare and animal rights positions. 

1111 Jacques Derrida, 'The Animal That 1 .\m (More to Follow)" CriticallllqHiry, Yol28 No.2. (2002),395 

III Jacques Derrida, The Animal That I Am (More to Follow)" Critical Itlq1liry, Yol28 No.2. (2002),372. 

The question 'who 1am' and the title of the paper, reference the Cartesian definicion of consciousness '1 

think, therefore I am'. 

112 Ibid: 409 

111 Ibid. The word limimot plays on the singular l'allimal - and the plural les O1limall_'" with al1imt1ll.Yand 

al1imot being pronounced the same way, while also incorporating 'mot which is French for 'word'. 
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Earlier in this article Derrida acknowledges the human tyranny over animals in the last 

200 years that has resulted in them being relegated to the status of objects, allowing for: 

Farming and regimentalisation at a demographic level unknown in the past ~eading to] 

the reduction of the animal not only to production and over production ...of meat for 

consumption but also of all sorts of other end products, and all that in the service of a 

certain being and the so-called human well being of man. 114 

In 'Eating Well' and 'The Animal That Therefore I Am', Derrida attempts to 

deconstruct the humanist tradition that has placed all animals as separate from and 

inferior to humans, but in both cases, while acknowledging the anthropocentricism that 

is a result of the humanist position, Derrida himself fails to fully avoid falling into the 

humanist and hence anthropocentric trap. This is the charge Derrida's 'friend and fellow 

philosopher,115, David Wood, makes against Derrida in his essay 'Comment ne pa 

manger Deconstruction and Humanism.,116 According to David Wood 'Derrida is 

reported to have said at the Cerisy conference in the summer of 1993 "I am a vegetarian 

in my soul.,,,117 While ill "Eating Well... " Derrida states 

I am not recalling this in order to start a group for vegetarianism, ecologism, or for the 

societies for the protection of animals which is something I might also want to do, 

and something which would lead us to the centre of the subject. l1S 

Derrida clearly battles with the problem of giving agency to animals and of 

deconstructing the artificially imposed boundary between humans and all other animals 

while continuing to eat them, and for Wood, this inability to stop eating animals is an 

essential weakness in Derrida's argument for the re-thinking of human-animal 

relationships. 

Despite Derrida stumbling at the last hurdle when it comes to fully embracing the 

ethical and political consequences of a renegotiation of human-animal relations, his 

thoughts on the animal question are stimulating and worthy, and the fact that an 

influential Continental thinker such as Derrida has concerned himself with such matters 

11-1 Ibid: 394. 

m Steve Baker, Tbe Postnlodem Animal, (London: Reaktion Books, 2000), 77. 

116 In Allimal Others, H. Peter Steeves, cd., V\Jbany: State University of New York Press, 1999), 15-35. In 

this essay Wood concentrates specifically on 'Eating Well ... ' 

117 David Wood, "Comment ne pa manger Deconstruction and Humanism.', in Allimal Otbers, J r. Peter 

Steeves, cd., (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999),32. 

lIH Jacques Derrida, '''Eating Well" - or the Calculation of the Subject', in Poil;is... Inten,jews 1914 - 1994, 

(Stanford: Stanford Cniversity Press, 1995), 278 
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is significant. 'The Animal 'That Therefore I Am... ' is of particular relevance to this 

PhD research for the fact that it not only more passionately addresses the problems 

surrounding human-animal relations from an ethico-political point of view, but more 

importantly because it does so from an autobiographical standpoint based on Derrida's 

relationship with a specific animal, in this case his cat. The very personal nature of this 

relationship and the resulting afflnity Derrida experienced with an animal, which so 

profoundly affected his work, has clear parallels to the motivations of this PhD. 

Deleuze and Guattari on 'Becoming-animal' 

If Derrida's rethinking of human-animal relations was sparked by his personal and 

apparently beneficial and stimulating relationship ·with his cat, Deleuze and Guattari take 

rather a different view of pets in their post-humanist writings on 'becoming-animal'119, 

going so far as to say 'at!}one who likes cats or dogs is a flO!120 (original emphasis). In this 

characteristically meandering and mercurial poststructuralist musing on what it might 

mean to break down the human-animal binary, Deleuze and Guattari determine that 

only certain types of animals can be incorporated into a becoming-animal for humans, 

and pets are, according to them, already too humanised (and, one suspects, hence too 

sentimentalised) and serve only to 'draw us into a narcissistic contemplation,.121 Despite 

occasionally straightforward pronouncements such as this, it is no easy matter to come 

to grips ~'ith exactly what Deleuze and Guattari believe a becoming-animal might 

involve. However, as poststructuralists, a clear function of becoming-animal is a desire 

to resist the human-animal binary. It is this matter that is of particular relevance to this 

PhD research, calling as it does, for a dismantling of the long established boundary 

between humans and all other animals - a barrier that has allowed humans to judge and 

hence differentiate ourselves from other animals using human standards. Judging all 

other animals by comparison to humans has inevitably led to the establishment of the 

notion of a lack of certain abilities in animals - for example, a lack of language, a lack of 

abstract thinking, a lack of ability to make tools, a lack of self awareness, a lack of a 

sense of their own mortality; all abilities that have in fact been shown in recent years to 

be present in at least some species of animals. 

m Deleuze and Guatarri's discussion of 'becoming animal' is to be found in two of their book s, Kolka: 

Toward a Aiillor Utem/tlre published in English in 1986, and more significantly in A Thotlsand P/atea!lS: 

Capitalism and Schi"ophrenia published in English in 1988. However I have used the abridged text in Animal 

Phi/osopl!}, Peter .\tteron & iVlatthew Calarco, eds., (London & New York: Continuum, 2004), 87-100, as 

this is the section of Deleuze and Guatarri's writings most pertinent to this research. 

121J 'Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guanarri, 'Becoming-Animal', in Animal Philosopl!], Peter Atteron & Matthew 

Calarco, eds., (London & New York: Continuum, 2004), 90. 

121 Ibid. 
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It is worthwhile considering how some of the work produced for this PhD might be 

deemed to conform to this Deleuzian becoming-animal, which, they state' .. .is not a 

correspondence between relations. But neither is it a resemblance, an imitation, or, at 

the limit, an identification.'122 While aspects of the process that resulted in these 

artworks could be seen to evolve from an identification with animals and at times (for 

example with the Alaking Faces series) an imitation, the trans formative power of art

making takes the artworks themselves beyond such a straightforward 

imitation/identification. In fact Deleuze and Guattari give special mention to artists, 

stating that 'The artist and the musician do not imitate the animal, they become-animal 

at the same time as the animal becomes what they willed, at the deepest level of their 

concord with Nature.,,123 

Despite the difficulty in pinning down exactly what a becoming-animal might be for 

Deleuze and Guattari, their writings on this subject have proved hugely influential 

within the field of human-animal studies. While it would be incorrect to suggest that the 

artwork produced during this research is a response to Deleuze and Guattari's notion of 

becoming-animal, clearly there are aspects of the artworks that embrace this idea. 

Cary Wolfe 

The American post-humanist, Cary Wolfe, has demonstrated a particular interest in 'the 

animal question' in his book Animal Rites: American Culture, the Discourse ofSpecies and 

POJthttmaniJt Theory,124 as well as in the collection he edited titled ZoontologieJ: the QtteJtion qf 

the Animal. 125 Of additional and particular significance to this PhD research is an essay 

penned by Wolfe for the journal Parallax, titled 'From Dead Meat to Glow in the Dark 

Bunnies: Seeing "the Animal Question" in Contemporary Art.'126 

In Animal RiteJ Wolfe confronts the limitations of the humanist discourse, detailing how 

it has led to a subjugation of the non-human and arguing for a post-humanist approach 

that would serve to break down the species discrimination that is inherent in humanism. 

This concern is addressed in his introduction to Animal Rites, where he states: 

122 Ibid: 87. 
Ibid: 95 

124 Cary Wolfe, A1limal Rites: Amenca1l C!(lt!(re, the Discourse tifSpecies a1ld PosthfJtJJaJlist Theory, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2003. 
12) Cary Wolfe, Zoo1ltologies: the QlItJliofl tif the A1li11lal, 0finneapolis: University of ~finnesota Press, 2003). 
]2(, Cary Wolfe, "From Dead Meat to Glow in the Dark Bunnies: Seeing "the .\nimaI Question" in 
Contemporary .\rt', in Pamllax, voL 12, no.l, (2006), 95-109. 
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I want to begin by suggesting that much of what we call cultural studies situates itself 

squarely, if only implicitly, on what looks to me more and more like a fundamental 

repression that underlies most ethical and political discourse: repressing the question of 

non-human subjectivity, taking it for granted that the subject is always already human. 

This means, to put a finer point on it, that debates in the humanities and social sciences 

between well-intentioned critics of racism (hetero )sexism, dassism, and all other -isms 

that are the stock-in-trade of cultural studies almost always remain locked within an 

unexamined framework of speciesism [ ... ] In the light of developments in cognitive 

science, ethology, and other fields over the past twenty years, however, it seems dear 

that there is no longer any good reason to take it for granted that the theoretical, ethical, 

and political questions of the subject is automatically coterminous with the species 

distinction between Homo sapiem and everything else.127 

From this standpoint Wolfe goes on to critique the relevant writings of a range of 

humanist and post-humanist thinkers such as Luc Ferry, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Gilles 

Deleuze and Felix Guattari,Jean-Francois Lyotard,Jaques Derrida and Emmanuel 

Levinas, with the goal of uncovering the implications of their work within the discourse 

of the animal question. In addition to this Wolfe approaches the issue of non-human 

subjectivity through a posthumanist analysis of Ernest Hemingway's novels, Jonathan 

Demme's 1991 fIlm Silence ofthe Lambs, and ~fichael Crichton's novel from 1980, Congo. 

Wolfe concludes by proposing a pragmatic response to the radical thinking of human

animal relations that he has argued for. He suggests, despite the potential accusation of 

humanism that could be levelled at such a notion, that at the very least, there is good 

cause for supporting the ideals of the Great Ape Project which seeks to grant basic, 

universal rights to great apes as well as humans. 128 

While Wolfe's book Animal Rites is signifIcant in relationship to this research, it is his 

2006 essay on the work of two contemporary artists, Sue Coe129 and Eduardo Kac130
, 

127 Cary Wolfe, Animal Rites: American Cllltllre, tbe Discourse ofSpecies and Posthllmaflist Tbeory, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2003), 1. 
128 For more information on the Great Ape Project see http://w-ww.greatapeproject.org/Interestingly.as 
this section of paper was being written I received an email alerting me to the fact that the Spanish 
Parliament environmental committee had approved resolutions urging Spain to comply with the Great 
.\pes Project, making it the first country to do so. 
(see http://w.-\>.W.reuters.com/article/ science~ews/idUSL256586320080625 accessed 27 June 2008.) 
12~ See page 43 of this exegesis for a discussion of Coe's work. 
1111 \Xr'hile Kac's work has sparked much debate on the ethics of using animals in art, it is important to note 
that I will not discuss Kac's work in any detail in the context section of this paper, as 1 have limited the 
discussion to artists/ artworks which deal in some way with animal death. However, a number of papers in 
the special issue if 0\1 and Society on genetic technologies and animals do cover Kac's work and the 
ethical issues surrounding it. Of particular interest is Carol Gigliotti's paper 'Leonardo's Choice - the 
ethics of artist working with genetic technologies' and the conversation on the issue between Gigliotti and 
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whose work deals with animals and human-animal relations, that has been of more 

direct relevance. Wolfe outlines the modes of expression chosen by the artists to engage 

the viewer in relation ro issues raised by the works and interrogates how these choices 

affect the way the work is experienced. He writes of how artists' chosen representational 

strategies: 

... bear very directly upon, not just the artistic challenge, but also the larger 

philosophical and ethical challenge, of speaking .for non-human animals, and speaking to

our relations with them, and how taking those relar.ions seriously unavoidably raises the 

question of who 'we' are - a question that may get answered quite indirectly not in the 

manifest content of the artwork or its 'message' but in its formal strategies. 131 

Wolfe proceeds to analyse Coe's and Kac's artwork, noting that: 

... there clearly has been in contemporary art an explosion of interest in what Derrida 

calls 'the question of the animal' as theme and subject matter. \'.(!hen addressing this 

topic, however, it is all too easy to fall into what Slavoj Zizek, with characterisrk 

astringency, has in another context called 'an undialectical obsession with content. 132 

Of specific interest to Wolfe is the illustrated book by Coe titled Dead Meat (1996), and 

several works by Kac that involved the creation of genetically altered organisms, such as 

GFP Bttmrywfrom 2000, the work Kac is best known for. 

14. Left: Koc with Alba 

15. Above: Alba 16. Right: Sue Coe,

Cold Cuts. from 'Dead Meat' 1996. 

Steve Baker 'We have }J.ways Been Transgenic - a dialogue.' See 
http:/ /www.eciad.ca/ ~gigliott/ gtanimal/ 
131 Cary \'v'olfc, "From DMd Meat to Glow jn the Dark Bunnies: Seeing "the ,-\nimal Question" in 
Contemporary .\rt', in Parallax, vol. 12, no.1, (2006), 96. 
u2 Ibid: 95. 
u.1 For C:FP B11111!)' Kac commissioned a scientific laboratory to produce a generically altered rabbit. The
rabbit, which 1-.:ac named r\lba, had a green fluorescent protein sourccJ from a jellyfish gene inserted into
her genome so that she would glow under ultra-violet light.
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In his analysis Wolfe uses the lens of 1\1ichael Fried's notion of 'absorption' and 

'theatricality' to critique the work of the artists and in doing so criticizes Coe's work as 

'melodromatic' and 'invit[ing] a single, univocal reading'U4. On the other hand, Wolfe 

finds that, while Kac's work could also been seen as 'theatrical' on Fried's terms, in the 

case of Kac (unlike Coe) the theatricality: 

.. .is not doing the work Fried thinks it does. In Kac, the artwork does indeed play up 

to the viewer, but only, as Derrida would put it, to lead the viewer to the realization that 

the only place the meaning of the work may be found is no place, not where the viewer 

irresistibly looks (e.g. at the spectacle of the glow in the dark creatures) but rather 

precisely where the viewer does not see not refuses to look, or even is pre/Jented from 

seeing, but rather cannot see. 135 

Clearly Wolfe fmds Kac's work to be more complex, more open to a range of possible 

interpretations and hence more satisfYing than the work of Coe. However, at the very 

beginning of this essay, Wolfe points out that underlying his entire discussion is the 

matter of 'animal rights' and 'the ethical standing of (at least some) non-human 

animals.'l36 While both Kac and Coe have expressed support for these concepts, the 

issues are the core of what drives Coe's work, whereas for Kac, they are only a part of 

the concerns behind the work. Ultimately, however, Wolfe's main problem with Coe's 

work is with her chosen mode of representation, which involves graphic, drawn and 

painted images of slaughterhouses and meat packing plants. The problem Wolfe has 

with Coe's work, which he feels is not evident in the work of Kac is made clear in the 

following lengthy paragraph: 

While Coe is certainly within her rights to see the ethical function of (her) art, at least in 

one sense, as dra"ving our attention, as powerfully as possible, to the untold horrors of 

the slaughterhouse, on another level and it is this level that ",'ill be handled with 

considerable sophistication, I think, in Eduardo Kac's work - that ethical function and 

the representationalism it depends upon relies upon a certain disavowal of the violence 

- what Fried calls 'dis figuration' - of representation itself, which immediately leads to a 

very obvious question we might ask of Coe; if the ethical function of art is what Coe 

thinks it is, why not just show photographs of stock yards, slaughterhouses and the 

killing floor to achieve this end? To put it another way, what does art adcR And what 

m Cary Wolfe, "From Dead },{eat to Glow in the Dark Bunnies: Seeing "the Animal Question" in 

Contemporary A.tt', in Para/lax, vol. 12, no.l, (2006), 100 

us Ibid: 107. 

1'6 Ibid: 95. 
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does it mean that her art has to be more than real to be real? Isn't the 'melodrama of 

visibility' (to use Fried's phrase) that we find in Dead lVleat, which is calculated to 'give 

the animal a face', also, in another sense, an iffacement of the very reality it aims to 

represent, one that quite conspicuously manifests itself in the hyperbole, disfiguratjon 

and melodrama of Coe's work? The paradoxical result for Coe's work, then, is that it 

appeals to us to read it directly (indeed, melodramatically) legible of the content it 

represents, but the only way it achieves that end is through it's figural excess, which is 

precisely not of the slaughterhouse, but of the interposing materiality of representation 

itself. m (Original emphases). 

What Wolfe fails to appreciate in Coe's chosen mode of representation is that Coe's 

work in Dead lvfeat is a direct and autobiographical response to her witnessing the 

horrors that she depicts, the book being 'the result of six years work, travelling around 

the country [USA] to the various meatpacking plants,.138 As Coe points out in her 

introduction, she was rarely able to use a stills camera and video cameras were never 

allowed, so sketching from life was an essential method of recording her experiences. 

The 'melodrama' Wolfe finds so problematic is a perfectly reasonable approach to what 

is likely to have been an emotionally gruelling experience for Coe, and the somewhat 

expressionistic treatment of the images underpins a need in Coe to convey not only her 

own emotions, but those of the animals and the people she observed, with the clear 

intention of provoking an emotional response in the viewer. So, an answer to Wolfe's 

question, 'what does art add?', is that art can add emotion; something much harder to 

achieve with the objective documentary nature of the kinds of photographs Wolfe 

suggests as an alternative. However, inherent in Wolfe's discomfort with Coe's 

representational strategy is the fact that postmodernism finds emotion and sentiment 

highly problematic, which, as discussed in Chapter One leads to an avoidance by the 

majority of contemporary artists of addressing overtly the ethics of human-animal 

relations. 

On the other hand, Kac's work is typically postmodern in Steve Baker's terms in its 

'refusal of symbolism, and its insistence on carving out a space in which the physical 

body of the animal- living or dead - can be present as itself.'139 In creating the 

genetically altered rabbit, Alba, Kac implicated himself into the very system he 

apparently seeks to criticize. In the creation of this artwork, Alba becomes little more 

1\7 I bid: 99. 

BS Sue Coe, Dead A1eat, (New York: Four Walls Eight Windows, 1996), v. 

rl'J Steve Baker, 'Circling the "\nimaI with c\rt and \vith Writing', (keynote paper presented at the 

conference ',\nimals and Society II: Considering Animals', Hobart, Australia, July 3 - 6, 2007), 5. 
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than a powerless, reified creation, her fate tied to the demands of the laboratory where 

she was created, and which has refused to release her to Kac. So, where Coe never 

shirks from taking an ethical position in her work, Kac's characteristic postmodern 

approach allows him to purport to address the ethics of human-animal relations via the 

production of a work which results in an unethical process on these terms. 

Clearly the work produced for this research is more closely aligned with that of Sue Coe 

rather than Eduardo Kac. However, Wolfe's discussion of these artists' works has been 

informative in teasing out the complex issues surrounding animals, art and ethics. 

Artists, Animals and Ethics - Animal Death in Art and as Art. 

In 2001 in Art Crazy Nation Matthew Collings made the following observation: 

Brits are very fond of animals and children. Their exhibitions are now full of animals, 

usually mutants of some kind, or sexually aroused, or dead - for example, sharks and 

pigs by Damian Hirst, which symbolise death. And racehorses by Mark Wallinger, 

symbolising class, but \vith the front ends different from the back ends - symbolising 

mutant breeding.140 

Collings' observation is an interesting reflection on the growing prominence of animals 

in contemporary art. Significantly, he also refers to the matter of how animals are used 

and represented in the name of art, whereby they are often presented as symbols or 

metaphors for other issues, are shown dead and are sometimes even killed especially, or 

are depicted in some deviant manner. 

This comment supports the points made earlier in this paper in respect of recent animal 

themed exhibitions regarding the fact that very few artists foreground the animals 

themselves as individuals, preferring instead to use animals to stand in for someone or 

something else and that as a consequence very little attention is given by these artists to 

the ethics surrounding human-animal relationships and/or the use of animals in art. 

Despite issues-based art being relatively common, it is rarer to find those artists who are 

prepared to actually take a stance in the work - to make work that openly addresses his 

or her own views. The reasons for artists' reluctance to make their socio-political views 

clear in their work include a concern that such work may be seen as too closed, too 

J~O Matthew Collings, Art Cra;;;y Nation: the post-Bliml!J! art world, (London: 21 Publishing, 2001), 6 
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direct or too didactic, and a persistent attitude amongst artists, curators and critics that 

art and socio-political issues don't mix, or at least rarely mix well Making issues-based 

work can also compromise the commercial viability of an artist's work. Additionally, 

there is the problem for the artist as activist regarding how to make work that engages 

with broad audience \'vithout resorting to populist cliche ..As Steve Baker points out 

' ... the fact that [a good deal of contemporary animal art] can be so 'difficult to read' 

only exacerbates the problem of how effectively some of the artists who make it might 

address a subject such as the killing of animals.'141 

Jane Scott questions whether the current interest by artists in the representation of 

animals could indicate a general desire for a more literal approach in image making and 

the need to engage with a wider audience.,142 This is an interesting suggestion, and 

particularly pertinent to my current work and thinking. However, the use of the animal 

to signify something else in much of the artwork in recent exhibitions to which I 

presume she is referring, does not seem to support this suggestion. Nor is it is clear why 

the depiction of animals should in essence make an artwork more accessible or attract a 

wider audience, but there is a worrying possible sub text for such a claim which is related 

to the trivialisation of animals as serious subject matter. 

The notion of 'literalism' is often associated with work that makes social and/or 

political comment. This type of work often attracts the kind of criticism that is based on 

a belief that art and politics don't mix, or at least rarely mix well. It is thus notable that 

the work of Sue Coe was not included in any of these exhibitions, and it is a matter for 

speculation whether the exclusion of Coe's work is due in part to the unfashionably 

direct and graphic nature of her work which has been described as 'somewhat facile and 

overly literal.,14J The assumption here seems to be that art that is successful in 

communicating a message is often not so successful in more formal or poetic terms, 

presumably because form is made subsen"ient to content. This is exemplified by Lisa 

Roet (The Idea rif the Animal, Eye to Eye), who has stated that 'I have my own views on the 

1~1 Steve Baker, '"\nimal Death in Contemporary ;\rt', in Baker et al, Killif!gAllimals, (Champaign: 

University of Illinois Press, 2006), 72. 

W Scott, Jane, 'Animals Unsettled Boundaries', Uf!settled BotmdarieJ program, (Melbourne: Melbourne 

International Arts Festival, 2006), 4. 

143 Adams, Brooks, 'The Coldest Cut: Sue Coe's Porkopolis', Art if! America, vol 78, no.1, January (1990), 

127. Brooks does go on to state that '~ow in the repoliticized early 90s, Coe really seems to be onto 
something.' 
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political aspect of the ape issue, but prefer to keep 

them separate. Art is not interesting lO me when it 

carries a slogan underneath it.' 144 

There are some contemporary artists, however, 

whose artwork is strongly informed by an animal 

rights ideology and who use their work to engage 

the viewer with the ethical issues surrounding 

h . I l . l . 14s uman-aruma re anons ups. 

The Artist as Animal Activist 

17. Lisa Roel. Ape ond
the Bunnymonport 3.

1998

Perhaps the best known of these 'artists as animal activists' is British born, New York 

based artist Sue Coe. Coe works in a graphic, illustrative style, often publishing her 

politically charged paintings, drawings and prints as books, complete with descriptive 

text. The subject matter of her work has for many years been driven by a variety of 

socio-political issues, such as the racist abuse suffered by black South Africans under 

apartheid, the consequences of rampant capitalism or the oppression of women. 

However, for much of the last 25 years the primary subject matter for her work has 

been the plight of animals al the hands of humans. 

18. Sue Coe. (left) Up to Six Minutes to Die.

19. Sue Coe (above) page from sketch book.
Both images from 'Dead Meat'. 1996.

l-1-l Glass, Alexie, Lua Roet: U11con1mo11 Obsen1atio11s, (Fishennens Bend, Craftsman House, 2004), 10. 
145 There are other artists who engage with the socio-political issues surrounding human-animal 
relationships, including British arrists Britta Jaschinsk.i and Nicky Coutts. However, I have chosen to 
concentrate on the work of Sue Coe and Angela Singer for several reasons. Firstly, the work itself directly 
addresses the iswes, rather than simply being informed by them as is the case with Jaschinsk.J, for 
example. ,\tluirionally, Coe and Singer enjoy reasonably high profiles meaning that there is more 
infonnat.ion available on their work. Most importantly Coe and �ingl·r both have backgrounds as activists, 
making them pi,rticularly relevant to ch.is research, driven as it i� by my own activist l'Xperiences. 
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Coe's work is shown regularly in galleries and is held in public collections such as the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. However, her mission is to reach as wide an 

audience as possible with her work which 'bear[s] witness to the hidden suffering that 

underlies our lives of apparent ease and plenry.'146 This desire to get her message out 

beyond the art world informs the approach Coe takes to her work which, as Susan Gill 

has pointed out, 'bridges the gap between illustration and high art'147 and the production

of her books are a primary method by which Coe exposes her work to a more general 

audience. 

Coe produces work that is polemical and 

direct, with a clear goal of changing 

people's attitudes. Her book Dead Meat

from 1996 is proposed as an update to 

Upton Sinclair's 1906 novel The Jungle, 

which detailed the daily horrors endured 

by both humans and animals in the 

Chicago Meat packing plants. Coe's book 

was the result of six years work travelling 

around America visiting meatpacking 

plants and slaughterhouses, documenting 

in her sketchbooks the horrific scenes 

she witnessed. Her later book, Sheep of 

Fools, from 2005 combines Coe's artwork 

with poetry by Judith Brody and was
20. Sue Coe, image from 'Sheep of Fools', 2005 

inspired by a newspaper article Coe read about the sinking of an Australian live export

ship along with its cargo of sheep. Coe was struck by the fact that the brief article

mentioned the one human casualty but barely acknowledged the 60 000 sheep whose

lives were lost in this maritime disaster. 148 

Coe's passionate approach to her subject matter has earned her a substantial reputation 

as an artist of skill, substance and commitment. However, her decision co make work 

chat pulls no punches about the causes she takes up and her determination make her 

146 Carnloguc essay (author not acknowledged) for Sheep of Fools, Galetie Sr. Etienne, New York, 2005. 
Sec http://www.gscart.com/cxhibitions.asp?Exh1D=495 
147 Susan Gill, 'Sue Coc's Inferno', Art11ews, October (1987), 111. 
143 Catalogue essay (author not acknowledged) for Sheep of Fools, Galerie St. Etienne, New York, 2005. 
Sec hrrp:/ /www.gsearr.com/ exhibttions.asp?ExhID=495 
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work accessible to a wide audience have not necessarily worked to her advantage as far 

as her reputation within the postmodern art world goes, with her work receiving little 

coverage in reputable art journals since the late 1980s/early 1990s. As the catalogue 

essay from her 2005 exhibition Sheep rifFools notes: 

Coe's desire to reach a wide audience causes her to favour older realist traditions over 

the more obscure postmodernist idiom employed by most contemporary artists. Thus, 

even when the art scene became politicized in the 1990s, Coe never received the 

attention accorded such artists as Barbara Kruger and Jenny Holzer, who spoke the art

world's language.!49 

As previously mentioned, it is significant that Coe's work has not been included in any 

of the recent animal themed exhibitions discussed in this paper which may be due to her 

intention for her work to reach beyond the art world and engage with a far broader 

audience, resulting in work that is didactic rather than being open to multiple readings 

as is a postmodern expectation for contemporary art. As Donald Kuspit put it in a 

review of Coe's work from 1991: 

Coe, I think, is torn between a wish to communicate instantaneously to as large an 

audience as possible, and thus to use a public and invariably cliched language, and a 

desire to make "high art", that is, art so dense with visual substance that it cannot be 

exhausted at fIrst sight. When she manages to balance these impulses, she takes her 

place among the Expressionist masters, but when she make images for 'the cause', her 

works dwindle to militant cartoons, lacking even the saving grace of Daumier's wit.!SO 

Despite the unpostmodern directness of Coe's work, she was included by Steve Baker in 

his book The Postmodem Animal as well as in his essay 'What Does Becoming-Animal 

Look Like?!5! Coe has also been quoted by Baker as having said, paradoxically, that 'the 

most political art is the art of ambiguity'! 52 (it is not clear in what context this comment 

was made). This dilemma of getting her message out to the general public while still 

engaging with the contemporary art world is a matter that this PhD research has in 

common with the work of Sue Coe, and something which has been the cause of mixed 

responses from viewers to the work of New Zealand artist Angela Singer. 

I+~ Ibid. 

1,IIDonald huspit, 'Sue Coe. Galerie St. Etienne', Arifomm, June (1991), 11l. 

1,1 Steve Baker, 'What Does Becoming "\nimal Look Like?', in RepresetltillgAlIimals, Nigel Rothfels, ed., 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002), 67-98 

152 Steve Baker, 'Animal Death in Contemporary .\rt', in KillillgAlIimals, Steve Baker et aI, (Champaign: 

University of Illinois Press, 2006), 75. 
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Singer openly acknowledges her background 

as an animal rights activist Where farms and 

laboratory animals are the primaty subject 

matter for Sue Coe, the focus of Singer's 

concern is hunting, which is still a popular 

pursuit in ew Zealand. However, wh.ile 

Coe's method is a consciously illustrative 

one, using the traditional graphic tools such 

as graphite, charcoal, ink and printmaking 

processes, Singer chooses the more 

fashionable 153 approach of using raxiderrnied 

animals. Wh.ile some artists are happy to have 

animals killed for the pu1pose of their art (see 

pages 48 - 55 ), Singer's work is based on 

what she calls 'recycled taxidermy'. As Singer 

has pointed out, these-trophies, which may 

once have been proudly displayed, over time 

become relegated to little more than 

background decoration and are often 

eventually discarded, which is how Singer 

comes by them. She then re-works the forms 

in such a way as to directly reference the

21. Angela Singer, Cough t, 2007

22. Angelo Singer, All the Rest. 2007

violence of the animal's death, such as revealing the once-hidden fatal bullet wound by

embroidering red beads in and around it. However, despite the strong ethical basis

behind her work and her belief that ' ... using taxidermy is a way for me to honour the

animals' life, because all the taxidermy 1 use was once a trophy kill ... The very idea of a

trophy animal is sickening to me' 154 Singer has, according to Steve Baker, been 'angrily

accused of turning "galle1y walls into open graves"'.\55 Considering the nature of

Singer's work, such reactions should not be so su1prising, as the animals are re

presented, yuite consciously on Singer's part, in a way that is confronting and troubling.

She has said of her work titled sore (flay):

1 >1• \s an indication of how popular tax.idenn)' is amongst artists at the moment, issues 6 and 7 of the on
line joumal /)11/e1111ne have been devoted tO the use of taxidermy in contempocary an. See 
www.anrcnnac.org.uk 
l'i-1 Stl've Baker, 'Soml'thing•� gone wrong again: Arr, animals, ethics and botchc<l fonn.' A11i111nli!J 
catalogue essay, (2003), available at htrp://www.angelasi.ngcr.com/?page_id=7 
1>5 Steve Baker, Circling the Animal wi1h An and Writing, (unpublished keynote papec presented at the 
confcrcncl'. '.\n.imals and Society II: Considering ,-\nimals', 1Tobar1,July 3 - 6, 2007) 
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Mounted on the wall my trophy echoes the just-killed animal, antlers hacked off, blood 

pouring from its head, hung to be skinned, gutted and bled out. The glass eyes bulge, 

caught somewhere between life and death ... I wasn't going to make its pointless death 

easy on the viewer. 156 

However, as noted in a recent review of Singer's work in NY Arts, if the viewer is not 

aware of the artist's background as an animal activist the works 'may appear to be as 

cruel as the sport she comments on'.157 Unfortunately for Singer, not only does she risk 

suffering the misplaced criticisms of those who aren't aware of her strongly held animal 

rights beliefs, but her work has also been criticised in the New Zealand art journal An 

New Zealand because of the fact it doe,r carry the weight of her beliefs, with the reviewer 

of the exhibition Edward Hanfling suggesting that such didactic intentions 'reduce her 

work to a simple, faintly righteous message' going on to suggest that 'The exhibition was 

amusing as a collection of mangled and grotesquely adorned dead animals, and 

uninteresting as a critique of hunting and taxidermy:158 Hanfling's comment should 

probably be taken more as an example of the unwillingness of certain members of the 

art world to engage with the seriousness of animals as subject matter for artists and the 

importance of addressing the ethics of human-animal relationships, than as a valid 

criticism of Singer's work. Clearly, such criticism is based on the discomfort displayed 

by some artists and critics with art that carries a message. Nonetheless it highlights the 

issue of how to communicate the message contained in the work in a way than can be 

understood by a broad audience as well as being accepted by an audience familiar with 

contemporary arts practices. 

Mary Britton Clouse and The Justice for Animals Art Guild 

Attitudes such as Hanfling's, who admits to 'hav[ing] a flaccid cat skin draped over [his] 

television'159 are troubling not just because they espouse the old 'art and politics don't 

mix' point of view, as frustrating as that might be. More problematic is that in denying 

animals the right to our ethical consideration critics such as Hanfling allow the 

proliferation of art which results in - or indeed requires the death and!or suffering of 

animals. This matter was behind the formation of The Justice for Animals Art Guild 

15(, Ibid 

lS7 .\nna Jackson, '.\nna Jackson on Angela Singer',1\; IT Arts, January-February (2008), available at 
http://'"lww.nyartsmagazine.com / index. php?option=com_content&task =view&id =99566&itemid=714 
ISH Edward Han±1ing, 'Exhibitions Auckland', Art New Zealand, issue 113, Summer (2004-2005), available 
at http://'W·ww.art-newzealand.com/issuel13 / exhibitionsak.httn 
15~ Ibid 
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QAAG), a group of Minnesota-based artists whose purpose is 'to oppose art that harms 

or exploits animals, and explore ways to support artists whose ethics and philosophies 

value the rights of animals'. 160 According to Steve Baker,JAAG members 'were 

convinced that "much could be accomplished by sensitising the arts community" to the 

fact that animals were "sentient beings, not ideas or inanimate materials with which to 

create a performance or an exhibit." 161 

One of JAAG's founding members is another activist artist, 

Mary Britton Clouse, who not only makes art about 

animals, but who also founded a chicken rescue society. 

While Britton Clause's work does not currently enjoy the 

same attention from the contemporary art world as does that 

of Coe and Singer, her commitment to being an activist-arcist 

is beginning to result in increased exposure for her works 

through being profiled in articles and conference papers by 

people such as Steve Baker, and Director of the New Zealand 

23. Mory Britton Clouse, 

Daphne, 2006 

Centre for Human-Animal Studies, Annie Potts. In a recent interview by Poets, Britton 

Clouse talked of the relationship between her work as an activist and as an artist, 

describing how she 'see[s] [her] rehabilitation work with animals and [her] activism as 

much a part of [her] arc as pushing paint around a canvas.' 162 In her inclusion of herself 

within a number of the works, her focus on 'food' animals - in this case ch.ickens - as 

the main focus of her work, and in her commitment to both art and activism, Britton 

Clouse and her work have clear parallels with this PhD research. Additionally, the 

formation of JAJ\G is significant in that it is an important response to an ongoing trend 

toward using animals for the sake of art in ways that are at best, disrespectful and at 

worst abusive and cruel. 

The Artist as Animal Abuser 

r n a recent conference paper, Steve Bake.c described in some detail a 1976 perfo.cmance 

work by American artist Kim Jones titled Rat Piece, wh.ich .involved the artist burning 

alive three rats, pouring lighter fluid on them to ensure their deaths as they ran around 

11'11 Sec Mary Britton Clouse, http:/ /www.brittonclouse.com/jaag.htm 
1<• 1 Steve Baker, '1 fauntcd by the. \nimal', originally published in Tate Magr,�nr, September (2001 ),
available at http//:www.ckac.org/haunted.html 
11•2 .\nnic Pons, 'Framed! Yc!r,ln ,\rtists for .\nimal Right�: :_\,lary Britton Ctou�c - for the wonderful 
chicken', Vega,, Voice, Number 36, Dec 2008 - Feb (2009), http://upc-onlinc.org/rhinking/framed
clousc.html 
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the wire cage screaming in pain and terror_l63 .As horrendously cruel and unnecessary as 

such an act must seem to many people, whether they are a pare of the arr world or not, 

it might seem reasonable to assume Jones' Rat Piece was of its cime and would not be 

deemed acceptabJe in the 21 n century. However, in recent years a number of artists have 

produced art that has involved the death an animal or animals, even if not always in 

such a prolonged and torturous manner as was the case with Jones' Rat Piece. 

The death of animals in the name of arc 

cao cake several forms. Jo the case of 

artisrs such as Damien Hirst and Wun 

Delvoye, the animal's death is 

commissioned by the artist. Hirst is 

renowned for his works that preserve 

animals such as cows, pigs, sheep and 

sharks in formaldehyde, sometimes

whole, at other times cut into pieces. 

While it could be argued that, being 

farm animals, the cows, pigs and sheep 

were destined for slaughter anyway, 

Hirst nonetheless ordered the animals' 

deaths when he ordered the delivery of 

dead animals for his work. The case of 

the shark in the work The Physical

Impossibili!J ef Death in the Mind ef Someone

Living is particularly interesting in this

respect, as, not only was the tiger shark

ordered to be caught and killed

specifically for the artwork, bur due to

poor preservation techniques the original 

24. Damien Hirst. The Physical Impossibility of

Death in the Mind of Someone Living, 1991 

25. Hirst with lhe new shark.

26. Damien Hirst, This Little Piggy Went to Market. 
This Little Piggy Stayed Home, 1996. 

animal recently needed to be replaced. 164 However, Hirst didn't only order a single

replacement tiger shark, but instead requested three tiger sharks and a great white shark.

Ultimately the Australian fisherman, Vic Hislop, who caught the sharks for Hirst threw

in an extra tiger shark for free which Hirst turned into another one of his preserved

1<13 Steve Baker, 'Circling the .-\n.imal ,vith Art and Writing', (keynote paper presented at the conference
'- \.nimal� and Society IT: Considering ,-\nimals', Hoban, .-\ustralia,.July 3 - 6, 2007) 
1� Pcrnilla l lolmcs, ',\feet the New Shark (Almost) Same as rhc Old Shark', /lrt,mvs, May (2007), 102- 104 
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animal nrrworks, titled The Wrath of God. Of further concern regarcling H.i.r:st's animal 

works are the flippant comments he has made about t l1em such as ' ... they're just these 

peeled cows. One's just stood upright, and the other goes on its back, giving it a really 

tragic, slow fuck. They're both cows, so it doesn't matter. And they'll just rot.' 165 and 'I 

like the way one half moves like a bacon slicer'. 1
66 Such comments demonstrate a

troubling trivialisation of the animals' deaths. 

While Hi.r:st takes no interest in the 

animals he uses until they are dead, 

Belgian artist, Wim Oelvoye has a 

somewhat more complex relationship 

with the pigs he uses as part of his 

ongoing Art Farm project. In Delvoye's 

case, he started out working with the 

skins of dead pigs, but has since bought a 

farm in China specifically to house and 

raise the pigs for his work. Delvoye's 

artworks involve placing the pigs under a 

general anaesthetic and tattooing them, 

before they are slaughtered and skinned, 

with the skins themselves becoming the 

final artwork, either pinned flat to walls 

or on some occasions taxiderrnied into 

the form of the pig. Accorcling to an 

article on Delvoye's work, he has 

justified his actions by vi.r:rue of the fact that: 

27. Wim Delvoye. Moree/, (1997 ... ), 1994-1997.

28. Wim Delvoye, left: tattooing in process.

29. Wim Delvoye. right: Tonio, 1996 

... he feels like Oscar Schindler when he visits tJ1e farm to pick out his half-dozen or so 

animals, experiencing guilt for those left behind, not only because they will have much 

shorter lives, but because they will only be valued as butchered meat, they will not bear 

the price rag of art.161 

16; I Iden Simpson, •�rear for Thougnr', Modem Pointers, Vol.10, �o. l, Spring (1997), 94.
l6<, Srcvc Baker, Tbe Postmorkm ./111imal, (London: Reakcion Hooks, 2000), 85. 
11•7 SaU)' O'Reilly, 'Wim Delvoye', Contemporary, No.59, \Jay (2004), 26. 
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However, Delvoye would also appear to be 

aware of the ethical compromises his work 

.involves, judging by the fact that he 'is 

vegetarian ... [as] an attempt to atone for all the 

wrong he perpetuates as an artist.' 168 

In other cases artists kill the animal/ s 

themselves, or are .in some directly .involved with 

the animal's death, with the death being an 

.integral part of the artwork. Austrian 'Actionist' 

Hermann Nitsch is notorious for his Orgie11 

Mysterien Theater (orgies-mysteries theatre) which 

he has been organizing since the late 1960s. 

These ritualized events would often last several 

days and would involve the slaughter

30. Hermann Nilsch. From 80'h Action,
19/lA

of a number of animals, such as sheep,

goats and cattle, with the animals

entrails stamped upon and participants

.in the performance being covered in

the animals' visceral remains. More

recent examples of animal death in the 

name of art include the infamous work 

by Marco Evaristti, titled Helena which 

was exhibited at Trapholt Gallery .in 

Den.mark in 2000, and was
31. Marco Evarislli, Helena, 2000.

reconstructed in 2006 for a touring exhibition. Helena was comprised of ten blenders,

each containing a live goldfish. Visitors to the gallery had the option of turning the

blenders on, and several people chose to kill the fish, resulting in the gallery director

being charged with crnelty to animals after a complaint was made by a Danish animal

advocacy organization. 169 Several years later, in 2003 an exhibition by young Ukranian

born artist, Nathalia Edenmonc, at Wetterling Gallery .in Stockholm was the target of

protests from animal rights groups. Edenmont's solo exhibition showed photographs of

\GB Ibid. 
169 He was subsequently acquitted by the judge who decided the fishes' deaths had been humane after 
e111dencc from a zoologisr and the manufacrure of the blender who stated that the fish had djed almo�t 
instantly. Sel' Lawrence \'an Gelder, '.\ns Briefing', Neiv York Times, .\-fay 20, (2003) 
http://9uci:y.nyciml's.com/ gst/ fuUpage. htmPres=9B00F.l-'D9133FF933. \ 15756( :o, \ 9659C8B63&n=Top 
/Rcfcrcncc(l 'imcs%20'l'opics/People/J /J ackman,%20J I ugh 
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dead animals such as rabbits, cats and 

mice, often decapitated and wearing 

Elizabethan style collars. Whar caused 

such a fuss was the fact that Edenmont 

had killed the animals herself for the 

artworks. 170 More recently an 
32. Nathalia Edenmonl. above: Family Porfroil. 2007 

exhibition of work by the Algerian-French 

(currently American-based) artist Adel Abessemed, 

at the San Francisco Art Institute in March 2008, 

was closed down just a week after it opened after 

intense lobbying by groups such as IDA (In 

Defence of Animals) and PETA (People for the 

Ethical Treatment of Ani.mals). 171 The work at tl1e 

centre of the controversy was a video loop showing 

six anin1als - a horse, a sheep, a deer, a cow, a pig

33. Nathalia Edenmont, Charles, 2007.

and a goat- being bludgeoned to death with a sledgehammer. While Abdessemed

apparently did nor kill rhe animals himself (he supposedly filmed the 'normal' practice of

killing animals on a farm in Mexico)'72 the apparently gratuitous presentation of their

violent deaths prompted controversy.

34. Adel Abdessemed, video stills from Don' r Trust Me, 2008.

17" Werrerling GaUery, 'Nathalia Edenmont November 27, 2003 - February 10, 2004', 
h up:// wet terlinggaller:y.com/ artists/ na rhaliaedenmont /04_nathaliaedenmon t/ na thaliaedenmont. h tm 
Interestingly the Wettcrling Gallery had previously posted a notice on their website 
Q1ttp:/ /wetterlinggaltery.com/ archive/ nathalia/ nathalia_main.hm1) acknowledging the animals' deaths 
and that the artist had caused their deaths, but this is no longer available. 
171 For the Director of the San Francisco Art lnstitute's response see: Chris Batton, 'I see a new, pervasive 
and global condition of fundamentalist violence directed against dissident images and thought', The Art 

lewspaper, 8 May (2008), http:/ /www.theartncwspapcr.com/includes/ common/prinr.asp?id=7887 
For the gallery information on the exhibition see: Walter_McBcan GalJery, 'Don't Trust Me: a solo show 
of ADEL .\BDESSF,MED' http://www.waltecmcbean.com/pasL_adcl.shtml 
102 :\fat Thomas, 'JD,\ .\nswers SF [nstitute's False Accu:;ation�•, Ill Defence o

f 

A11i111als Actio11Alert, 
hrtp:/ / ga0.org/i.ndcfenseofanimals/ notice-description. tcl?ncwsletter_id= I 35496 70 
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While the aforementioned artists have all 

attracted the wrath of animal protection 

organisations and the general public alike, a 

work by Guillermo 'Habacuc' Vargas, 

touched a particular nerve. In 2007 Vargas 

tied up a sick and emaciated street dog as 

part of a work titled Exposicidn No.1 at a 

gallery in Nicaragua. Not long afterward a 

petition calling for a 'Boycott to the presence 

of Guillermo Vargas "Habacuc" at the Biena] 

Centroamericana Honduras 2008' began to 

be widely circulated via email, as Vargas 

apparently planned to re-make the work for 

the Honduran Biennial. Photographs which 

accompanied many of the emails showed a 

starving dog, tied by a piece of rope to a wire 
35. Guillermo 'Hobocuc' Vorgas. images 
Imm F,mnri�inn Nn 1. ?007 

across a corner of the gallery. On an adjacent wall the words 'Eres lo que lees' (you are 

what you read) were spelled out in dry dog food. The international outrage was sparked 

by reports that Vargas had allowed the dog ro clie, refusing ro give it food or water. 

While there is no clispute over the fact that Vargas tied up a severely emaciated dog in 

the gallery as part of his artwork, whether or not the dog clied is clifficult co substantiate 

as the information available is contradictory. 173 

36. Guillermo 'Hnhoc:11c:' Vorons. imnoes from Exnocision No. I. 2007 

While the works of the artists cliscussed above tend to show a general disrespect for and 

reificacion of the animals, treating them as little more tl1ao convenient commodities or 

173 Sec Human,· Society Tntecnational, 'StaIVing Dog as ",-\rt"' 

h II p:/ / www.h�u,.org/ about_us/humane_society_intema tional_h.is/ cruelty _issues_around_the_ world/ st 
arving_dog_a�_art_ 42308.hcml and http:/ /hsus.typepad.com/wayne/2008/04/street-dog-art.html also 
World SocietY for the Protection of ,-\nimals, 'No Excuses for Cruelty', ;\fay 15, 2008. 
http://www.w,pa-u�a.org/ pagcs/2341 _no_excuse_for_cruclty .cJm?ou tputtype= print 
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materials for the production of the artworks, the following two artists, Ivan Durrant and 

Tim Macmillan, have produced works which, while involving the death of animals, 

present the animals' deaths in such a way as to foreground the animal as a once living, 

breathing individual, rather than simply as a convenient, insensate object with which to 

make art. Durrant, an Australian artist, is notorious for an art event titled Beverlry, the 

Amazjng Peiforming Cow that he orchestrated in 1975, and which involved the artist killing 

a cow he had named Beverley. The original intention was to shoot Beverley onstage at 

the Alexander Theatre at Monash University, however due co issues around the 

discharging of a firearm within the metropolitan area, the cow's death was instead 

leaked to the media and was filmed and broadcast (at least in part) on A Cumnt Affair. 

The cow's body was then dumped on the forecourt of the National Gallery of Victoria. 

Durrant's actions; which he recently stated were about 'Taking responsibility for your 

37. Ivon Durrant. stills from Beverley. fhe Amazing Performing Cow, 1975.

own actions. If we are going to eat meat, a cow dies for that. And we have to face it', 174 

prompted debate not only on the ethics of meat eating, but on the ethics of th.is kind of 

action as an. An ex-abattoir worker, Durrant has produced a nwnber of works, from 

events, to paintings and sculpture, 175 which confront viewers (and participants) with the 

truth behind the meat they eat. More recently (1998), a work by British photographer 

Tim Macmillan titled Dead Horse also addressed what goes on behind the walls of a 

slaughterhouse, bur in this case the subjects of the work were horses. In this compelling 

work Macmillan used a technique he invented, which he calls 'time-slice photography', 

co capture in an abattoir the very moment that a bullet enters the head of the horse, 

causing the animals muscles co tense in shock, such that all four feet leave the ground. 

The resulting video shows the moment the animal is shot from multiple viewpoints, 

such that once all the various still photographs from different angles are animated 

cogether we watch the camera move seamlessly around th.e scene. As the resulting video 

rocks back and forth, we slowly become aware that the horses have been captured at the 

11� Lawrence .\,fom:y & Suzanne Carbonne, 'Holy Cow! ,l,rtist Ivan backs those coppers', ThcAge,June 4 
(2008), h rrp://www.thcage.corn.au/ opinion/holy-cow-artist-ivan- backs-thosc-coppers-20080603-
2lb5.h trnl?page=-1 
1�; Durrant also organised an event titled Pigro11 Di11ner m 1976 which required guests to kill their own 
pigeon before it could be served to them for dinner, while in 1978 he painted several cows with the words 
'edible an' and lrn<l th,·rn auctioned. See Robert Lindsay, S11mey 8 - l11

afl D11"0111, �lclbourne: !\iationaJ 
GnUcry of Yicroria, exhibition catalogue, 1979), 3 
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moment of their death as the rifle held 

at the horse's head by the slaughterman 

slowly comes into view. The effect is 

one of genuine horror that such a 

beautiful and apparently healthy and 

vital animal has been sent to its death in 

what is, of course, a daily occurrence 

from which our eyes are normally 

shielded. 

38. Tim Macmillan, video still from Dead Horse. 1998.

In producing th.is work it is likely :tviacmillan was more interested in using the 'time-slice' 

technique to draw an analogy between death and photography, and perhaps, as Clair 

Bishop has suggested, chose a horse as his subject to reference animal painters such as 

Stubbs 176
. Nonetheless, Dead Horse confronts the viewer with that moment between life 

and death and one can't help but feel a sense of the tragedy of the animals' deaths. l t is 

th.is that sets Dead Horse - and also Durrant's work -apart from the works of artists such 

as Abdessemed, Hirst or Delvoye, for whom the animals' deaths are far more 

gratuitous. 

From an animal right's point of view, causing an animal to suffer or die in the name of 

art is always unjustifiable, regardJess of the artist's intentions, in the same way that 

causing death or suffering co an unwilling human would also be unethical and 

unacceptable. As Steve Baker points out: 

Contemporary art, along with literature and non-documentary film is a field in which 

the killing of anin1als can undoubtedly figure as a subject, buc where it is not necessarily 

clear how the field can usefuUy contribute either to knowledge of the other-than-human 

or more-than-human-world, or to what might broadly be caUed the cause of animal 

advocacy. 177 

Regardless of how successfully contemporary art can address the killing of animals, the 

artists and their works discussed above highlight the importance of giving consideration 

ro limits of artistic freedom. This matter was taken up by Ronald Jones in an article 

Freize that responded to the work of Vargas and Abdessemed amongst ochers. Jones is 

176 Clair Bishop, 'Tim MacmiUan', Flash Art, \'ol.33, Issue No.213, Summer, (2000), 105
in Steve Baker, '.-\nimal Death in Contemporary :\rt', in Baker ct al, Killiitg /111imals, (Champaign: 
University of lllinois Pre��. 2006), 70. 
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clearly troubled by the fact 'that art world precincts carry on as if they are responsibility

free zones, addicted to avant-garde sweet-spots tainted by divine arrogance.,178 He 

includes a statement from a press release defending the work of Abdessemed on the 

basis of the fact that the animals were 'raised for food, purchased, and professionally 

slaughtered,17tJ and that the artist simply ftlmed the killing and exhibited it. Jones is 

refreshingly critical of this excuse, observing that '[t]his argument is off-kilter: Is an 

artist no more than an uncritical instrument for channeling reality? Is this innocent 

reportage somehow freed of ethical responsibility?,180 

The issue of the limits of artistic freedom were also recently addressed by Patrick 

McCaughey in an article on the furore over Bill Henson's nude photographs of a 13 year 

old girl. While the article defended Henson and his work, the closing two paragraphs are 

extremely relevant to the issue of artists, and by extension those that write about art, 

taking an ethical responsibility for their work. McCaughey states: 

There are limits on the artist as there are limits on the laity. They are intimately tied to 

morality and truthfulness. An artist cannot claim the impunity of artistic freedom and 

be, for example, a holocaust denier, an addict of hate speech or a child pornographer. 

Each carries a denial of truthfulness. The fIrst is a denial of history, the second is a 

denial of authenticity and the third is a denial of the responsibility and empathy for the 

innocent, \vithout which good art cannot be made.1S1 

This notion of empathy for the innocent informs this PhD research, and exemplifies my 

need to make my ethical position clear. As such, the comments made by Jones and 

McCaughey are very welcome, especially in light of the much softer position taken by 

Steve Baker who appears to be at pains to avoid making any ethical judgments that 

might suggest a need for imposing any limits on artistic freedom. 

Considering that our relationship with animals is currently so flrmly intertwined with 

causing their deaths, either for food, as pests, for 'sport' or simply because they are 

unwanted, it is perhaps not surprising that animal death and/or suffering for the sake of 

art is seen as valid by some artists. Nonetheless, it is important to recognize the 

17M Ronald Jones, 'Dead-Enders', Fne:;:e, July 17,2008 available at 


http://www.frieze.com/comment/ article/ dead3nders/ 

179 Ibid. 

lRO Ibid. 

181 Patrick McCaughey, 'On the Edge', The \'V'eekend Australian Review, June 7-8, 2008, p5. 
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difference between those artists discussed above that willfully reject or ignore the notion 

of animals as sentient, self interested individuals, and those artists or artworks that 

engage with this matter. More important, however, is recognising the work of artists 

such as Coe and Singer, both of whom engage on a personal level with the ethics of 

animal death at human hands and whose work attempts to engage the viewer with these 

issues without needing to harm any animal. 

Conclusion 

Embedded within this research and the work of artists such as Coe, Singer and Britton 

Clouse is the desire to encourage a respectful attitude toward animals as the minimum 

that should be expected of both artists and the community in general. As such this PhD 

is based on a belief that it is important to question artists' intentions and ethical stance 

when they use animals in their work, because artists not only reflect how society regards 

animals, they can also help shape our ideas about animals and how we should treat 

them. 
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Chapter Three - How the Research was Pursued 

Introduction 

The result of the PhD research is a number of discrete series of works including 

paintings, digital prints and works that combine digitally printed images with hand 

drawn ink-work. While the individual series differ in the media used, in their 

compositional structure, and in their specific conceptual basis, the intention of all of the 

works is that they should actively encourage the viewer to consider animals - particularly 

'farm' animals - as sentient beings rather than as insensate, objectified commodities. 

The objective was to produce works that were discomforting and at times 

confrontational, but which were not shocking. This was achieved by the use of humour 

within many of the artworks as well as by the deliberate but discriminating engagement 

of anthropomorphism or, more aptly, 'egomorphism' in the depiction of the animals. 

The activation of egomorphism in the work reflects the fact that this research has been 

driven by a very personal empathy for non-human animals, and a consequent concern 

about human attitudes toward and treatment of other animals, especially those used for 

food. Additionally, the egomorphic approach in the depiction of the animals allows for 

an empathetic association between the viewer and the depicted animal/s, prompting the 

viewer to engage with the idea of animals as active, self-interested agents rather than 

simply passive receptors of human ideas and actions. 

While the research has involved the production of artworks that embrace the issues 

associated with an animal rights ideology more directly than previously, the intention 

was to do so without resorting to an overtly heavy-handed polemic. I aimed to do this 

by focusing on the very personal nature of my interest in human-animal relationships 

and my consequent identification with non-human animals, which is expressed through 

the core role of the self within the works. 

The Role of 'Farm' Animals as Subject Matter 

The research has not been exclusively concerned with 'farm' animals as subject matter, 

with earlier artworks including a wide variety of animals as a way of questioning issues 

of sameness and difference between humans and other animals, as well as investigating 

ways of engaging the viewer in an empathetic manner with animals in generaL 

Nonetheless, it must be acknowledged that the majority of works, in particular the later 

works, focus on the animals we farm for food and that as such, this exegesis reflects this 
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matter. There are a number of reasons for this emphasis. The scale of the killing of 

animals for commercial food production is enormous, meaning that the death of 

animals at human hands is more prevalent in this context than any other. Without a 

doubt, the transport, handling and large-scale commercial slaughter of these animals is 

highly problematic. However, the issues go beyond the actual deaths of the animals 

killed for food, either on an individualleve1 or as a series of statistics. The rapid 

industrialisation of animal agriculture has led to farming practices that seriously impinge 

on the animals through physical mutilations182 or methods of confmement183 
, leading to 

mental and physical suffering. Due to the serious impacts of factory farrning on animals 

such as pigs, chickens (both for meat and eggs) and even cattle, animal advocates have 

for years been campaigning against factory farming. These issues are integral to the 

ethical concerns underpinning this research. 

The consequences of industrial agriculture and the killing of animals for food in general 

inevitably raises the issue of eating meat, and so the matter of vegetarianism lies as a 

sub text to this research. With the vast majority of the population still meat eaters, 

vegetarianism is clearly a contested area. As Mary ~1idgely puts it, 'The symbolism of 

meat-eating is never neutral. To himself, the meat-eater seems to be eating life. To the 

vegetarian, he seems to be eating death.' 184 Beyond the life versus death symbolism, 

however, is the issue of the way farm animals are perceived and categorised as 

commodities and thought of in groups terms (flocks and herds) rather than as sentient 

individuals. 

However, conscious consideration of the issue of whether or not to eat meat (based on 

humanitarian as opposed to health concerns) goes beyond the acknowledgment solely 

of the ethical issues surrounding commercial meat production. Such a choice almost 

inevitably leads to a consideration of the ethical nature of our relationship with animals 

in general and with such practices as hunting, vivisection and the treatment of animals 

182 E.g. the following procedures are routinely conducted without anaesthesia: egg-laying hens have their 
beaks severely trimmed at a day or so old; piglets arc castrated, have their teeth clipped and tails removed; 
sheep in Australia are regularly 'mulesed', which requires skin being sliced off their rumps; cattle are 
branded, dehorned and castrated. 
18; The vast majority of egg-laying hens are raised in 'battery' farms where several birds are confined to a 
single cage allowing space of only about an ,\4 page per bird. ~leat chickens, on the other hand, are raised 
in huge windowless sheds which house thousands of birds in cramped conditions. The majority of pigs 
are raised on intensive farms in huge sheds ,vith concrete floors, with the sows housed in 'stalls' barely 
bigger than their own bodies for extended periods of time, while cattle are increasingly 'fmished' in huge 
feedlots, where thousands of animals are kept in close confinement in dirt pens where they arc fed high 
protein grain rather than grass in order to increase the rate of weight gain. Both the grain diet and the 
cramped conditions result in a variety of health problems. 
IM-I Mary ;\fidgely, Animals and W0' Th~)' Matter, (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1983),27. 
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in zoos, circuses and rodeos. As such, the decision to base the later works on farm 

animals reflects a more generalised concern with the nature of human-animal relations. 

The Role of the Self in the Works 

The research has been driven by a very personal empathy for non-human animals, and 

this is reflected in the key role of the self in the works produced. The matter of my 

affInity with other animals has been expressed in a variety of ways in the artworks 

produced for this PhD research: By pairing self portraits with animal portraits; by 

combining my features with those of other animals; through the use of my blood to 

produce images; and through the depiction of myself in conversation with 'farm' 

animals. 

The inclusion of the self as an essential element it also based on the fact that, not only is 

it extremely diffIcult for me to imagine what it might be like to be another animal, it is 

impossible for me to imagine this on behalf of someone else. Hence, it was essential 

that the human features and the blood in these works were mine. 

Connected to this notion of affInity \\11th animals is a desire to dismantle the human

animal binary, which has led to me wondering what it might be like to be another 

animaL185 This might seem to ultimately be an impossible task. I can only guess at what 

it would be like to be another human - or indeed a man rather than a woman so 

imaging what it might be like to be a different species is even more difficult. 

Nonetheless it is an important question to ask, as in attempting to put oneself in the 

other's place - to take on another's point of view - involves an attempt to empathise 

with the other, and such an empathetic response will hopefully lead to a questioning of 

the ethics of how we deal with that other. As animal behaviourist, Marc Bekoff points 

out, it is possible to make assumptions about how other animals think and feel: 

The problem of 'private minds' is not an impediment to understanding how animals 

feel and think. Animal minds aren't all that inaccessible or private, as cognitive ethology 

and social neuroscience make abundantly clear. \Ve already know a lot ahout animal 

minds and what goes on in them, and we're discovering more and more each day. 

Second, and perhaps even more important, we are ourselves animals and our 

experiences of pain, joy, envy, compassion and love are probably very much akin to 

these same emotional states in other animals. Data suggest that there is enough 

lHS The issue of trying to imagine what it is like to be another creature is explored in Thomas Nagel's 
'essay '\'V'hat is it Like to be a Bat?', The Philosophical Ret,jew, Yo1.83, No.4, October (1974), 435-450. 
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continuity in physiology and psychology to safely infer significant experiential common 

ground. And finally, we must remember that human minds are private, too. We can 

never crawl inside the skin or brain of another person and 'know' their subjective 

experiences. Yet this doesn't stop us from understanding and reacting to their thoughts 

or emotions, most of the time quite accurately and 'Without conscious effort. The 80

called privacy of mind problem is overused and is little more than a poor excuse for 

ignoring much ongoing research and retaining the status quo. 186 

A further important factor in the use of the self in the works is the relationship between 

feminist and speciesist ideals, and the complex relationship between animals and 

women, both in terms of their treatment in patriarchal societies and for the fact that 

judging by the extraordinary predominance of women in the animal rights/welfare 

movement187
, women identify and/or empathise with animals more so than men do. 

While the precise reasons for this difference in attitudes toward animals is not entirely 

clear, it has a long precedent, with women heavily involved from the outset in the 

formation of protection groups in the early 19th century.188 The congruities in the 

treatment of women a~d animals in patriarchal societies is convincingly argued in Carol 

J Adams' book from 1990, The Sexual Politics o/iHeat. (See Appendix 5 for a discussion 

of this book). 

Art as a Tool for Making Socio-political Comment 

As previously noted, the research aimed to produce artworks that engage the viewer 

with the issues surrounding an animal rights ideology in a manner which encourages 

them to consider their own relationship with animals rather than making simple 

polemical statements. While the method of production of the work varies from painting 

through to digital prints, imbedded in the mode of production or formal construction of 

the images is a conscious intention that the work should be accepted as valid by a 

contemporary art audience as well as be able to engage the more general viewer. 

In her catalogue essay for the Voiceless exhibition, Ondine Sherman, Director and Co

founder of the animal advocacy group Voiceless, The Fund for Animals, talks of 'the 

1H(, ;V[arc Bekoff, '\,{'hy "Good Welfare" Isn't "Good Enough": :-'linding Animals and Increasing Our 
Compassionate Footprint', Aflfllial R£l'iew l!!Biomedical Sdentes, Vol 10 (2008), pT9 available at 
http://arbs.biblioteca.unesp.brI viewissue.php 
IX7 • \ccording to one estlnlate 70 80% of adherents are women see Carol J. Adams & Josephine 
Donovan eds, Animals and Women, (Durham & London: Duke University Press, 1995) 5. "\ustralian 
author Lyle Munro also attests to the predominance of women in the movement. See Lyle Munro, 
COnfrolllillg Cruelty: moralorthotW.xy and the challenge l!!aliimal rights, (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 166-170. 
1M3 Hilda Kean, Alliulal Rights: Polilical mid Social ChmJge ill Britaill since 1800, (London: Reaktion Books, 
1998),66-67. See also page 122. 
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power of a single image to incite public and political action throughout history'. 189 She 

goes on to question the absence of images of animals in factory farms and 

slaughterhouses, suggesting that this absence allows us to ignore the plight of these 

animals despite our collusion in their fate. It is ironic that the Voice!e.r.r exhibition 

contains no such images and that none of the chosen artists address the issues of 

farming or meat-eating, even indirectly. Reflecting the 'art and politics don't mix' adage, 

the curator, Charles Green states in his catalogue essay that the exhibition: 

.. .is not a collective artistic indictment of the lack of compassion with which animals 

are treated, including by most artists, as part of the so called food-chain; that work is 

better managed by the legislative and educational work that Voiceless empowers.190 

Ondine Sherman's request for us to be confronted with pictures of animals that show 

us the horrors of factory farms and the like is precisely what animal activists such as 

myself do. In entering the places where these animals are kept hidden, often enduring 

horrific conditions, our aim is to document in photographs and film exactly how the 

animals are kept and to expose their suffering. These images are for the most part raw, 

and untransformed, and this is their strength. But at times they can be so shocking as to 

cause the viewer to turn away and refuse to engage with the image and hence the issue. 

As such, I have chosen to avoid images of animal death that might shock or repel the 

viewer, instead making work that attempts to prompt the viewer to question their own 

attitudes toward animals. This has been achieved in part by the use of humour in the 

work. Ilowever, the humour I have used operates in a way that does not trivia lise the 

animals. Rather, it is an unsettling, dark humour, particularly in those works that rely on 

a troubling pollution of the pure human form with animal features. 

As the director of the Humane Society of the United States has noted, '[a]rt and other 

cultural forms can be powerful media for promoting awareness of animal suffering and 

abuse, and for celebrating animals as creatures who deserve our admiration and 

respect... ,191 While the artworks produced during the research vary in both 

media/technique and in the approach taken in the construction of the images, the aim 

1~9 Sherman, Ondine, 'Darkness on the farm', Voiceless; Ifiel therefore 1 am, exhibition catalogue, (Sydney: 

Shemnn Galleries, 2007), 1. This essay was also reproduced on the final page of Photoftlc :--.!o.79, Summer 

2007, which had an animal theme for the issue. 

1')0 Green, Charles, 'We are all animal now', Voiceless: 1fie! therefore I am, exhibition catalogue, (Sydney: 

Shemlan G~alleries, 2007), 3 

l'!1 Wayne Pacelle, 'Art, Examined', World Societyfor the Protectioll 'ifAllimals, 23 . \pril (2008), 

http://hsus.typepad.com/wayne/2008/04/ street-dog-art.html 
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power of a single image to incite public and political action throughout history'. 189 She 

goes on to question the absence of images of animals in factory farms and 

slaughterhouses, suggesting that this absence allows us to ignore the plight of these 

animals despite our collusion in their fate. It is ironic that the Voice/esJ exhibition 

contains no such images and that none of the chosen artists address the issues of 

farming or meat-eating, even indirectly. Reflecting the 'art and politics don't mix' adage, 

the curator, Charles Green states in his catalogue essay that the exhibition: 

.. .is not a collective artistic indictment of the lack of compassion with which animals 

are treated, including by most artists, as part of the so called food-chain; that work is 

better managed by the legislative and educational work that Voiceless empowers.190 

Ondine Sherman's request for us to be confronted with pictures of animals that show 

us the horrors of factory farms and the like is precisely what animal activists such as 

myself do. In entering the places where these animals are kept hidden, often enduring 

horrific conditions, our aim is to document in photographs and fIlm exactly how the 

animals are kept and to expose their suffering. These images are for the most part raw, 

and untransformed, and this is their strength. But at times they can be so shocking as to 

cause the viewer to turn away and refuse to engage with the image and hence the issue. 

As such, I have chosen to avoid images of animal death that might shock or repel the 

viewer, instead making work that attempts to prompt the viewer to question their own 

attitudes toward animals. This has been achieved in part by the use of humour in the 

work. However, the humour I have used operates in a way that does not trivialise the 

animals. Rather, it is an unsettling, dark humour, particularly in those works that rely on 

a troubling pollution of the pure human form with animal features. 

As the director of the Humane Society of the United States has noted, '[a]rt and other 

cultural forms can be powerful media for promoting awareness of animal suffering and 

abuse, and for celebrating animals as creatures who deserve our admiration and 

respect ... ,191 While the artworks produced during the research vary in both 

media/technique and in the approach taken in the construction of the images, the aim 

IH9 Shennan, Ondine, 'Darkness on the Fann', Voiceless; I feel therefore I am, exhibition catalogue, (Sydney: 

Shennan Galleries, 2007),1. This essay was also reproduced on the final page of Photofile No.79, Summer 

2007, which had an animal theme for the issue. 

1911 Green, Charles, 'We are all animal now', Voiceless: I feel therefore I am, exhibition catalogue, (Sydney: 

Shennan Galleries, 2007), 3 

191 Wayne Pacelle, '"\rt, Examined', World Society for the Protection ofAnimals, 23 "\pril (2008), 

http://hsus.typepad.com/wayne/2008 / 04 / street -dog-art.html 
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of all the works has been to engage a broad audience with a consideration of the ethical 

issues surrounding human-animal relations. The research is thus based on a fum belief 

that art can be an important tool for making socio-political comment and thus in aiding 

in instigating change. 

The Origins of the Research 

39. Yvette Watt, Nine Lives III (2001), Nine Lives 11 2, (2004) and Nine Lives 113, 


each work oil on nine panels, total size per work 59 .5 x 55cm 


The genesis of this research was a painting produced in 2001, which was something of 

an aberration at the time as it had very little thematic connection to the other works I 

was producing. I had the sense then that this painting was the beginning of a new body 

of work, and this has indeed been the case. This work, Nine Lives (2001) and its 

companion pieces Nine Lives II and Nine Lives III (2004),192 is comprised of a series of 

nine grisaille animal portraits . These painted portraits were based on photographs 

collected from a range of sources for their anthropomorphic qualities. The selection of 

images consciously included animals from a variety of taxonomic classes rather than 

relying solely on mammals. In tackling the issue of anthropomorphism, these were the 

fust works to explore the inter-related issues of sameness and difference between 

humans and other animals. These paintings relied on the fact that we cannot help but 

recognise human qualities in the faces of these animals - or is it perhaps that we 

recognise certain animal qualities in humans? 

192 \x'hik the first painting was produced in 2001 , I did not pursue this idea further until after m y Masters 
was finished in 2003. S ilN UreJ II & III were eventually completed in 2004 to accompany the first work 
in a solo exhibition. 
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Making Faces series 

This was the question on my mind when I embarked upon a related series of paintings 

tided fV1{/kil~~ bta .r, which were produced in the early stages of this research. 193 The 

resulting series of nine, two-panel grisaille paintings used images of animals similar to or 

the same as those animals in the lYine Lives series but in this case each animal image is 

paired with a self-portrait where, as simply as possible, with no props, costumes or 

special make-up, I attempt to imitate the animal's pose and expression. Thus, rather 

than observing that there is something about the animal that looks human, I instead 

attempt to look like the animal. This was a conscious attempt to subvert the usual 

understanding of anthropomorphism, which suggests that the animal is a passive agent 

onto which we project human-like attributes. In doing so the Making Faces series neady 

reflects Milton's notion of egomorphism despite the fact that I was not aware of 

Milton's argument or alternative terminology for the issues at work in this series at the 

time I was making them. 

40. Yvette WatL Making Faces (frog, goat and lizard) , 2005, 


each work o il on two panels, to tal size per work 27 x 36.5cm 


The use of grisaille in these two series of works acts as a trope suggesting nostalgic 

photo album snapshots, Additionally, the animal photos were collected from a wide 

variety of sources including newspaper clippings, postcards, magazines etc. As such 

some images were in colour, others in black and white and there was also substantial 

variation in quality, By painting the images in tones of grey (the backgrounds were based 

on tones of Carbon Black with the animals being painted in tones of Paynes Grey) it 

was possible to generate a consistency across all the images, This was vital to the success 

of the work which requires the viewer to make a comparison of the portraits without 

their judgement being skewed by any inconsistency in the quality of the images, 

The production of the A1aking Faces series required me to try my best to imitate the 

expressions and poses of the animals in the selected images, The process involved an 

assistant showing me the image; I would pose to try and mimic it, and my assistant 

1 ~1 I bCf!;an this PhD in February 2004 and the Maki llg Faces series was commenced around ;\ugust 2004 
\\~th thc cntirc series completcd in early 2005. 
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41. Yvette WatL Making Faces (owlet, seal and serval), 2005, 


each work oil on two panels, total size per work 27 x 36.5cm 


would then guide me in any changes needed in my expression and pose before taking 

the photo. What I hadn't anticipated was that even in this relatively simple performative 

mimicking of an animal's expression and pose, there were times I started to feel like I 

was somehow taking on the characteristics of the animal. While Deleuze and Guattari 

state that a becoming-animal is not imitation or identification, the process of 

imitating/identifying can lead to a becoming. As Akira Mizuta Lippit notes: 

Identification is a mode of becoming, of mimesis, a method by which the ego assumes 

the properties of another. Identifying with the animal is part of the process of 

becoming animal.194 

The feeling of 'becoming animal' was quite profound even from such a simple imitative 

act and similar feelings of taking on characteristics of the animal- of experiencing a 

kind of 'becoming animal' via the act of imitation - have been reported by Paula Rego 

in her Dog Woman series of pastels195 and also by an amateur singer in a work by British 

artist, Marcus Coates, that involved singers imitating the calls of British songbirds. 196 

42. Yvette WatL Making Faces (trunkfish, turtle and eagle) , 2005, each work oil on two panels. total 
size per work 27 x 36.5cm 

I~. Akira iVlizuta Lippit, ' ... From Wild Technology to Electric [\ni.mal', in Nigel Rothfels ed., Represetltillg 
Allima/s, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002), 120. 
195 Rego took on the poses of the dog women herself, as well as getting a model to pose for her, stating 
that "I think the physicality of the painting came from my turning myself into an animal in this way." In 
John McEwen, Pal//a &go, (London: Phaidon, 1992), 212 
1% This work involved individually recording the sounds of a variety of songbirds at one location, then 
slowing them down about 20 times. Singers were then flimed recreating the slowed down song, ,vith the 
fuul fUIll sped up by 20 times. One singer reported that "The Blackbird had one or two favourite riffs, so 
I'd think 'OK here it goes.' I imagined myself as a Blackbi.rd on a spring morning, very early in a high 
place, having the freedom not to th.ink but just to let the sound come out. . . I was cocking my head to 
look around. I felt really spaced out. When it finished 1 wa,; miles away." Giovanni .\loi, ';\[arcus Coates
Becoming , \nimal', Ali/millie, b sue 4, Winter (2007), 20. 
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While at times a vety funny experience, the performative nature of the photography 

sessions I undertook for the lvIakillo Faces series also led me to speculate if it were 

possible to imagine what it would be like to be another animal- to inhabit a different 

body, to identify and hence empathise with the feelings of another being; to be in that 

animal's place. Such considerations led to a series of works that combined my features 

with those of other animals. 

Hybrid and Identify Crisis series 

The exploration of similarities and differences 

between humans and animals that took place in the 

Making Faces series was taken one step further with 

the next paintings produced. These works, Hybrid 

#1 and Hybrid #2, and the Identi!)1enS-is series (all 

from 2005), sought to break down the barrier 

between human and non-human animals by 

incorporating aspects of animals and self

portraiture to create a new, composite creature. As 

W.J.T. Nlitchell has noted; 'The humanimal is also, 

obviously, the animal as myself and my kin.,J 97 

43. Yvette Watt, Hybrid # /,2005, oil 
on linen, 81 x 60.5cm 

In Hybrid #1 and Hybrid #2 elements of the animal 

such as the ftns, eyes and mouth of the trunkftsh 

and the eyes and feet of the tree frog, were 

replaced with the equivalent feature from my body. 

The intended effect was an uncanny blurring of 

human and animal. While it was not a conscious 

decision it is interesting to note that the animals 

used in these two works are cold-blooded non

marrunals (a ftsh and an amphibian) rather than 

marrunals which humans more corrunonly identify 

with. However, signiftcantly, the next works 

produced in this series of 'humanimal' hybrid 

197 \V.J.T. \!itchell, foreword to Allimal Rites: American Clfltllre, the Discourse ofSpecies alld PosthllJ)/aJlist Theo!]', 
by Cary \"Volfe (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2003), xiv 

44. Yvette Watt, Hybrid #2, 2005. oil on 
linen. 81 x 60.5cm 
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works signalled a return to using the animals we most commonly eat - i.e. cows, sheep, 

pigs and chickens - as primary subject matter. 

45. Yvette Watt, Identity Crises, 2005, oil on linen, 66.5 x 140cm 

The decision to return to 'farm' animals as the subject of the work In Identtry Crises 

(2005) and the four Identi~y Crisis (2005) paintings was a conscious and significant one. 

The previous paintings were more general in the choice of animals used, with the key 

issue at work being an exploration of similarities and differences between humans and 

other animals, and a conscious activation of anthropomorphism/ egomorphism/ 

theriomorphism198 in the depictions, With the Identi!} Cn'sis/ Crises series the work once 

again takes as its subject those animals who are bred, raised and killed in their billions 

each year for food and who are thus a major campaign focus for animal activists such as 

myself. 

In the first (and more successful) work in the series, the faces of a cow, pig, sheep and 

chicken are replaced by my face and the four hybrid creatures inhabit the same pictorial 

space. In the other four works of the series each creature is isolated and the boundary 

between human and animal becomes further confounded as the creatures have not only 

my face, but my arms and legs as well. In all these works the hybrid creatures are lit by a 

single light source that casts strong shadows. A suggestion of a room or stage with a 

deep red background features in all works adding to the dream-like theatricality of the 

image and emphasising the carnivalesque strangeness of the creatures depicted and the 

liminal world they might inhabit. However, those works that isolated the individual 

animal were less interesting compositionally, less dynamic for the animal being isolated 

and are also less successful due to being lit in a flatter, less theatrical manner. 

1')H Theriomorphism refers to a person or thing (or deity for e.g.) having animal form. 
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The source material for the Identiry Crisis series were photographs of good quality, 

reasonably accurate model animals that were arranged, lit and photographed in 

preparation for the fInal paintings. Then, working from these photographs of the 

models, I would strike the same pose with the lighting arranged to be consistent with 

that in the photographs of the models. My assistant would then take various 

photographs of me to be used to create the hybrid creatures. These hybrid creatures 

were drawn up and transferred onto the canvas through photocopying and gridding-up. 

46. Yvette WatL Identity Crisis series, (cow, 
sheep, chicken, pig), oil on linen, each work 
66.5 x 81 cm except' chicken' , 81 x 66.Scm 

The primary concern of these paintings is an attempt to identify on a personal level with 

those animals whose lives have for the most part been reduced to that of commodities 

and who are rarely thought about as sentient individuals l99 with similar physical, 

behavioural and social needs to ourselves. By giving these animals human features, a 

specifIc human face - my face - the viewer is made to confront these hybrid creatures 

199,_\ series of works produced early in the research also focussed on recognition of the individual within a 
group. ,-\lso based on farm animals, the Identity Parade series commented on modem farming practices, 
which arc increasingly intensive and mechanised, with huge numbers of animals confined to small spaces 
and very few people required to oversee their lives and deaths. The paintings reflect on the fact that 
where a fanner might once have been able to recognise every animal in his herd or flock, now the animals 
are more likely to be treated as one great mass, rather than a number of different individuals. 
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as individuals, but in this case these individuals are hybrids of animals they might eat 

and an animal (a human) who it is totally taboo to eat. Thus the line between what can 

be eaten and what can't be eaten is blurred, the question of why it is acceptable to eat 

these animals is posed, and the issue of being eaten is raised for the viewer. As lIelen 

Tiffin points out: 

Connections between carnivorousness and cannibalism have always been uneasy ones. 

For most Hindus, Buddhists, gro\ving numbers of\Vesterners and in some traditional 

agricultural societies, the eating of all flesh is abhorrent; and the raising and killing of 

animals (or humans) for the specific purpose of eviscerating them, particularly so. 

Nonetheless, the majority of people in so-called Western societies routinely accept the 

eating of animals, and take for granted their horror at their being eaten either by other 

humans or by those they regard collectively as 'animals'.2°O 

Additionally these hybrid creatures touch on the issue of genetic engineering and animal 

to human organ and tissue transplant which has become a reality that is bridging the gap 

between human and non-human. Such a transgression of the human-animal boundary 

complicates the inherent difficulties in the construction of human identity through a 

highly simplistic species-based line, which places humans on one side, and all other 

animals on the other. With pigs in particular being bred explicitly so that their body 

parts can be harvested for transplant into humans, such hybrid creatures are as much a 

part of fact as they are of fantasy and as such the line between human and animal is 

increasingly less distinct. 

Alternative Points of View and Second Sight Series 

In mid-December 2005 I was offered a two-month residency in Paris at the Rosamund 

McCulloch studio at the Cite Intemationale des Arts, commencing at the beginning of 

February 2006. About two weeks after I arrived I received an invitation from the Cite to 

contribute work to a group exhibition of residents' work. I spent the best part of the 

next three weeks producing a total of sixteen new works on paper, which were the pre

cursors to the Alternative Points rif View and Domestic Animals series that have since 

become a major part of this PhD submission. The works produced in Paris were all 

small scale (approximately A4 size) 201 and while some were to be exhibited, in essence I 

21111 I Ielen Tiffin, 'Pigs, People and Pigoons', in KllowillgAl1imals, Laurence Simmons and Phillip .\rmstrong 

cds, (London: Brill, 2007), 244. 

21ll The Allemali/if POiltls 0/ View series were watercolour and gouache on paper, while the Domestic ANimals 

series were printed on .\rches 100% cotton photo quality printing paper using an "\4 colour inkjer printer. 
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considered these works to be studies and sketches for testing out new ideas, rather than 

fully resolved artworks. 

While in Paris I was fortunate enough to be able to secure an appointment at the 

Department of Graphic Arts at the Louvre in order the view two large volumes held 

there which comprise the bulk of a extensive series of comparative physiognomic 

studies between human and animal faces by 17'h century French painter, Charles Le 

Brun. I had become familiar with some of 

these works of Le Brun's while producing 

the j\1aking Faces series and was keen to be 

able to view the originals. While better 

known as a painter of substantial stature in 

the French Academy, Le Brun produced 

numerous drawings exploring the physical 

congruities between human and animal 

faces, and suggesting consequential 

emotional and/ or behavioural human 

'types' based on an individual's physical 

similarities to certain animals. It was with 

these works of Le Brun's in mind, with 

their morphing of human and animal, that I 
47. Anonymous engravings after Charles Lebegan working through ideas that resulted Brun's 1688 originals 

in two series of self-portraits in gouache, 


watercolour and ink on paper. In four of these works, the heads of 'farm' animals 


replaced my eyes, while in the second set of four paintings my eyes were replaced by the 


eyes of 'farm' animals. 


48. Yvette Watt. Eight Studies for Alternative 
Points of View, 2006, watercolour, gouache 
and ink on paper, each work 31 x 23 cm 
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I was not particularly satisfied with the first four self-portraits (those with animal heads 

replacing my eyes), as I felt found the incorporation of the entire animal head into my 

face was not particularly successful in engaging the viewer with the animal's gaze, as was 

my intention for these works. Fortunately, however, at the time I was working on these 

images, I became aware of the annual agricultural expo that was being held in one of the 

outer suburbs of Paris. This provided me with a perfectly timed and highly fortuitous 

opportunity to photograph 'farm' animals at close quarters, and in particular, to be able 

to photograph their eyes, which I was then able to incorporate into the second series of 

four self-portraits where my eyes were replaced by those of a pig, a chicken, a cow and a 

sheep. These images were much more successful as the use of animals' eyes to replace 

my own meant that the viewer was simultaneously met by the gaze of a human and an 

animal they might normally eat. 

On my return to Hobart I made a conscious 

decision to continue working with watercolour 

and gouache on paper, reasoning that the less 

formal fonnat of the unstretched paper 

complemented the illustrative nature of the 

images, while also making an indirect reference to 

posters, which are an important campaign tool for 

activists. A decision was made to produce larger 

scale, more resolved versions of the Alternative 

Points oj View series of self-portraits with animal 

eyes and to compliment these with a companion 

series of works depicting 'farm' animals with their 

mouths replaced by my mouth. 

In those images where my eyes are replaced by 

those of an animal there is the implied notion of 

seeing the world through the eyes of another, that 

'other' being a 'farm' animal, and thus giving 

consideration to the animal's perception and 

hence experience of the world. In the other 

49. Yvette Watt. Alternative Points of View 
# 1 and #2, 2007, acrylic , walercolour and 
gouache on paper, tolal size of each 
work 154 xII 4cm 
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images, where the animal's mouth is replaced by my mouth the viewer is prompted to 

consider what the animal's point of view would be in a verbal rather than a visual sense 

of the phrase. The mouth in each of these four images is shown open, as if at the point 

of enunciating a word. Through the depiction of a talking animal the issue of animals 

being 'dumb' or mute is raised and the idea of animal advocates/ activists describing 

themselves as a 'voice for the animals,202 is addressed. 

I experimented with a number of possible arrangements for these eight works, before 

settling on hanging them in two sets of four with the 'mouth' works and the 'eye' works 

mixed in together, but without pairing the animal with my mouth alongside the eyes of 

the same species. This avoided a direct matching of the animal to its features and 

allowed for a more complex reading of the images. 

The front-on format of these portraits intentionally subverts the idea of the animal as a 

passive receiver of actions by humans. In all cases, the viewer's gaze is met by that of 

the animal/human who looks directly back at them. This recognition of the animal 

looking back - having its point of view - profoundly affected Derrida, who writes about 

how' .. . it [the animal] can look at me. It has its point of view regarding me.'203 This is a 

key concern of the Alternative Points of View series, as the viewer is prompted to put 

themselves in the animals' place - to 

consider an alternative point of view from 

that which places humans as dominant and 

superior and the animals as commodified, 

oppressed, objects of that domination. 

While digitally altering the image to crop and 

reverse the animal eyes for the images in 

Alternative Points of View I noticed something 

strange: When the two animal eyes were 

pushed together after one had been flipped, 

the resulting image was uncannily primate 	 50. Examples of eye 'fesfs' for AI/emotive 
Points of View series. 2007 

201.\ GoogleHl ,l:arch for the phrase 'voice for the anima.ls' will quickly show how many animal 
protection groups describe themselves this way. ,-\nimals Australia, for example, promote themselves as 
"The \'oice for .\Ilimals" , 'while wealthy .~\lstralian businessman Brian Sherman and his daughter Ondine 
recently formed an animal advocacy organization which they ha\'c called '\'C)icelcss: the fund for animals .' 
;tO j Jacques Derrida, 'TIle .-\nimal That Therefore I .-\m (More to Follow)', Criticallllqllir)" \'01 28, No, 2, 
Winter (2002), 380. 
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(and thus human) like. What's more, when the resulting pairs of animals' eyes were 

scaled correctly and placed over my eyes on a photograph of my face, there was a 

surprising and unanticipated congruity - a lining up of features - between the brow-line 

and nose, without any need for adjustment other than scale. This prompted the 

construction of the Second Sight series, which exploited this uncanny anatomical 

conformity. 

For this series I took a series of self-portrait photographs, each one with a slightly 

different expression. I also photographed the eyes of the chicken, cow and sheep (the 

pig eyes I had photographed in Paris were perfect for this series) at a farm animal 

sanctuary and at the Hobart Agricultural Show. 

Notes I made in preparation for a presentation I was to make at a postgraduate 

seminar/critique reveal that I had been considering the possibility of producing a series 

of similar works to the Alternative Points of View series, but in black and white rather than 

colour so that the transition between the animals features and my own would be less 

obvious. This was behind my decision in the Second SIght series to trial the images in 

monochrome, opting in the end for a subtle red/pink tint to the images rather than 

straight black and white, which I felt was too bland. In the fllal works the animals' eyes 

are placed over mine as a kind of mask. It was never my intention that there would be a 

seamless morphing of the eyes into my face, in fact quite the contrary. I speciftcally 

wanted there to be a shift between the anatomical congruity and hence believability of 

the image against the somewhat crude mask-like quality of the animal eyes on my face. 

This visual shift reflects a metaphorical shift between human and non-human animals 

a recognition of both similarity and difference that is behind the numerous tensions and 

incongruities in our attitudes and actions in dealing with various non-human animals, 

and which is particularly evident in the way we think about and exploit 'farm' animals. 

51. '1(velle Wall, Second Sight series (pig, sheep, cow, chicken), 2007-8, giclee print on hannemuller 
photo rag paper, each work 65 x 58cm 
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At the time of making these works I also made a conscious decision to use digital 

imaging processes, both in their construction and production. The impact of the pairs 

of eyes that were the precursor to these works relied on them being photographic and 

so it was clear that the ftnished works in the Second Sight series would require a 

photographic look if they were to achieve the direct and compelling vi.sual effect I was 

after. This matter is addressed by Akira Mizuta Lippit who, in reference to a comment 

by francis Bacon where he spoke of being moved by images of slaughterhouses and 

meat, talks of how' .. ,animals and photographs appear to found and animate an entirely 

other topology: one that allows for an economy of the gaze, identiftcation and 

becoming.'204 Lippit goes on to point out how 'photography brings the spectator 

violently back to the reality of the real that appears, in the ftrst instance, elsewhere.' ZOo 

This relationship between the animal, the photograph and the viewer is an essential 

factor in the Second S{ght series, which seeks to confront the viewer with images which 

blur the line between human and animals, reality and artiftciality. 

In producing these series of works which hybridised the human and the animal, I 

became aware of the profound differences between giving an animal human features, and 

a human animal features, and this was borne out by the reaction to the works of people 

who saw them. Put simply, the works where the animal is given human features are seen 

as cute, charming, funny and anthropomorphic, while the works where the human is 

given animal features are perceived to be darker in mood, more confronting and 

disturbing. But why should this be the case? This issue is discussed by Steve Baker in 

Picturif{p' the Bea.rtwho references Laura Mulvay's observation that " .. .in most forms of 

human power relations where one group dominated another, there is a common 

representational pattern: 'the oppressed are linked to nature (the body) and the 

dominant to culture (the mind)'.,,206 Baker goes on to suggest that this representational 

pattern of oppression extends to human-animal relations and that "for the relation of 

oppression to work successfully, of course, images of the animal body and the human 

body must be kept ftrmly apart: the self serving illusion of human superiority demands 

this.,,207 He goes on to point out that this therianthropic polluting of the human body 

with animal characteristics "deprives [humans] of their bodily identity and integrity and 

propriety by depicting [humans] not only as other than wholly human, but as 1m than 

20+ .\kira Mizuta Lippit, ', .. From Wild Technology to Electric ,\nimal,' in Nigel Rothcfcls ed., fupresmtillg 
Allimals, (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 2002), 120. 
2115 Ibid 
2il6 Steve Baker, Pictllfiltg tbe Beast, (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2001),223 
207 Ibid, 
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wholly hwnan." (Baker's italics)208 This resonates with the reaction of viewers to those 

hybrid human-animal works where the human aspect of the image is dominant. People 

have found these works particularly unsettling and disturbing. However, in those images 

where the animal is perceived to be the dominant aspect of the human-animal hybrid 

these works are not seen as any threat to the human sense of identity, which is in part 

constructed by being 'not animal'. This paradox is especially active in the two Alternative 

Points of Vieu) works. 

Domestic Animals Series 

In addition to the eight studies for the ' 

Alternative Points of View series, I also produced 

eight other studies in Paris for the Domestic 

Animals series. The precursors to these 

exploratory studies were several paintings I 

had produced during a residency in Germany 

early in my candidature, which also relied on 

the construction of tableaux using model 

'farm' animals, which were photographed and 

then painted. Most of these works relied on 

the device of an image within an image - a 

painting within a painting - and this device is 

one I have returned to in some of the studies 

and the frnal works in the Domestic Animals 

series. W.J.T. Mitchell terms these pictures 

within pictures, 'metapictures', which he 

defrnes as 'pictures that refer to themselves or 

to other pictures, pictures that are used to 

. . , "110 I k hshow what a plCture IS. - n my wor t ese 

'metapictures' serve to interrogate the notion 

of picturing - the relationship between 

depiction and meaning, meaning and 

understanding, reality and illusion. 

,', .:: Ibid: 224 


211Y \X '.J.T, .\!itcbcll, [Jictllll.' Theory, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994),35, 


52. Yvelle Wall. Contemplation (after 
Tansey). 2004. oil on linen. 37.5 x 45.4cm 

53, Yvette Watt. Multiple Realities. 2004. oil 
on linen. 37,5 x 45.4cm 

54. Yvette Watt. Pigs' Choice. 2004. oil on 
linen, 55 x 61 cm 
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A number of the initial exploratory works in the 

Domestic Animals series were based on ideas I had had 

for some time to make works that would move 

between the digitally photographed and printed 

image and the hand-made mark. The result was a 

variety of narrative images of 'farm' animals in 

domestic interior settings. Some images were 

produced through constructing small tableaux using 

model animals, which were then photographed and 

digitally manipulated before printing and working 
55. Yvette Watt. Chicken and Field 

back into them using other media. Others were Painting, 2004, oil on linen, 77 x 
57.5cm 

entirely based on combined photographs, including 

that of a real sheep that I had taken at the Agricultural Expo in Paris. The intention was 

that the combining of the mechanical and hand made marks would act as a metaphor 

for such binaries as human/animal; real/artificial; nature/ culture; actual/ imagined; 

veracity / illusion. In essence this mix of handmade and machine made images is used as 

a device to disrupt the 'reality' of the situa tion; to play up the fact that these are 

imagined scenes and to reflect the 'out-of-placeness' of some of the actors, both animal 

and human, in these scenes. 

56. Yvette Watt, 8 studies for Domestic Animals series, 2006, inkjet print and mixed media on 

arches photo paper, each work 21 x 29.7c m 


The studies produced in Paris led to the large-scale Domestic Animalr series where I 

const.ructed scenarios through which I imagine the kind of conversation one might have 

with animals who have been bred to be killed and eaten, particularly if they aware of 

their probable fate. All of the scenarios reflect an aspect of my own life and the role 

animals play in it, with the basis of these works being a question I had asked myself: 

What if scientists managed to decode animal speech or genetically alter them so that 

they could speak as humans do. What would they say and how would we deal with it? In 
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The ]ntenie1v I h.un the rnbles on the media 

interviews I have done where I effectively speak 

for animals and instead I am depicted going 

direct to the source, getting the views 'from the 

sheep's mouth' so to speak; in Culinary Tips I am 

confronted in my kitchen by a live cow, who 

would normally only be welcome in the average 

kitchen as dead meat; in Supermarket Choices I am 

depicted accompanied by a sheep at the meat 

display of a supermarket; in The Art Lesson I try 

to explain to a sheep, a cow and a pig the artistic 

merit of Rembrandt's Carcass of a11 Ox, while 

Scholar!J Explanation is set in my srudio/office 

where I am showing a cow an image in a book 

of American painter, Mark Tansey's Innocent Eye 

Test. Following the theme Tansey's painting, The 

An Lesson and S cholar!J Explanation also reference 

the matter of animals looking at hwnan

consrructed images as a corrunenrary on the 

notion of reality and illusion. This is discussed at 

some length by W.J.T. Mitchell in his essay titled 

'Illusion: Looking at Animals Looking.' where he 

talks about the 'illustration of the paradoxes of 

pictorial illusionism by portraying animals 

looking at man-made images.' 210 

62. Morie Tansey. The Innocent Eye Test. 1981

!Ill lbi<l: 331.

57. Yvette Watt. Domestic Animals /Art
Lesson/. 2007, giclee print and ink on 
paper. 80 x 130cm 

58. Yvette Watt. Domestic Animals
/lnterview/,2007, giclee prinl and ink on
paper. 80 x 130cm. 

59 Yvette Watt. Domestic Animals 
/Culinary Tips/. 2007, giclee prinl and ink 

r � 

60. Yvette Woll. Domestic Animals
(Supermarket Choices/,2008, giclee 
print and ink on paper, 80 x 130cm.

61. Yvette Watt. Domestic Animals
(Scholarly Explanotion),2008, giclee print
and ink on paper. 80 x 130cm. 
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Offerings Series 

While the inclusion of the self in works so far discussed has been through the inclusion 

of images of myself or of parts of my body, in the Offerings series my presence is 

embodied in the material used to create the image. This series is comprised of foui ll 

portraits of 'farm' animals created by using my blood to paint onto white linen tea 

towels, the blood having been taken specifically for this purpose. The titles of the works 

include the animal's name, each of who might have been slaughtered for meat, but who 

now reside at a local farm sanctuary. The animals in the photographs all face the viewer 

front on, meeting the viewer's gaze in a conventional 'portrait' set up. The viewer is 

confronted in a variety of ways; by the empowered gaze of the animal which does not 

63. Yvette Watt, Offerings series (La/a, Miriam, Sally, Fudge), 2007, artist's blood on linen tea towels, 

each work 49 x 71cm 


privilege the viewer, by the fact that animals such as these - that they commonly eat 

are endearing individuals, and by the fact that these rather sweet images are painted in 

the artist's blood, 

As I had anticipated, the blood browned quite quickly, so that the paintings appear to be 

sepia toned, monochromatic images that aren't obviously painted using blood. This 

allows the initial engagement to be with the image itself rather than with the fact that it 

was painted in blood. The intention is that, on discovering the nature of the painting 

medium used, the viewer would be caused to consider the matter of these animals as 

flesh and blood - and hence as meat. As such it was essential that the blood used was 

m) blood, as I see these works as gestures of solidarity with those animals that are killed 

in their billions for meat; as a kind of offering, a symbolic giving up of my blood, a 

recognition of the spilling of the blood of these animals for meat production and of the 

fact that their blood stains the kitchens of most Australian homes. I intentionally 

211 This fifth work in the series replaces Offerillg: Salfy, as this work was sold to a collector in New Zealand 
and I was nor able to get it back for the examination exhibition. Rather than remake this work, I decided 
to produce a portrait of a different chicken, and so Offering: Took Took, became a fifth work in the series. 
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wanted to source crisp, white linen tea towels, with the use 

of linen a clear reference to the linen normally used by 

artists, while the use of the tea-towels also makes obvious 

and important references to the domestic kitchen setting, 

where these animals' bodies are prepared for eating, and 

where a tea-towel might easily become stained with the 

blood of the meat being prepared. 212 

A central intention was to create a tension between the 

rather sweet, anthropomorphic images of animals, and the 

uncomfortable feeling many viewers have reported when 

they become aware of the fact that these images are painted in my blood. The irony I 

wanted to tease out here was that the average person handles and eats the body parts of 

these animals on a regular basis, and so quite literally they have their blood on their 

hands. Why then should blood as a media to paint with make people uncomfortable? 

After all, as John Berger has suggested, 'The fIrst subject matter for painting was animal. 

Probably the ftrst paint was animal blood.'213 This discomfort expressed by viewers of 

these works may be due to the fact that, in using human blood to depict non-human 

'meat' animals, the issue of cannibalism is once again referenced. 

The bloody materiality of the works in the Olftrings series also allows for an alternative 

process of becoming-animal, whereby my blood becomes-animal- is animal. In these 

works my blood is more than just a pigment used to represent the image of an animal, 

in the process of taking and using my blood I become animal, as I am reduced to an 

essential commonality between mammals - we bleed in the same way. In producing 

these works the smell of my blood dissolved the boundary between human and animal 

through a smell that, in reminding me of meat, confronted me with my own body as 

meat. 

An essential purpose in presenting these animals in the form of portraits is to emphasise 

the fact that each one is an individual with a particular identity, rather than just being an 

anonymous member of a flock or herd, which is how most people think about 'farm' 

212 i\lthough it was not a part of the original intention of the works, I recognise that there are possible 
religious connotations in trus sense of a symbolic 'offering', a kind of small sacrifice that could also 
suggest a connection between the blood stained linen of the tea-towels with the shroud of Turin. Trus is 
of course dangerous (but interesting) ground to tread. 
211 John Berger, 'Why Look at Animals?', in AboTtt uoking, (New York Pantheon Books, 1980), 5. 

64. Yvette Watl, Offering 
#5 (Took-Took) , 2008, 
artist's blood on linen tea
towel, 71 x 49cm (see 
footnote no. 2091 
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animals. As Shearer West notes in his book Portraiture, the importance of the individual 

over the collective is an essential aspect of portraiture.214 West also discusses later in this 

book the relationship between portraiture and death, whereby in capturing an image of a 

living being, 'portraiture almost magically retains the life of individuals who are dead.'2l'i 

Considering that the viewer would not normally be aware of the fate of the animals 

whose portraits they look upon in the OjftringJ' series they have every reason to assume 

that these animals may well have ended up on someone's dinner plate, as is the fate of 

most of their kind. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, from the variety of approaches undertaken in the production of the 

artworks, it is clear that the research has been essentially exploratory in nature, resulting 

in a number of series of art\vorks that are diverse in terms of technique, in the 

compositional strategies employed and the particular conceptual content of each series 

of works. Nonetheless, the core issues at the heart of the research are strongly evident 

in all the series produced, providing for a thematic consistency that balances the visual 

variety in the fInal exhibition. Ultimately, the diversity evident in the production of the 

art\vorks has been a strength of the research, as it has required me to push the 

boundaries of my art practice, both technically and conceptually, such that I have 

developed a range of new skills and strategies that will be of great benefIt to my practice 

and career in the future. 

214 Shearer West, Portraitllre, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 17. The relationship ber-ween 
photography and death, specifically animal death, is also teased out in .\kira Mizuta Lippit's essay 
' ... From Wild Technology to Electric "\nimal' in Nigel Rothfels ed., Represelltillg Anima/s, (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2002), 119-136. Lippit is specifically discussing the work of Francis Bacon in 
this essay 
215 Ibid: 62-63 
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Chapter Four - Conclusion 

This PhD research investigated the role that art\Vorks can play in engaging a broad 

audience with issues surrounding the nature of human-animal relationships. As such, the 

relationship bet\Veen the depiction of animals and how they are understood and hence 

treated, has been a central concern of the research, with the resulting art\Vorks relying 

on a belief in the power of images to aid in affecting change, reflecting Jonathan Burt's 

observation that 'animal imagery does not merely reflect human-animal relations and the 

position of animals in human culture, but is also used to change them.,216 Consequently, 

the research has involved the production of art\Vorks that actively encourage the viewer 

to empathise with the animals depicted; to consider the animal's point of view, and 

hence to consider animals (particularly 'farm' animals) as sentient beings rather than as 

insensate, objectified commodities. In thus prompting the viewer to question their own 

attitudes to animals, it is hoped that they might make changes those aspects of their life 

that result in animal suffering. 

The research has been heavily informed by my long-term role as an animal rights activist 

and thus by the ideology behind the animal rights movement, which questions the 

problems and inconsistencies in human attitudes toward and treatment of animals. 

These attitudes, which are generally based on a defining of human identity that is 

confirmed to a great part by a comparison of ourselves with other animals, has 

encouraged the construction of dichotomies (nature-culture, human-animal) and 

classificatory systems that have enabled humans to position themselves as separate 

from, different, and superior to all other animal species. However, as Donna Haraway 

has noted: 

By the late twentieth century in [ ...] scientific culture, the boundary between human 

and animal is thoroughly breached. The last beachheads of uniqueness have been 

polluted, if not turned into amusement parks - language, tool use, social behaviour, 

mental events. Nothing really convincingly settles the separation of human and 

animaL .. Movements for animal rights are not irrational denials of human uniqueness; 

they are clear sighted recognition of connection across the discredited breach of nature 

and culture.217 

216 Jonathan Burt, Animals in Film, O--Ondon: Reakrion Books, 2002) 15. 

217 Donna Harway quoted in Animal Rites: American Clli/llre, tbe Discollrse ofSpecies OIld Pos/buma1list Tbeory, by 

Cary Wolfe (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2003), 2. 
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Despite this breaking down of the human-constructed boundary between homo Japiem 

and other animal species, a speciesist position still underpins most human-animal 

interactions, allowing humans to treat non-human animals in ways they would not treat 

humans. The research thus responds to the proposal made by Richard Ryder, that, 

'species alone is not a valid criterion for cruel discrimination'. 218 However, while there is 

the potential for negative consequences for animals of an establishment of human 

identity through a process of comparison, such comparisons also highlight obvious 

physical and behavioural similarities between humans and other animals. As such the 

research aimed to exploit this recognition of similarities through the creation of 

artworks that would encourage a reconsideration of the previously established 

boundaries bet\veen humans and other animals, thus reflecting the significant re

evaluation of the human-animal binary that has been taking place in the sciences and the 

humanities in recent years. 

The research was motivated by the fact that, despite a substantial increase in interest in 

animals and human-animal relationships as subject matter for artists and curators in 

recent years, the animals themselves have generally been presented/represented in ways 

that result in them becoming subservient to a range of other artistic agendas. The 

exegesis has proposed that this results in the marginalisation of the animals, with a 

consequence that the artists and curators - and hence the viewers of the art\vorks are 

able to avoid addressing the broader ethical issues surrounding human-animal 

interactions. 

A further consequence of this avoidance of the politics of animal representation in the 

visual arts is that there are relatively few artists whose work is informed by or explores 

the ethico-political issues surrounding human-animal relationships. Additionally, this 

speciesist refusal to acknowledge animals as sentient, self-interested individuals has 

resulted in a number of artists choosing to kill or harm animals for the sake of art. The 

research aimed to redress the lack of artists whose work engages with the ethico

political issues surrounding human-animal relationships via the production of artworks 

that openly address these matters. 

The result of this research is a number of discrete series of works including paintings 

and digital prints, all of which incorporate the artist herself in some way, reflecting the 

21R Richard Ryder quoted in Erica Fudge, ',\ Left-Handed Blow: \X,'riting the History of Animals' in 
Representing Anima/s, edited by Nigel Rothfels, (Bloomington: Indiana l'niversity Press, 2002), 3 
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personal nature of the passionately held concern for animals that has driven the 

research. The latter works took 'farm' animals as their focus, reasoning that a conscious 

consideration of the issues surrounding the killing and eating of animals will, by 

extension, activate in people an acceptance of their ethical responsibility to all animals, 

not only those they eat. 

While the works produced through this research vary markedly both in technique and in 

the compositional strategies used in the construction of the images, they all rely to some 

degree on the use of anthropomorphism or, more aptly, 'ego morphism', reflecting the 

fact that this research was driven by a very personal empathy for and affInity with non

human animals and a consequent concern about human attitudes toward and treatment 

of other animals, especially those used for food. 

These artworks are issues-based and thus located within the scope of art as a tool for 

socio-political commentary. However, rather than employing an overtly polemical 

stance, the judicious use of anthropomorphism/egomorphism and a subtle humour in 

the depiction of the animals encourages an empathetic and hence compassionate 

response from the viewer, thus prompting an acknowledgement of animals as active, 

self-interested agents rather than simply passive receptors of human ideas and actions. A 

significant number of the works produced have relied on the anthropomorphic idea of 

talking animals to engage the viewer with the issues at hand, a matter that is addressed 

by Erica Fudge who notes that 'a speaking animal can upset all kinds of assumptions by 

saying something we don't want to hear. Anthropomorphism can have an ethical 

dimension'.219 

It was intended that the artworks produced through this PhD research should be 

intelligible to a general audience as well as being accepted as valid by a more specific 

contemporary arts audience. The evidence of the success of this aim can be judged by 

the following responses to the work: 

• 	 Being interviewed by several college students writing essays relevant to the 

research. 

219 Erica Fudge, Animal, (London: Reaktion Books, 2002), 89. 
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• 	 Being interviewed about an exhibition of artwork produced for the research by a 

national youth radio station, with the subsequent intenTiew replayed 

.. 1 hI 'd 220mterrmttent y over a mont - ong perlO . 

• 	 An exhibition of artwork produced for the research receiving coverage on ABC 

television's Stateline program. 

• 	 Work from this research being included in keynote addresses by Steve Baker at 

three conferences in the UK.221 

• 	 Images of several artworks produced during the research being selected for 

inclusion in forthcoming book titled Chicken to be published by Reaktion 

Books222
• 

• 	 Being commissioned to write an essay titled 'Animals, Art and Ethics' for the 

revised, expanded edition of The Enryclopedia 0/Animal Rights andAnimal We!fare, 

a US publication edited by animal behaviorist, Marc Bekoff. 

• 	 An essay stemming from a conference papel23 I gave based on this research 

being selected for a proposed human-animal studies collection which is currently 

being considered for publication by Ashgate Press. 

• 	 Being invited to be an international associate of the New Zealand Centre for 

Human Animal Studies.224 

• 	 Artwork from the research receiving positive reviews and had images 


reproduced in two reputable art journals. 22S 


• 	 Several artworks produced as part of the research being sold through 

commercial galleries, indicating their accessibility to an art buying audience, 

despite the potentially challenging content. 

These positive responses to the research and the work produced for it are clear evidence 

that it is possible to simultaneously engage a broad range of people with the socio

political issues that have underpinned the research, without compromising the 

complexity or quality of the artworks or the associated research that has guided their 

production. 

22iY!'riple J radio, July 2007. Criterion Gallery, where the exhibition was being held, reported to me that as 

a result of this broadcast, a 12 year boy made a special trip to the gallery to view the exhibition. 

221 See Appendix Six. 

222 The author of this book, Dr. Annie Potts, is Co-director of the "Sew Zealand Centre for Human

Animal studies based at the University of Canterbury. Chicken is one of a number of species-based 

monographs published by Reaktion Books under their 'animal' series. 

22.\ The paper was presented at the Considering Animals conference, Hobart, 3-6 July 2007. 

m See http://www.nzchas.canterbury.ac.nz/for more information. 

225 Judith c\bel, 'Fierce or Friendly: Humans in the .Animal World', Artnllk, Y01. 28 no.1, (2008) and Philip 

Watkins, 'Yvette Watt: "\ltemative Points of View', Australiatl Art Collector, Issue 41, (2007) 
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As outlined in Chapter One, this PhD research has also responded to Steve Baker's 

important question: 'Can contemporary art productively address the killing of 

animals?,226 The results of this research are evidence for the affIrmative, and I would go 

so far as to suggest that because the nature of art practice is more diverse now then it 

has ever been, contemporary art can address the killing of animals more effectively than 

art from previous eras. In addressing the killing of animals, I have chosen not to use 

images of their deaths for this research. My rationale was to make artworks that cause 

the "viewer to consider the issues through having to imagine the lives and deaths of these 

animals, which allows for more complex readings of the images. The research is based 

on a fIrm belief in the role images can play in stimulating the imagination of the viewer 

in order to achieve this end. This matter is addressed by novelist and former hunter 

Radclyffe Hall, who once said 'I could no longer kill for the sake of pleasure... I could in 

fact no longer ignore the ...rictim, for imagination had led to understanding, and 

understanding to compassion.'227 

Implicit within Baker's question is another: Can contemporary art enact social change? 

While I do not suggest that contemporary art can cause change by itself, I do believe 

that art can be a powerful instrument in the tool kit of social change. Like the multi

layered and targeted strategies of advertising - and animal rights campaigns - the 

production of artworks that directly addresses socio-political issues is one part of a 

much bigger and more complex picture. Contemporary artists have a reputation for 

being progressive rather than conservative in their attitudes, and thus more likely to 

question than blindly accept the views held by that society. While this questioning drives 

the work of artists who engage with socio-political issues it is only when the artist is 

prepared to make their personal position clear that the roles of artist and activist 

collapse into one. This merging of art and activrism can provide for a productive forum 

for debate and discussion of the issues addressed by the artwork, both on an individual 

level between artist/artwork and gallery audience and in such fora as art journals and the 

general media. For someone who is both artist and activist, I am pleased to say that 

while I have encountered certain challenges, the combining of these two roles has 

proved to be effective as a campaign tool and beneficial to my art practice. 

22(, Baker, Steve, 'Animal Death in Contemporary" \rt', in Kil/iltg Animals, (U rbana: Universi ty of Illinois 

Press, 2006), 70. 

227 Radclyffe Hall, quoted in AlIimal RigjJts: Political alld Social Cballge ill Brita;" Si,zce 1800, by Hilda Kean, 

(London, Reaktion Books, 1998), 182/3 ~ 
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Ultimately the questioning of human-animal relationships on the scale proposed by this 

research has far-reaching and profound consequences that extend well beyond simply 

treating animals more humanely. No doubt the implications of this questioning are 

behind the avoidance by so many artists (and the general public) of the ethico-political 

issues surrounding human-animal relationships. Nonetheless, this research was based on 

a conviction that the established attitudes toward animals must be changed and that art 

can play an important role in activating the shift in attitude that needs to happen for 

such change to take place. As W.J.T "Mitchell has pointed out: 

The question of animal rights produces a combination of resistance and anxiety because 

to claim fights fOf animals entails a revolution so profound it would shake the 

cd' fh . 2°8loun anons a uman soclety. 

It is this revolution that my works speaks of, and I challenge those artists and curators 

who are truly interested in human-animal relationships to consider joining me in giving 

the foundations an enthusiastic shake. 

228 W.J :1'. Mitchell, foreword to A/lima/ RifeJ: American Cu/tlfre, the DiJco!{rJe ofSpecieJ alld POJthllmOlliJt Theory, 
by Cary Wolfe (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2003), x 
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Appendix One: List of Illustrations 

1. 	 Yvette Watt, A Afodel Animal series, (cow, sheep, pig, chicken), 2002, oil on 

linen, each work 45 x 70cm 

2. 	 Yvette Watt, DNmb Animal series, (cow, pig, sheep, chicken), 2003, oil on canvas, 

each work 180 x 270cm 

3. 	 Rachel Berwick, Lonesome George, 2004, video still. 

4. 	 Sam Easterson, A Sheep in Wo(fs Gothing, 2001, video stil1. 

5. 	 Sam Easterson, Animal, TTegetable, Video, 2001, video still. 

6. 	 Michael Oatman, Familiar Songbirds II, 2003 (no further details available). 

7. 	 Chayni Henry, Panda II, 2004, acrylic on wood, 26 c 33.5cm. 

8. 	 Ann-Sofi Siden, Chanel No.5, 1989, video stills. 

9. 	 Barbara Dover, Anon., 2003, Perspex, inkjet print on transparencies, spray paint, 

60 x 300cm 

10. Angela Singer, Sore (FIery), 2002, recycled trophy-kill taxidermy form, wax, 

pigments, varnish, glass eyes. 

11. 	Kathy High, EmbracingAnimal, 2004 (no further details available). 

12. Patricia Piccinini, Big Mother, 2005, silicone, fibreglass, leather, studs, diaper. 

(Dimensions not available). 

13. Patricia Piccinini, The YONng Fami!y, 2002-3, silicone, acrylic, human hair, leather, 

timber, approx. 80 x 150 x 110cm 

14. 	Eduardo Kac with Alba, 2000. 

15. 	Eduardo Kac, Alba the fluorescent rabbit, 2000. 

16. 	Sue Coe, Cold Cuts, from 'Dead Meat', 1996. 

17. 	Lisa Roet, Ape and the BUn/ryman part?, 1998, Cibachrome print, 80 x 60cm 

18. Sue Coe, Up to Si:x: A1inNtes to Die, from 'Dead Meat', 1996. 

19. Sue Coe, sketchbook page, from 'Dead Meat', 1996. 

20. Sue Coe, image from 'Sheep of Fools', 2005. 

21. Angela Singer, Caught, 2007, recycled taxidermy, mixed media. 

22. Angela Singer, All the Rest, 2007, recycled taxidermy, mixed media. 

23. Mary Britton Clouse, Daphne, 2006, digital pigment ink print on seikishi paper. 

24. Damien Hirst, The Physical Impossibiliry rifDeath in the Mind rifSomeone living, 1991, 

tiger shark, steel, glass, formaldehyde solution. 

Damien Hirst with the new shark, 2007. 

26. Damien Hirst, This little Piggy Went to Market, This Little Pwy 51 teryed Home, 1996, 

steel, GRP composites, glass, pig, formaldehyde solution. 
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27. WimDelvoye,Marcel(1997 ),1994-1997. 

28. Wim Delvoye, tattooing of pig. 

29. Wim Delvoye, Tania, 1996, tattooed pig skin, 158 x 120cm 

30. Hermann Nitsch, image from 80th Action, 1984 

31. Marco Evaristti, Helena, 2000 goldfish, blenders. 

32. 	~athalia Edenmont, Fami!y Portrait, photograph (no further details available). 

33. Nathalia Edenment, Charles, photograph (no further details available). 

34. Adel Abdessemed, Don't Trust Me, 2008, "video stills. 

35. Guillermo 'Habacuc' Vargas, images from E:xpocision No.1. 

36. Guillermo 'Habacuc' Vargas, images from E;'pocision No.1. 

37. Ivan Durrant, Be1}erlry the Amaifng Performing Cow, 1975, video stills. 

38. Tim MacMillan, Dead Horse, 1998, video still. 

39. Yvette Watt, Nine Lives I, II & Ill, 2001 2004, each work oil on 9 panels, total 

size per work 46 x 59.Scm 

40. Yvette Watt, Making Faces series, (frog, goat, lizard) each work oil on 2 panels, total 

size per work x 38.5cm 
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43. Yvette Watt, Hybrid #1, oil on linen, 81 x 60.5cm 

44. Yvette Watt, & f!ybrid #2, oil on linen, 81 x 60.5cm 

45. Yvette Watt, Identity Crises, oil on linen, 66.5 x 140cm 

46. Yvette Watt, Identity Crisis series, each work oil on linen, 60.5 x 81 cm (except 

chicken - 81 x 60.5cm) 

47. Anonymous, engravings after c.l688 original physiognomic studies by Charles 

Le Brun. 

48. Yvette Watt, 8 studies for Alternative Points a/View I, 2006, each work, 31 x 23cm 

49. Yvette Watt, AlternatiiJe Points of View I & II, 2007, acrylic, gouache and 

watercolour on paper, four panels, total size, 154 x 114cm. 

50. Yvette, Three test eye images for Alternative Points of View, 2007, approx lOx 

28cm 

51. 	Yvette Watt, Second Sight series (pig, sheep, cow, chicken), 2008-9, each work giclee 

print on hannemul1er photo rag paper, 58 x 65cm 

52. 	Yvette Watt, Contemplation (After Tansry), 2004, Oil on linen, 37.5cm x 45.4cm 

53. Yvette Watt, A1ultiple Realities, 2004, Oil on linen" 37.5 x 45.4cm 
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54. Yvette Watt, Pigs' (!Joice, 2004, Oil on linen,S 5 x 61cm 

55. Yvette Watt, ChicketJ and Field Painting, 2004 , Oil on linen, 

77 x 57.5cm 

56. Yvette Watt, 8 studies for Domestic Animals, 2006, each work giclee print and 

mixed media on arches photo rag paper, 21 x 29.7cm 

57. Yvette Watt, DomesticAnimals (Ali Lesson), 2007, 80 x 130cm, giclee print and ink 

on print on hannemuller photo rag paper 

58. Yvette Watt, Domestic Animals (Interview), 2007,80 x 130cm, giclee print and ink 

on print on hannemuller photo rag paper 

59. Yvette Watt, Domestic Animals (Culinary Tips), 2007, 80 x 130cm, giclee print and 

ink on print on hannemuller photo rag paper 

60. Yvette Watt, Domestic Animals (Supermarket Choices), 2008,80 x 130cm, giclee 

print and ink on print on hannemuller photo rag paper 

61. Yvette Watt, DomesticAnimals (ScholarlY Explanation), 2008, 80 x 130cm, giclee 

print and ink on print on hannemuller photo rag paper 

62. Mark Tansey, InnocetJtEye Test, 1981, oil on canvas, 198 x 305cm 

63. Yvette Watt, Offerings series (Ula, Miriam, SallY, FuJ,ge), 2007, artist's blood on 

linen/cotton tea towel, each work 71 x 49 cm 

64. Yvette Watt, Offiring #5 (Took-Took), 2008, artist's blood on linen tea-towel. 
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Appendix Three: Other Works 

This little piggy .... 2004, oil on linen, 30 x 40cm 

Identity Parade (cows), 2004, oil on linen, 20 x 70.5cm 

Identity Parade (sheep) , 2004, oil on linen, 20 x 70.5cm 

Identity Parade (pigs), 2004, oil on linen, 20 x 70.5cm 
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/dentikit Cow #2, 2004, Oil on 3 panels, overall size 15 x 40cm 

/dentikit Pig #2, 2004, Oil on 3 panels, overall size 15 x 40cm 

/dentikit Sheep #2, 2004, Oil on 3 panels, overall size 15 x 40cm 

/dentikit Cow # 1,2004, Oil on 3 panels, overall size 15 x 40cm 

/dentikit Pig # I, 2004, Oil on 3 panels, overall size 15 x 40cm 

/dentikit Sheep # I , 2004, Oil on 3 panels, overall size 15 x 40cm 106 



These three works were produced in an interim period of the candidature when I 

considered the possibility of a series of works on maligned animals, such as seagulls 

and rats. However, I decided against this direction for the research. 

Untitled, 2005, oil on linen, 40 x 65cm 

Untitled, 2005, oil on linen, 20 x 70.5cm 

Untitled, 2005, 81 x 60.5 (unfinished) . 
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Appendix Four: Other Influential Writers and Texts 

As previously suggested, the readings for this PhD research have been broad and it is 

not possible, nor is it of any great value, to discuss all the texts that have been of some 

significance in informing the research. However, the following writers and texts are also 

worthy of mention other than those already discussed.229 

Carol J. Adams and The Sexual Politics of Meat 

Carol J. Adams is an American feminist scholar, who, while best known for her 

pioneering book The 5eXlfal Politics ofMeat: A Feminist-Vegetarian Critical 'Theory, has 

published numerous other books including Neither Alan Nor Beast: Feminism and the 

D~lence ofAnimals (Continuum, 1995), The Pornograpl?J qfAieat (Continuum, 2004) and 

Animals and Womm: Feminist Theoretical E:plorations, (a collection of essay she co-edited, 

Duke, 1995), as well as providing the foreword to Steve Baker's Picttlring the Beast. 

First published in 1990, The Sextlal Politics qlMeat 'examines the connections between 

male dominance and meat eating,230 and in doing so argues convincingly of a link 

between patriarchal culture, meat eating and the oppression of women and animals. As 

Adams points out, meat eating, indeed meat itself, is culturally understood as a sign of 

virility, whereas 'our society equates vegetarianism with emasculation or femininity,/Jl 

and, as she points out later with other traits that our society still sees primarily as 

'feminine' such as sentimentality and emotionality. 

One of the most influential concepts argued by Adams is that of the 'absent referent' 

which she covers in some detail in The Sextlal Politics ofMeat, but which she explains 

more succinctly on her website: 

Behind every meal of meat is an absence: the death of the animal whose place the meat 

takes. The 'absent referent' is that which separates the meat eater from the animal and 

the animal from the end product. The function of the absent referent is to keep our 

229 'Inc authors 1 have noted are, for the most part, \videly seen to be influential in the human-animal 

studies discourse, However, in addressing the influence of these writers I am also aware that the work of 

Donna Harway has not been discussed in this paper. While Haraway's work is often referred to by the 

writers I have discussed, and as such could be seen as a significant omission, I have not found her work 

to be as relevant to this research as that of the authors who 1 have chosen to cover in this exegesis. 

2)0 Carol J .. \dams, The S extlal Politics ofA1eat: A Femhtist-Vegetariml Critical Theory, Continuum, New York, 

1994, p13, 

2.'1 Ibid pIS. 
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"meat" separated from any idea that she or he was once an animal, to keep something 

from being seen as having been someone.232 

The notion of the 'absent referent' refers in essence to the range if distancing devices 

humans use to allow them to eat meat, and hence be responsible for an animals death, 

without any feeling guilt. As Adams points out, the animal's absence is literal (through 

it's death) definitional (through the renaming of its meat and body parts, such as veal, 

pork, beef etc), and metaphorical (the animal is made to stand in for something else). 

She further suggests that the notion of absent referent can be applied to any oppressed 

group, and is a product of the objectification that comes with the range of 

discriminatory -isms such as sexism, racism and speciesism. 

While Adams covers the issues of the health and environmental advantages of a 

vegetarian diet, the focus remains squarely on how society must relate ethically to 

individual animals and women if we are to avoid an anthropocentric/patriarchal point 

of view and further the damage that has already resulted from this attitude. Ultimately 

Adams argues for vegetarianism as an imaginative and liberating act - one which rebels 

against the dominant patriarchal, meat eating society and can instead imagine a different, 

kinder and more egalitarian world. As a vegetarian (vegan) activist woman, who is well 

aware of the massive overrepresentation of women in the animal rights movement, 

Adams' arguments resonate with me and are implicit in my decision to include myself in 

the artworks. 

John Simons - Animal Rights and the Politics of Literary Representation 

A somewhat more obscure text in terms of the regularity of its citation in other readings 

is British Scholar, John Simons book from 2002, Animal Rights and the Politics of 

Literary Representation (palgrave). However, the text is of significance within the 

context of this PhD due to its calling for a reassessment of the role of animals in 

literature based on the authors personally held animal rights ideology. Such a position 

runs a strong parallel with this research's concern with the ethics surrounding animal 

use and representation in the visual arts as well as my own animal rights background. In 

a statement which echoes the intent behind this PhD research, Simons states: 

It would not have done justice to the experience of doing this work if the feeling that 

was released as I thought about my topic had not been represented in the final product. 

232 http://www.triroc.com/caroladams/ absent.html accessed July 1" 2008 
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Even less justice would have been done if at least one of the aims of this book were not 

to advocate a different way forward. This is an academic book about certain aspects of 

the literary representation of animals. But that is no reason why it should not also be a 

contribution to a wider debate in which many thousands of people of all walks of life 

are currently engaged and which they hold as central to their idea of what it is to live a 

good life.233 

The fIrst part of Simons' book provides a historical and theoretical overview of animal 

rights from the 18th century onward, before proceeding to interrogate such common 

matters when it comes to representing animals as the animal as symbol, the 

transformation from human to animal (and vice versa) and anthropomorphism, through 

an analysis of relevant texts, both fIction and non-fIction, poetry and prose. Throughout 

the book Simons calls upon the reader and academia in general to accept the importance 

of emotion and sentiment in developing a more ethical relationship between humans 

and animals. The fInal chapter titled 'Towards a Conclusion and a Way Forward', calls 

for the reader to address the signifIcant shortcomings in our relationship \vith non

human animals and to act to improve this relationship. Simons closes with an epilogue 

that relates how narrative and story telling can help transform the nature of our 

relationships with non-human animals for the better - or for the worse, depending on 

the approach taken. This last point brings us back to what Simons states as a key aim of 

the book, which was to 'address what I see as the grave shortcomings of literary studies 

where the address to the non-human experience is concemed,.234 

There is much of relevance to this PhD research in Simon's book. However, there is a 

section of the fInal chapter that is of particular interest, where Simons compares a Cindy 

Sherman photograph of her wearing a pig's nose to a photo from a campaign leaflet by 

UK based vegetarian group Viva! which 'shows a young British slaughterhouse worker 

who has carved the snout and ears from one of his porcine victims and is wearing them 

as a mask,235 (The images are not reproduced, although as he points out the Sherman 

image is reproduced in Steve Baker's The Postmodern Anima~. Simons reads the Sherman 

image and that of the Viva! leaflet as both suggesting that a pig has died, either literally 

in the case of the leaflet, or in an imagined sense in the case of the artwork, and in doing 

m John Simons, Al1imal Rights aNd the Politics ofLiterary Represmtatioll, Palgrave, Houndsmill and New York, 

2002,pxii 

m Ibid p xi. Steev Baker takes Simons to task over his interpretation of this image in his essay "'You Kill 

Things to Look at Them": Animal Death in Contemporary "\rt' in The "\nimal Studies Group collection 

KillillgAl1imals, University of Illinois, Urbana and Chicago, 2006, pp 70-71. 

m Ibid p180. 
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so poses the question of how a pig would react were they able to relate to such images 

as we humans do. While this is admirable in its attempt to radically subvert the 

anthropocentric position that underlies most human-animal relations, Simons reads 

Sherman's image too literally, as if the person (Sherman) in the image is meant to be 

understood as wearing part of a pig's body, rather than there having been some bodily 

transformation, which is just as valid an interpretation. But more worrying is his 

assertion that the 'aesthetic dimension seems thus to act as a desensitising force that 

causes us to suspend our everyday humanity and the judgements that flow from it' and 

that 'In this example, art and its formally arranged patterns block recognition of the 

speciesism that makes it and many other human activities possible,.236 While there is 

much common ground between the content of Simons' book and this research, on this 

matter we differ. Certainly the issue of respect for non-human animals, and the ethical 

results of a respectful attitude are something both Simons and I believe to be essential. 

However in misreading the Sherman image he runs the risk of damning the very 

strategies of representation he has elsewhere proposed as useful. Nonetheless, in his 

bold foregrounding of vegetarianism and an animal rights agenda in this text, Simons is 

yet another example of the shift in attitude toward an ethical consideration of non

human animals that is happening across many different disciplines. 

Two Significant Collections: Representing Animals and Killing Animals 

Of a number of edited collections of essays that have been included in the readings 

done for research, Representing Animals (Indiana University, 2002) and Killing Animals 

(University of Illinois, 2006) have been especially useful. Significantly, both books 

include an essay by Steve Baker, who as already mentioned, has been of key importance 

to this PhD, while the topics of the two collections neatly reflect two core concerns of 

the research - the killing of animals (especially for food) and the relationship between 

the manner in which animals are represented and how they are thought about and 

treated. 

Edited by Nigel Rothfels, Represetlting Animals covers a range of topics including the 

representation of animals in historical and other literary texts, fox hunting, taxidermy 

and animatronics, cloning and zoos. Of particular interest to this research are the essays 

by Akita Mizuta Lippit and Steve Baker. Lippit's essay, titled' ... From Wild Technology 

to Electric Animal' examines the role technology has played in animal representations 

through photograph and film, while Baker's contribution is an essay which examines the 

231> Ibid P 181. 
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work of a number of contemporary artists in relationship to Deleuze and Guattari's 

concept of 'becoming animal'. 

Killing Animalr is the flrst publication of The Animal Studies Group, a collective of 

British academics from a range of disciplinary backgrounds, which includes Steve Baker, 

Jonathan Burt, Diana Donald, Erica Fudge, Garry Marvin, Robert McKay, Clare Palmer 

and Chris Wilbert. While all of the essays are concerned to some degree with the 

disturbing fact that, as pointed out on the book's back cover, 'killing represents by far 

the most common form of human interaction with animals.' the approaches are varied 

and range from the representation of animal death in art and literature, to man-eating 

animals, hunting, slaughter of food animals, and killing of unwanted dogs and cats. 

\X'hile a number of the essays have been of interest to this research, Erica Fudge'S piece 

'Two Ethics: Killing Animals in the Past and Present' and Baker's '''You Kill Things to 

Look at Them": Animal Death in Contemporary Art' have been of particular relevance. 
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Appendix Five: A Brief Comparative Overview of Animal 

Rights and Animal Welfare 

While it could be argued that, to a certain extent, both animal rights advocates and 

animal welfarists are concerned with the ethical treatment of animals, there are 

significant differences in the welfare and rights ideologies that are worth elaborating. 

In essence, the animal welfare position is based in a belief that animals should be treated 

'humanely', or at the very least, not be treated with unnecessary cruelty. However, the 

welfare point of view allows animals to be used by humans in certain ways/37 such as for 

meat, as long as their basic physical and behavioural needs are catered for. The RSPCA, 

for example, is an animal welfare society, and as such it does not promote a vegetarian 

or vegan lifestyle. As such the welfarist position is based on a hierarchical species 

differentiation that allows for non-human animals to be treated differently from 

humans. 

The animal rights position, on the other hand, is based on a belief that discrimination 

between humans and other animals on the basis of species is arbitrary and unacceptable. 

While often attributed to Peter Singer, the notion of rights for animals was in fact a 

position advocated by Tom Regan and outlined in his 1983 book The Case for Animal 

Rights. In fact, Singer's influential 1975 book, AnimalLiberation, does use the term animal 

rights, but is more concerned with using the notion of liberation and discrimination as a 

model, dra'W'ing an association between racism, sexism and speciesism. Nonetheless, as 

Singer has noted, he and Regan 'are plainly at one in [their] attempts to eliminate the 

atrocities now inflicted on animals in factory farms, laboratories and the wild'.238 

Regardless of the semantics over the terminology, the term animal rights is commonly 

understood to refer to the abolition of the use and exploitation of animals by humans. 

As such veganism (the refusal to eat or use animals products) is a central tenet of the 

animal rights/liberation position and thus a major campaign focus for animal rights 

advocates. 

217 ;\105t welfarists do not find hunting or using animals for fur acceptable. 

m Peter Singer, '.\nimal liberation or Animal Rights?', in The Alli!JJalr Reader; by linda Kalof and .\my 

Fitzgerald, Oxford: Berg (2007): 15. 
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Appendix Six: Email Correspondence from Steve Baker 
Regarding Conference Papers 

From: sbaker1 @uclan.ac.uk 
Subject: Re: publications advice 
Date: 16 September 2008 1 :50:21 AM 
To: ywatt@utas.edu.au 

Hi Yvette, 

I've been meaning to write to you ever since Antipodean Animal, back in July, to thank you 
for the very helpful material on your work that you sent me immediately prior to the 
conference. In case it's useful for your CV or anything, I give full details below of the three 
keynotes this year in which I've discussed (or will discuss) examples of your work: 

1. 'Squid ink and ghost sheep: Shaping the antipodean animal in contemporary art', 
keynote address at Antipodean Animal, annual conference of the International Studies 
Group, Menzies Centre for Australian Studies, King's College London, July 2008. 

2. "'Self-portrait with human": Alongside art's other animals', keynote address at the 
conference Notre Animal interieur et les Theories de la Creativite, Aberystwyth University, 
Wales, September 2008. 

3. 'Self-portrait with human, or: What might Derrida's "being-huddled-together" look 
like?', keynote address at the symposium The Animal Gaze: Contemporary Art and 
Animal/Human Studies, Sir John Cass School of Art, Media and Design, London 
Metropolitan University, November 2008. 

The Antipodean Animal conference was very good and really enjoyable socially too. For that 
one, in which I showed quite a bit of your work, I improvised my talk around quotations from 
you and other artists, so unfortunately there's no written text I can show you. In my paper for 
the Our Inner Animal conference (dreadful title!) in Aberystwyth last week, there's just a short 
description of one piece from the Second Sight series, and I'm attaching here the text of that 
talk so that you can see the context in which it was used. (I'm sending the PowerPoint 
presentation that includes the images as an attachment with a separate email, in just a 
moment.) The conference organizer, Bruno Sibona, is hoping to find a French publisher for 
the collected papers (most of which were in French), and is offering to translate my paper for 
inclusion. I'll have to cut out many of the images to make it publishable, but I'd like to keep 
yours in if you're happy to give me permission to do so. Let me know what you think. 

all the very best, 
Steve 

Steve Baker 
Emeritus Professor of Art History 
www.steve-baker.com 

Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
University of Central Lancashire 
Preston PR1 2HE, U.K. 
sbaker1@uclan.ac.uk 
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Appendix Seven: UTas Animals & Society Study Group & the 
'Considering Animals' Conference. 

In July 2005 the inaugural Animals and Society (Australia) Study Group conference was 

held at the Cniversity ofWA. Titled simply, 'Animals and Society', the conference 

brought together scholars from a broad range of disciplines who had a keen interest in 

human-animals studies. As such, it was the first conference of its kind in Australia. 

Interestingly, of just over fifty presenters from some 17 different institutions, six were 

from the University of Tasmania,239 the second highest representation after the host 

Cniversity. Considering the size of the University of Tasmania and the enormous 

distance between Hobart and Perth, the UTas cohort were quick to recognise the 

significance of having such a substantial number of people from our institution who had 

human-animal studies as a key research interest. As a consequence we decided to form 

the University of Tasmania Animals and Society Study Group, and offered to host a 

follow-up conference in 2007. 

The UTas Animals and Society Study Group is informal in structure. We host regular 

seminars, with members of the group and!or visiting scholars presenting papers or 

chairing discussions on relevant filins and readings. The group was initially made up of 

the six delegates to the UWA conference, namely Dr Aidan Davison (School of 

Geography & Environmental Studies), Prof. Adrian Franklin (School of Sociology and 

Social Work), Dr Carol Freeman (School of Geography & Environmental Studies), Dr 

Merryl Parker (School of English, Journalism and European Languages) and myself. 

Shortly afterward Dr Elizabeth Leane (School of English, Journalism and European 

Languages) became an active member, while more recently Prof. Helen Tiffin (School 

of English, Journalism and European Languages) has also become an active member. 

In July 2007 the UTas Animals and Society Study Group hosted the second Animals 

and Society Conference, which we titled 'Considering Animals,240. We were determined 

to raise the profile of the second conference, and so worked hard to raise enough 

sponsorship to enable us to engage two international keynote speakers, Prof. Steve 

Baker, and Prof. Marc Bekoff, with Prof. Bekoff presenting a public lecture to a full 

house of some 260 attendees. This conference was a resounding success. We virtually 

doubled the number of papers presented and overall number of delegates by 

2W I gave a paper at this conference titled' Food for Thought The Nature-Culture Dichotomy as 

;\lanifested in Fann Animal, which was based on my MFA research. 

2.1) .\ PDF of the conference program is included on the CD RO;\l that accompanies this exegesis. 
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comparison to the inaugural conference, and where the ftrst conference attracted only a 

handful of delegates from outside Australia, due to strong promotion of the event, we 

attracted a substantial number of international delegates from as far afield as South 

Africa, Singapore, Israel, Canada, USA, UK, Germany and New Zealand. The feedback 

we received from delegates was extremely positive, with many people commenting on 

the professionalism and efftcient organisation of the conference, but also on the friendly 

atmosphere, which allowed for productive cross-disciplinary discussion and connections 

to take place. 

Fortunately, I was able to time the showing of my solo exhibition 'Alternative Points of 

View' to coincide with the conference, which provided an important opportunity for my 

work to viewed by a particularly receptive audience. This has led to the establishment of 

productive and ongoing contact with a number of scholars both within and outside 

Australia, including Prof. Steve Baker and Dr. Annie Potts (Director of the New 

Zealand Centre for Human-Animal Studies). 

Currently the core committee is comprised of Dr Freeman, Dr Leane and myself. This 

team, with the assistance of Prof. Tifftn, have been working on publishing a book, 

which while not the conference proceedings, was inspired by the 'Considering Animals' 

conference, and will bear the same name. This book proposal is currently under 

consideration by several publishers with Ashgate Press expressing particular interest in 

the proposal. An essay based on my conference paper has been selected for inclusion in 

the proposed volume. 

My involvement with the UTas Animals and Society Study Group has been extremely 

beneftcial on a number of levels. The members of the group have been a great source of 

support throughout my candidature, by being sounding boards for my ideas and 

providing me with suggestions and references for my research. Additionally, being a key 

member of the general committee, the conference organising committee and the 

publishing committee has provided me with opportunities to develop a range of skills 

and experiences that will be of great use to me as a scholar in the future. 
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Appendix Eight: Curriculum Vitae 

Born 1963 Perth, Western Australia. 

Education 
2004-current PhD in Fine Art candidate, University of Tasmanian, Tasmanian School 

of Art, TAS 
1999-2003 Masters in Fine Art, University of Tasmania, Tasmanian School of Art 
1992 Lithography workshop, Australian Print Workshop, VIC. 
1988-90 Part-time studies in Printmaking (esp. lithography), Claremont School of 

Art, WA 
1981-84 Bachelor of Education (Art), Curtin University of Technology, WA 

Solo and Small Group Exhibitions 
2007 	 Alternative Points of View, Criterion Gallery, Hobart, TAS 
2005 	 same difference, Criterion Gallery, Hobart, TAS 
2004 	 Supernatural - Obernatiirlich, Galerie Gaswerk, Schwabach, Germany 
2004 	 Beast!J, Artplace, Perth W A 
2003 	 food for Thought, Master of Fine Arts examination exhibition, Plimsoll Gallery, 

Tasmanian School of Art, University of Tasmania, Hobart, TAS 
2001 	 Shadowlands, Artplace, Perth, WA 
2001 Casting a Shadow, Entrepot Gallery, Tasmanian School of Art, University of 

Tasmania, Hobart, TAS 
2000 Tales from the Dark Side, Beaver Galleries, Canberra, ACT 
1999 Speak oftbe Del!iI,Artplace, Perth WA 
1996 Y1Jette Watt and Five Other Figttratz"l!e Painters, Festival of Perth Exhibition, 

Artplace, Perth WA 
1996 	 6 WA Painters, Beaver Galleries, Canberra, ACT 
1993 	 Bestial Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, Perth W A 
1993 The Inqllisitz"ve ~ye, Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, Perth WA (touring regional 

centres through Art on the Move) 
1992 Paintings and Prints, Delaney Galleries, Perth WA 
1990 Prints and Drawings, Delaney Galleries, Perth WA 
1988 Buildings and Beasts, Beach Gallery, Perth WA 

Selected Group Exhibitions 
2008 Fierce or Friend!J: Human.f in the Animal Wor/d, Tasmanian Museum and Art 

Gallery, Hobart, TAS 
2007 Eye to ~ye, Dubbo Regional Art Gallery, NSW 
2007 Tbe Art olGitJing, Murdoch University, South Street Campus, Murdoch WA 
2006 Ensembles, Cite Internationale des Arts, Paris. 
2003 Animalistic, a touring exhibition of works from the Edith Cowan University 

Collection, WA 
2002 	 Ale/bol/rne Art Fair 2002, Melbourne, VIC 
2002 Committed to tbe present· 50 Yean qfthe UWA Art Co//ectz"on, Lawrence Wilson Art 

Gallery, University ofWA, Perht, WA 
2001 HallU7qy There, Plimsoll Gallery, University of Tasmania, Hobart, TAS 
2001 AliJJe Own Exemtiomr, Mundaring Arts Centre, WA 
2000 H20: A Misce//a,!y oflW'orksfrom the Kerry Stokes Co//ectz"on, (a Perth International 

Arts Festival exhibition), Lawrence Wilson Gallery, WA 
1999 	 Redlands 1¥7estpacArt Prize, Mosman NSW 
1999 	 Bunbury Biennale, Bunbury Regional Gallery, WA 
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Transitions, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital Annual Art Exhibition, The Church 
Gallery, Claremont WA 

1999 	 Town of Vincent Invitation ArtAward, Council Chambers, North Perth W A 
1998 	 Gotham X 10, Perth Institute of Contemporary Art, WA 
1998 	 Inaugural Joondalup Invitation ArtAward, Joondalup WA 
1998 	 Latin Perspectives, Moores Building, Fremantle WA 
1998 	 Alba'!} Art Prize, Albany W A (highly commended) 
1997 	 Aspects ofFremantle, Moores Building, Fremantle W A 
1997 	 Bunbury Biennale, Bunbury Regional Art Gallery, Bunbury W A 
1997 	 5 Years Artplace, Artplace, Perth, W A 
1997 	 The Censorship Show, Artplace, Perth WA 
1996 Figuration, Art Gallery of W A 
1996 ACAF 5, Fifth Contemporary Art Fair, Melbourne, VIC 
1996 Alice Springs AnnualArt Prize 
1996 Oddfellows - the Essence of Figurative Art in Western Australia, Lawrence Wilson 

Art Gallery, Perth, WA (touring regionally and interstate through Art on the 
Move) 

1995 Place and Perception, Parliament House, Canberra, ACT 
1994 Presence, F remantle Arts Centre, F remantle W A 
1994 ACAF 4, Fourth Contemporary Art Fair, Melbourne, VIC 
1993 Summer Haroest, Gorepani Gallery, Albany, WA 
1992 Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital AnnualArt Exhibition, W A 
1992 Alba'!} Art Competition, Albany, WA 
1991 Song ofthe Earlh, Delaney Galleries, Perth, W A 
1991 Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital AnnualArt Exhibition, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, 

Perth, WA 
1991 	 Out There- Seven Young Western Australian Artists, Claremont School of Art, 

WA 
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital Print Exhibition, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth, 

WA 
1989 9 x 5 Show, Undercroft Gallery, University ofWA 

Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital AnnualArt Exhibition, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, 
Perth, WA 

The Beach Gallery Group Show, Beach Gallery, Perth, WA 
1988 	 Amnesty International Art Exhibition, New Collectables Gallery, Fremantle, WA 

Artsfor the Forest, Film and Television Institute, Fremantle, WA 
Printmakers '84, Hayman Williams Gallery, Curtin University, Perth W A 
Bunbury Art Purchase Award, Bunbury Regional Art Gallery, Bunbury W A 

Prizes and Awards 
2006 	 The Marie Edwards Travelling Scholarship in Visual Arts Craft and Design 
2004 	 Australian Postgraduate Award (PhD Scholarship) 
2003 	 Skills & Arts Development grant through Australia Council for residency & 

exhibition in Germany 
2003 Visual Arts Development grant through Arts Tasmania for residency & 

exhibition in Germany 
1999 Percent for Art Award for Mural at Bansia Hill Detention Centre 
1998 New Work (projects) grant through ArtsWA for production of new work and 

exhibition of this work interstate. 
1997 	 Bunbury Biennale Purchase Award 
1997 	 Artflight grant through ArtsWA to fly to Eastern States 
1995 	 Pre-selection for Moet and Chandon Australian Art Award 
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1995 Special Projects Grant, WA Dept. for the Arts, for exhibition at Beaver 
Galleries, Canberra 
1994 Study, Exchanges, Secondments Grant, WA Dept. for the Arts, to visit print 

workshops overseas 
1993 Conferences, Seminars and Special Events Grant, WA Dept, for the Arts, for 

"Inquisitive Eye" exhibition costs 
1992 Special Projects Grant, WA Dept for the Arts, to attend lithography workshop 

at Australian Print Workshop, Melbourne, Victoria 
1992 N.A.S.H.S. Print Prize, Albany Art Competition 
1991 Best Painting, Albany Art Competition 

N.A.S.H.S. Print Prize, Albany Art Competition 

Collections 
Parliament House, Canberra; Parliament House, Western Australia; Artbank; Art 
Gallery ofWA; University ofWA, Edith Cowan University; Kerry Stokes; Murdoch 
University; WA School of Art and Design; Royal Perth Hospital; Sir Charles Gairdner 
Hospital; King Edward Memorial Hospital for Women; BankWest; Town of Albany; 
Bunbury Regional Gallery; WA Bar Chambers; Legislative Assembly ofWA; l\1inter 
Ellison N orthmole Hale; Grafica Soruco Mexico; Sir James and Lady Sheila Cruthers; 
City of Wanneroo; Eddystone Investments. 

Publications 
Studio: AUJtralian ArtiJt.r and the Creative Procm, John MacDonald and Ian Lloyd, 2007 
AUJtralian Painting, Bernard Smith (with Terry Smith and Christopher Heathcote), 
Oxford University Press, Melbourne 2001 
H20: A lv[iJcellaf!Y o/'WorkJfrom the Kerry StokeJ Collection, exhibition catalogue, John 
Stringer, January 2000, Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery 
OddjelloWJ exhibition catalogue, Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, 1996 
6 WA PainterJ- exhibition catalogue, Artplace/Beaver Galleries, 1996 
Place and Perception, exhibition catalogue, Parliament House Canberra, 1995 
ArtiJtJ in ReJidence, Richard Woldendorp and John Stringer, Sandpiper Press, Perth, 1995 
BeaJtial, exhibition catalogue, Sandra Murray, October 1993, Lawrence Wilson Art 
Gallery 
The InqUisitive Eye, exhibition catalogue, Paola Anselmi, 1993, Lawrence Wilson Art 
Gallery 

Reviews Received 
'Fierce or Friendly: Humans in the Animal World',Judith Abel, Artlink, Vol. 28 no.l, 
2008 
'Yvette Watt: "Alternative Points of View', Philip Watkins, AUJtralian Art Collector, Issue 
41,2007 
'Mixed (Feeling Sheepish)" Nick Dent, Black and White, issue 77, March 2005 
'Meat Eaters Food for Thought', Jane Rankin-Read, The Sundqy TaJmanian, March 13, 
2005 
'Young Guns', Laura Murray Cree, State o/'the ArtJ, January - March 2004 
'Island State', Laura Murray Cree, Limelight, October 2003 
'A Fair to Remember',John McDonald, Financial Ret'iew, 10th October 2002 
'Liquid Assets', Susan McCulloch-Uehlin, The Weekend AUJtralian, june 23"l_24th 2001 
Glimpses of Art Lost', David Bromfield, The WeJt AUJtralian, June 16th 200t 
'Lurking in Dark Wit', Sonia Barron, Canberra TimeJ, 18rh March 2000 

'Locals a Good Investment' David Bromfield, The WeJt AUJtralian, March 25 2000 
'Humanirnal Bond Devilishly Absorbing', David Bromfield, The WeJt AUJtralian, March 
20 1999 
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Beyond Good and Evil, Evi Ferrier, Perth If/eek!y, March 10-16 1999 
'A Journey Through Art - The Kerry Stokes Collection', Anna Gray, Art in Au.rtralia, 
Spring 1996 
'The Figurative Edge', Paul McGillick, Art in AlI.ftralia, Spring 1996 
'In the Picture', Canberra Time.r, November 1996 
'Tattered Treasures ... ', Nikki i'v1iller, The If/e.rt AtI.rtralian, February 28 1996 

'Showing Six ...', Sonia Barron, Canberra Time.r, February 17 1996 
'Perth's Dreamscape .. .', Paul McGillick, Financial RezJiew, February 91996 
The Good Figbt, Vol 1, issues 1 and 2 (Image only) 
'On Show', David Bromfield, The If/e.rt Australian, June 6 1992 
'On Show', David Bromfield, T be If/est Australian, June 8 1991 
'On Show', David Bromfield, Tbe If/estAustralian,January 12 1991 

Published writing 
'Animals, Art and Ethics', commissioned essay for The Enryclopedia of Animal Rigbts and 
Animal If/elfare, Greenwood, Westport (due for publication 2009) 
'The Artist as Activist', Stock, No.7, 2008 (see http:/hv'WW.stock-site.org.au/) 
'Liminal', exhibition review, Artlink, Vol 28, No.3, 2008 

Commissions, Projects and Travel 
2006 Residency, Rosamond McCulloch Studio, Cite Internationale des Arts, 

Paris 
2004 Artist in Residence, Galerie Gaswerk, Schwa bach, Germany. 
2004 6 weeks travel through Europe 
2002 Mural Commission for New Town High School, Hobart, under the Art 

for Public Buildings Scheme 
1996 :\1ural Commission for "Banksia Hill" juvenile detention centre, 

Western Australia - in collaboration with Indra Geidans and Richard 
Gunning, under the percent for art scheme 

1994/5 12 months travelling through Europe, USA, Mexico and Central 
America, including a 6 month period living and working in Guatemala, 
and a three week period producing lithographs at Grafica Soruco, 
Mexico 
Westrail Poster for the Northern Suburbs Transport System 

1991 Poster design for "Rat's Revenge" benefit gig 
Kaleidoscope Printers calendar illustration 

1990 Poster Design for "Outrage" benefit gig 
Poster Design, "Hey and How" benefit gig (with Petra Kayser), 
University Campaign Against Racial Exploitation 
Poster Design, "Rock for the Animals" benefit gig 

Teaching 
1999- (current) Lecturer in painting (and dra\\;mg, 1999-2000) University of Tasmania 

Tasmanian School of Art 
2007- (current) Adult Education tutor (portrait painting & life drawing) 
2000-3 Art tutor, Risdon Prison 
1995-9 Lecturer in Painting, Drawing, Printmaking, and Design, Western 
Australian 

School of Art and Design 
Printmaking Tutor, Gallery Art School, Art Gallery of WA 

1992-3 Lecturer in Painting, Drawing, Cultural Studies and Professional 
Practices, 

1996 
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Associate Diploma in Visual Arts course (through Edith Cowan 
U niversitv) , , 
Great Southern Regional College, Albany 

1992-3 Art Tutor, Albany Regional Prison 
1989-90 Painting Tutor, Art Gallery of WA School Holiday Programme 
1990 Painting Tutor, Applecross Senior High School Special Art Programme 
1986-7 Art Tutor, Bandyup \X!omen's Prison 
1985-6 Art Tutor, Applecross senior High School Special Art Programme 
1985 Art Teacher Foothills School, 
1985 Art Teacher Churchlands Senior High School 

Relevant Employment 
2003 	 Project Officer Research and Development, Tasmanian School of Art, 

University of Tasmania 
2003 	 Conference Coordinator, ACUADS Conference, Tasmanian School of Art 

Art Forum (guest speaker program) Coordinator, Tasmanian School of Art, 
University ofTasmania 

1988 Display Artist, Katanning Mill Museum, Katanning 
1987 Display Artist, WA Medical Museum, K.ing Edward Hospital Complex 

Other Relevant Experience 
Conference Organising Committee Member, 'Animals & Society II: Considering 
Animals', Hosted by UTAS Animals and Society Study Group, July 2008, Old 
Wools tore, Hobart 
Publications committee member, UTAS Animals & Society Study Group for the book 
Considering Animals, 2008-2009 
Member, Gotham Studios ARI, 1988-1990 
Member, The Verge, ARI, 1996-1999 

Academic Associations 
Member, University of Tasmania Animals and Society Study Group (committee 
member 2005 current) 
Member, Animals and Society (Australia) Study Group, University of Western Australia 
International Associate, New Zealand Centre for Human-Animal Studies, University of 
Canterbury. 

Animal Advocacy Associations 
Founding member of Against Animal Cruelty Tasmania in 2002. 

Vice President of Animals Australia, 2006-current 

Founding member of Animal Rights Advocates (WA) in 1998. 

Member of Animal Liberation WA 1986 1998 (including two periods as a committee 

member, 1987 -1990 and 1996- 1998) 
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